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This thesis explores the role of a large-scale brain network comprising of the 

insula and anterior cingulate cortex in the pathophysiology of psychosis using 

structural and functional neuroimaging. Primarily, anatomical changes affecting the 

grey matter structure and patterns of dysconnectivity involving the insula are 

investigated.  

Various meta-analytic studies have reported consistent reduction in insular grey 

matter across various psychotic disorders. Despite these robust observations, the role 

played by this brain region in the generation of psychotic symptoms remains 

unexplored. In this thesis, using a meta-analytic approach, the relevance of insula for 

the clinical expression of psychosis is highlighted. Further, significant reduction in the 

cortical folding of the insula was noted in patients with schizophrenia. Reduced 

gyrification is accompanied by reduced functional connectivity between the insula 

and the rest of the brain. 

Using an effective connectivity approach (Granger Causal Analysis), the primacy 

of insula in driving the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is demonstrated in healthy 

controls; this relationship is significantly affected in schizophrenia amounting to 

aberrant connectivity within a putative salience-execution loop. Reduced primacy of 

the salience-execution loop relates to illness severity. 

It is argued that the insula, as a key region of the salience network, plays a crucial 

role in the generation of symptoms of psychosis. The evidence in support of this 

theory is discussed, together with its implications for clinical practice aimed at 

reducing the burden of psychosis. 
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Schizophrenia can be described as a uniquely human condition 

representing one end of the continuum of variations in the mental faculties 

that constitute the subjective experience of self and the world (Crow, 1990; 

Sass and Parnas, 2003). This subjectivity has made schizophrenia a difficult 

subject matter to study in a reliable manner, contributing in part to the 

significant heterogeneity of clinical observations (Strauss, 2011). Traditionally, 

the descriptions of the mental phenomena that form the core experience of 

schizophrenia have mostly been provided by clinicians and other external 

observers (for example, (Grange, 1962; Schneider, 1959)). These 

observations have variously shaped the current classificatory systems that 

widely used in the diagnosis, treatment and the research of schizophrenia. In 

recent times, absorbing first person accounts of individuals with a clinical 

diagnosis of schizophrenia have appeared in the literature (Rudnick et al., 

2011). Excerpts from these accounts (Table 1.1) highlight the diverse nature 

of schizophrenia at a phenomenological level.  

 

These first person accounts and other recorded autobiographical 

narratives establish schizophrenia as an illness of perceptual, affective and 

cognitive disturbances (Freedman, 1974). Notwithstanding the varied nature 

of the illness experience, these accounts are dominated by recurring attempts 

of patients to understand the proximal cause of their sufferings. The 

explanatory attempts put forward by individuals experiencing psychosis  
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 range from an explicit denial of schizophrenia as a disease entity to offering 

novel psychological formulations of how the brain operates in health and 

disease (for example, (Chadwick, 2007; Hawkes, 2012; Kean, 2009)). Similar 

efforts to understand the mechanisms behind schizophrenia have been 

continually made by clinicians and researchers throughout the history of 

psychiatry. Kraepelin listed a number of speculated pathogenetic influences in 

the 8th edition of his textbook, which included morbid anatomy, hereditary 
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predisposition, general conditions of life (with references to the effects of 

civilization) and injury to the germ (Kraepelin, 1919). From these various hints 

offered by Kraepelin, putative biological mechanisms came to be regarded as 

the most proximal links to the expression of the symptoms and signs of the 

illness. Subsequently, the interest narrowed down to the study of 

pathophysiology as the key to make any real progress in the treatment of 

schizophrenia (Unknown, 1930).  

Though the scientific progress in unraveling the aetiopathogenesis of 

schizophrenia has been painfully slow, it is acknowledged that most of what 

we know currently of schizophrenia has resulted from the continued research 

on the neurobiological aspects (Insel, 2010).  Of late, a specific emphasis has 

been placed on the study of brain morphology, circuitry and gene-environment 

interaction to further this progress (Editorial in Nature, 2010). 

 

 

The idea that schizophrenia is a disease of the brain is probably as old as 

the idea that schizophrenia is an illness. Crichton-Browne wrote in 1879 that 

the highly evolved left sided cortical centres that are last to be organized 

during development “might suffer first in insanity” (Crichton-Browne, 1879). 

The suspected morbidity of the brain anatomy heavily influenced Kraepelin’s 

original conception of dementia praecox. He carefully included the 

photomicrographs of histological findings observed by Alois Alzheimer in the 

eight edition of his textbook of psychiatry, to add credence to his emphasis on 

the morbid anatomy of dementia praecox (Kraepelin, 1919). Kraepelin, though 

impressed with Alzheimer’s reports, conceded that no macroscopic changes 

were notable in patients.  Wernicke, who approached psychoses with a 
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neuroscientific speculation, asserted that an aberrant shunting of associative 

processes underlie dementia praecox, and these disturbances are 

“theoretically localizable” to anatomical changes in the brain (Cutting, 1987). 

Bleuler, though inclined towards a psychoanalytical exposition of the myriad of 

observations that constitute the clinical features of schizophrenia, explicitly 

admitted the role of the brain in this illness (Bleuler, 1950). Nevertheless he 

prudently acknowledged that the task of mapping changes in brain to the 

disturbed psychological processes, which he considered to be of primary 

importance, as a challenging one (Bleuler, 1950). Even the most vocal of the 

critics against the concept of mental illness, accept that demonstrating 

alterations in the brain and their relationship to the symptoms and signs of 

psychosis is vital for scientific progress. Thomas Szasz, in a monograph 

attacking the Kraepelinian and Bleulerian concepts of schizophrenia by 

comparing them with the syphilitic model of disease (general paresis), states 

“The fact that paresis is a brain disease could never have been established by 

studying the paretic’s thinking. Then why study the schizophrenic’s?”(Szasz, 

1976). He concludes that to be qualified as a disease, anatomical lesions in 

the brain must be identified in schizophrenia (Pies, 1979). 20 years later, 

appraising the reasons for the lack of strong inferences in schizophrenia 

research, Carpenter and colleagues (1993) reaffirm that defining the 

neuroanatomic substrate is an important next step in the search for causality 

in schizophrenia. At this juncture, it may be pertinent to ask what insight has 

been gained from the 200 years of research into psychosis/schizophrenia with 

regard to the structure of the brain in this illness.   
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The earliest systematic studies of the brain in ‘insanity’ focused on the 

post-mortem changes (Haslam, 1798). The samples were limited and 

substantial inferences could not be made due to the difficulties in the capacity 

to replicate findings. Historically, the first recorded attempt of mapping brain 

anatomy to symptoms in psychosis was carried out by Elmer Southard, a 

professor of neuropathology at Harvard (Zornberg, 1999). Between 1910 and 

1915, he published a series of reports on systematic microscopic and 

macroscopic examination of randomly selected post-mortem samples from 

patients with dementia praecox, focusing particularly on structural 

abnormalities visible to the naked eye. He reported that 45 out of these 50 

brains showed “gross anomalies or other lesions” (Southard, 1915). A number 

of these samples had what he termed as “internal hydrocephalus,” or 

ventricular dilatation. He did not have access to post-mortem samples from a 

control population. In his 1914 report, he writes “The writer has followed up his 

earlier work on the dementia præcox group (1910) with a more systematic 

anatomoclinical study of 25 cases, having a view to (a) definite conclusions as 

to the structurality ("organic nature") of the disease, and (b) correlation of 

certain major symptom groups (delusions, catatonic symptom groups, auditory 

hallucinosis) with disease of particular brain regions. As to (a), the 

structurality of dementia prœcox, the writer feels that the disease must 

be conceded to be in some sense structural, since at least 90 per cent of all 

cases examined (50 cases, data of 1910 and 1914) give evidence of general 

or focal brain atrophy or aplasia when examined post mortem, even without 

the use of the microscope. As to (b), the functional correlations of this 

study, the results may be summed up by saying that strong correlations have 
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been found to support the writer's former claims that (1) delusions are as a 

rule based on frontal disease, and (2) catatonic symptoms on parietal-lobe 

disease. An equally strong correlation (3) has now been found between 

auditory hallucinosis and temporal-lobe disease.” Remarkably, Southard 

concluded that his findings support “a study of genesis than of etiology, and 

does not rise to the height of ascribing causes”.  He commented that “to 

underrate the possible contributions of anatomy to this field” is a “deplorable 

thing” (Southard, 1915).  

A revolutionary change in the field was beginning to emerge by the late 

1920s when pneumoencephalography was used to study the brain structure in 

19 patients who were admitted to the Stadtroda hospital near the University of 

Jena in Germany (Jacobi and Winkler, 1927).  A wider interest in exploring the 

substance of brain in schizophrenia culminated from the works of Eve 

Johnstone and Timothy Crow using Computed Tomography in 1976 wherein 

they demonstrated the presence of ventricular enlargement in schizophrenia 

using a case-control design for the first time to address the neuroanatomical 

changes (Johnstone et al., 1976). The first Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

study by Nancy Andreasen and colleagues in 1986 opened further doors for 

more sophisticated studies (Andreasen et al., 1986). The next two decades 

saw an exponential growth of research in schizophrenia using MRI. By 2009, 

the year when the current doctoral study began, there were 6305 articles 

retrieved using the search terms MRI, schizophrenia and neuroimaging 

(Shenton et al., 2010). Morphometry, a group of techniques that focused 

primarily on measuring the physical parameters of the brain tissue, was 
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employed by a number of research groups across the globe and exciting 

insights began to emerge by the beginning of the 21st century. 

The most commonly employed method to study brain structure in 

schizophrenia to date is the use of voxel-based morphometry (Ashburner and 

Friston, 2000). This technique allows an unbiased measurement of grey or 

white matter tissue across the entire brain in a group of patients, thus allowing 

a comparison to be made against a group of healthy controls. The earliest 

studies using the VBM technique promised identification of neural correlates 

of the clinical syndromes of schizophrenia (Chua et al., 1997; Wright et al., 

1995), while subsequent studies have largely focused on defining the loci of 

neuroanatomical deviation in schizophrenia when compared to healthy 

controls (Ananth et al., 2002; Wright et al., 1999) (Wright 1999, Ananth 2002).  

In schizophrenia, grey matter has been the focal point of most of these VBM 

studies. This focus on the grey matter stems from a number of events 

throughout the history of schizophrenia research. Grey matter changes have 

been the focus of neuropathological studies in schizophrenia since 

Kraepelinian times. Alzheimer’s original investigations on post-mortem 

samples found a modest reduction in number of cortical neurons and some 

evidence for gliosis (Kraepelin, 1919). Since the advent of neuroleptic 

medications and the emergence of neurotransmitter hypotheses in 

schizophrenia (Carlsson and Lindqvist, 1963), a strong focus on neuronal 

synapses has emerged. With the majority of neuronal synapses being located 

in the cortical grey matter, this tissue has become a focal point of investigation 

when studying anatomical changes in schizophrenia (Feinberg, 1982). It is 

estimated that the majority of energy consumed by the metabolic processes of 
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the human brain centers around the synaptic activity (Howarth et al., 2012), 

making the grey matter tissue particularly prone to toxic and metabolic insults 

that can affect a number of cognitive faculties. Further, in recent times a 

rejuvenation of interest in brain mapping has resulted in the understanding 

that normal variations in the structure of brain, especially the grey matter, 

could explain a number of inter-individual differences in cognitive processes 

(Kanai and Rees, 2011). 

Schizophrenia is likely to be one of the several pathological conditions for 

which VBM has been most frequently employed. During the time span of the 

current study (October 2009 and June 2012), 127 studies have been indexed 

in the MEDLINE when searched using the keywords ‘voxel based 

morphometry’ and ‘schizophrenia’ OR ‘psychosis’, out of a total of 912 articles 

associated with ‘voxel based morphometry’.  Do we have any well-replicated, 

consistent findings with regard to the morbid anatomy of schizophrenia from 

the VBM studies of the grey matter? 

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+(,∗&−∃&.∃/012∃3(,,10∃41.∗∋∗,+∃∗−∃+∋5∗6&7501−∗(∃

Meta-analytical techniques are very useful in synthesizing the evidence 

from several systematic investigations. In neuroimaging, meta-analytical 

techniques have been particularly popular and have been largely employed to 

determine the likelihood of the spatial distribution of group differences, thus 

identifying the specific brain regions where in the grey matter abnormalities 

are localized. In schizophrenia a number of such likelihood-estimation meta-

analyses to localize grey matter changes have been conducted to date. A 
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summary of these studies has been presented in 1.2. The coordinates 

identified from these meta-analyses have been plotted in figure 1.1.  
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Of the several regions reported in these meta-analyses, insula shows the 

most consistent grey matter reduction in schizophrenia, and is identified in all 

of the meta-analyses irrespective of the duration of illness. Anterior cingulate 

cortex is the next most consistent site with GM reductions, followed by 

superior temporal gyrus. Interestingly, the insular cluster extends to the 

inferior frontal gyrus anteriorly in a number of these meta-analyses (Bora et al., 

2011a, Bora et al., 2011b; Glahn et al., 2008) and to the superior temporal 

gyrus posteriorly in some (Ellison-Wright et al., 2008). Less consistent 

changes were notable in subcortical structures such as the caudate, 

amygdala and the thalamus. It is important to note that the remarkable 

consistency, at least in part, is due to the significant overlap in the studies 

included in these meta-analyses. Nevertheless, each of these meta-analyses 

focused on identifying studies that undertook a whole brain search without a 

priori assumptions regarding the loci of GM change in schizophrenia.  

The structural changes in the insular cortex have also been noted 

consistently in bipolar disorder (Ellison-Wright and Bullmore, 2010), 

suggesting that insula has a crucial role in the pathophysiology of psychosis. 

But despite recent attempts to delineate the role of insula in various 

neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia2-4, an integrative model of 

insular dysfunction in relation to psychosis is lacking. Insula is a highly 

reciprocally connected brain region5,6. A fuller understanding of insular 

dysfunction in the pathogenesis of psychosis can be obtained by bringing 

together evidence from structural and functional imaging to highlight the 

potential role of the disrupted interaction of this structure with other brain 

regions in psychosis. In particular, it will be fruitful to explore the relationship 
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between the insula and other regions showing GM reduction in schizophrenia. 

To this end, we must consider whether the brain regions showing consistent 

GM deficits in schizophrenia, organize themselves in any constrained manner 

and contribute to aspects of normal brain function in healthy controls. 

!∀#∃%&∋&()∗+,−∃.∃,&/0).,.1)2+3∃2)4&(∃∃

There is an often-observed co-activation between the insula and the 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) across a variety of cognitive tasks suggesting 

the presence of a functional network involving these two regions (Taylor et al., 

2009). Both functional and structural connectivity have been demonstrated 

between the insula and the ACC (Heuvel et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2009) with 

likely extension into the inferior frontal region (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Seeley 

et al., 2007).  This intrinsic network has been variously described as a 

cognitive Task Control Network and Salience Network (SN) (Dosenbach et al., 

2007; Seeley et al., 2007). Menon and Uddin (2010) have recently proposed 

that the primary role of this network is to enable switching between a default 

mode (resting mode or task-negative state of brain) and executive (processing 

mode or task-positive) states of brain connectivity. Disrupted coordination 

among brain circuits, in particular between the anticorrelated networks that 

underlie task-related and default mode, has been postulated as a core 

pathophysiological feature in schizophrenia (Williamson, 2007).  

The concept of parallel distributed processing models in cognition and 

behavioural neurology (Rumelhart and Group, 1987) has had a strong 

influence on the interpretation of neuroimaging literature in schizophrenia 

(Friston, 1998; Liddle et al., 1992). In this context, Nancy Andreasen proposed 
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one of the earliest heuristic neuroanatomic models of dysfunctional large-

scale circuits in schizophrenia based on observations from neuroimaging 

studies (Andreasen et al., 1998). This model was based on the notion of 

cognitive dysmetria and was heavily influenced by the PET and fMRI 

observations on patients, with only limited references to the normal 

physiological organisation of a putative front-thalamic-cerebellar circuit.  

Nevertheless, along with other similar neurocognitive models (Braff, 1993; 

Frith et al., 1992; Goldman-Rakic and Selemon, 1997), this provided an 

experimentally testable assumption for several functional imaging studies. In a 

similar vein, the concept of SN provides a convenient framework to explore 

the pathophysiology of structural deficits in psychosis. Further, as discussed 

in chapter 2, it also holds the promise to integrate structural and functional 

abnormalities often noted, but hitherto considered in isolation in schizophrenia. 

However, as the primary evidence for insular dysfunction comes from 

structural imaging studies, it is important to establish the nature of these 

structural deficits in further detail. To investigate the relevance of the insula 

and ACC in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, it is also important to 

propose a plausible model of the insular dysfunction in the context of the 

diverse clinical features of schizophrenia.  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+∃,−∃∋.+∃∋.+/)/∃

The aim of this doctoral research is to investigate the nature of 

neuroanatomical changes in schizophrenia as outlined above in the context of 

the pathophysiology of psychosis. To accomplish this, 2 large datasets of 

magnetic resonance images in patients with schizophrenia and matched 

controls have been utilized. In addition, 2 meta-analyses were performed 
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using previously published studies investigating morphometric changes in 

schizophrenia.  

The thesis opens with a review of the existing literature on the grey matter 

changes in schizophrenia highlighting the primacy of the insula and the 

anterior cingulate (together constituting the Salience Network, SN) in the 

pathophysiology of psychosis (Chapter 2).   This review also highlights the 

missing links in the hypothesized role of the SN, some of which are 

investigated in detail in subsequent chapters. The rest of the thesis 

establishes the methods used to investigate the SN and defends the 

hypothesis that insula has a cardinal role in the generation of psychotic 

symptoms in schizophrenia. 

Chapter 3 presents the results of a coordinates-based meta-analysis of 

several VBM studies using Signed Differential Mapping approach to address 

the question whether the structural changes in the SN are associated with the 

diathesis or the expression of schizophrenia. The findings suggest that insular 

abnormalities are one of the prime anatomical features in those with a clinical 

manifestation of schizophrenia. 

Chapter 4 is an attempt to study the clinical relevance of the structural 

changes in the insula. It focuses on the role of the SN in one of the most 

frequently reported symptoms of schizophrenia: Auditory Hallucinations. Left 

frontoinsular cortex emerges as the structure showing the most significant 

grey matter reduction in relation to the auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia.  

Two image analysis techniques are employed in this work: Cortical 

Surface Based Morphometry (SBM) and Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM). 
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The former technique makes use of the Freesurfer platform, while the latter is 

based on SPM8. The methods are described in detail in chapter 5. Results 

from head-to-head comparison of these two methods are reported in this 

chapter. 

Several changes have been noted in the surface anatomical properties of 

the cortical sheet (mantle) in schizophrenia. Do these changes involve the SN 

at a whole brain level?  Chapter 6 reports findings from (1) a vertex-wise 

analysis of cortical folding pattern and (2) corresponding changes in cortical 

thickness in the affected brain regions. A significant abnormality is notable in 

the insular cortex, suggesting a deviation in the normal cortical development 

affecting the insula in patients.  

In chapter 7, the issue of specificity of the gyrification defects to 

schizophrenia in comparison with bipolar disorder is investigated.  Insular 

gyrification defects appear to be more prominent in schizophrenia and is 

accompanied by overlapping reduction in the degree of functional connectivity 

between the insula and the rest of the brain during performance of a working 

memory task. 

Chapter 8 is an attempt to investigate the functional relationship of insula 

with other brain regions in healthy controls and patients with schizophrenia. It 

includes results from a Granger causal analysis of functional MRI data 

obtained during resting state. This whole brain analysis revealed that there 

was a significant failure of both feed-forward and reciprocal influence between 

the insula and the DLPFC in schizophrenia amounting to a failure of a 
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physiological salience-execution loop. This abnormality was related to the 

burden of psychotic symptoms and processing-speed deficit seen in patients.  

Chapter 9 summarises the directions provided by the present work in the 

scientific pursuit of the pathophysiology of psychosis and translating the 

insights into developing effective interventions for this debilitating illness.  A 

critical summary of works from other research groups that followed the 

publication of the initial chapters of this thesis is also presented in chapter 9.  
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Voxel based morphometry (VBM), one of the most common techniques 

employed in studying the neuroanatomy of schizophrenia, consistently 

identifies grey matter reduction in the insula and the ACC constituting the 

Salience Network (SN). The aim of this chapter is to consider the structural 

deficits of the SN identified using regional morphometric methods in addition 

to the VBM approach in schizophrenia. The functional attributes of the insula 

in the context of the SN and the relevance of prediction error model will then 

be reviewed, along with a discussion on the relationship between insular 

deficits and clinical symptoms of psychosis. In the final section, an integrated 

model of insular dysfunction in psychosis will be proposed, followed by an 

outline of fundamental investigations undertaken during the present doctoral 

study to validate this model.  
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Grey matter ‘density’ as measured by VBM is a not an absolute but a proxy 

measure of grey matter structure as the technique of VBM is based on the 

probabilistic classification of voxels subjected to affine registration. Hence 

definitive conclusions with regard to prominent grey matter reduction across 

the SN cannot be made using VBM alone. Despite the differences in manual 

tracing methods and the issue of reliability while defining insular and ACC 

regions, region of interest (ROI) studies could measure the absolute 

morphometric properties and circumvent the problems related to image 

registration. 

Most ROI studies exploring insular volume confirm a reduction in grey 

matter volume of insula in schizophrenia (Minzenberg et al., 2009; 

Wilmsmeier et al., 2010; Wylie and Tregellas, 2010). In addition, ROI studies 

address the issues of laterality and the issue of anterior vs. posterior 

localisation of volumetric deficits in the insula. Most ROI studies have found a 

bilateral volume reduction (Takahashi et al., 2009b, 2004), though some 

studies show a predominant left insular(Crespo-Facorro et al., 2000; Kim et al., 

2003) or right insular involvement (Roiz-Santiáñez et al., 2010; Saze et al., 

2007). Differentiating between the anterior and posterior subdivisions of the 

insula, Makris et al. (2006) showed that anterior insula had greater volume 

reduction than posterior insula in schizophrenia. A moderate effect size of 0.6 

was noted for left anterior insular volume reduction. Such regional differences 

were replicated in some (Takahashi et al., 2009a), but not all studies 
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(Takahashi et al., 2009b, 2004). These differences are likely to be due to the 

inconsistencies in manual tracing for ROI studies in this anatomically complex 

region. To clarify this issue, a meta-analysis of ROI studies focussing on the 

insula was recently carried out (Shepherd et al., 2012). The pooled results 

from fifteen studies that met the inclusion criteria (n = 945) showed a medium-

sized reduction of bilateral insula in people with schizophrenia (either chronic 

or FES), with anterior insula showing considerably larger effect sizes (n =605, 

Hedge’s g =0.643, p= .001) compared with posterior insula (n = 453, Hedge’s 

g = 0.321, p= .028) suggesting a regional anterior-posterior anatomical 

distinction. In summary, existing evidence suggests that bilateral insular 

volume is reduced in schizophrenia, with more reduction in the anterior than 

the posterior subdivisions.  

Goldstein et al. (1999) who studied grey matter volume reductions using a 

parcellation method found that the largest reductions in the schizophrenia 

group occurred in bilateral insula and ACC.  Baiano et al. (2007) 

systematically reviewed structural imaging studies reporting on ACC volume 

in schizophrenia and reported significant reduction in absolute ACC volume. 

Both Baiano et al. (2007) and Fornito et al. (Fornito et al., 2008), who 

undertook a focussed review of both VBM and ROI studies addressing ACC 

volume in schizophrenia, note that while functional subdivisions are noted 

within ACC, most morphometric studies have considered ACC as a whole. 

Nevertheless, when sterotactic localisation of the deficits is attempted, GM 

reductions in the ACC tends to localise on both dorsal and rostral subdivisions, 

with relatively few changes at the subcallosal region (Fornito et al., 2008). 
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Taken together, ROI studies on insula along with the numerous ROI 

studies reporting reductions in ACC volume, suggest a significant structural 

deficit across the SN in schizophrenia. The origins of structural deficits in grey 

matter are likely to be manifold. Measurement of GM volume using an ROI or 

VBM approach, though helpful to localise and quantify these deficits, does not 

indicate the underlying pathophysiology that resulted in the deficits. Volume of 

grey matter tissue at a locus depends on various properties such as the 

surface area of the brain region, degree of cortical complexity (folding or 

gyrification) and cortical thickness (Winkler et al., 2010).  Increasingly, it is 

recognised that these properties have distinct developmental trajectories and 

genetic determinants (Eyler et al., 2011; Kochunov et al., 2010; Panizzon et 

al., 2009). Thus, distinguishing the contribution of thickness, surface area and 

gyrification changes to the GM deficits in the SN in schizophrenia is likely to 

provide useful leads as to the mechanism behind the deviations in the 

neuroanatomy observed in this illness. Though presently unknown, it is likely 

that these properties have distinct neuropathological correlates. An 

association between cortical thinning in the MRI and a reduction in the 

pyramidal layer thickness has been shown in schizophrenia in the frontal lobe 

(Williams et al., 2012). Theories of neuronal migration and cortical 

development suggest that a reduction in surface area could be linked to a loss 

of minicolumns (Casanova and Tillquist, 2008), considered by many to be the 

basic organisational units of cortical circuitry (Mountcastle, 1997). Formation 

of cortical folding, on the other hand, has been linked to the integrity of neural 

connectivity during early cortical development (White and Hilgetag, 2011). 

Evidence from studies of human fetal brains suggests that the process of 

development of cortical folding (gyrification) is first notable at the insular 
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region and proceeds in an orderly fashion (Afif et al., 2007). The periinsular 

sulci and the central (insular and cerebral) sulci are the first macroscopic 

structures visible on the lateral surface of the human fetal cerebral 

hemisphere as early as the 13th to 17th gestational week. This is a crucial 

period for neuronal migration that is considered to be important in the 

aetiology of schizophrenia (Akbarian et al., 1993; Fatemi and Folsom, 2009). 

An abnormality in cortical development during this period is likely to affect the 

gyrification and subsequent formation of insula. Some evidence for aberrant 

development comes from a study of deformation of shape of insula, which 

demonstrates significant reduction in the rostral end of the inferior limit of 

limen insulae (corresponding to antero-inferior limit of insula) in schizophrenia 

(Jang et al., 2006). There is also some evidence to suggest that the 

developmental trajectories of insula and anterior cingulate cortical thickness 

may be similar (Shaw et al., 2008). 

Some attempts to delineate the surface based morphometric properties of 

thickness and surface area in the SN have been previously reported. Crespo-

Facorro et al. (2000) showed significant reductions in both the volume and 

surface area of insular grey matter in patients with first episode of psychosis. 

In a larger sample of patients, these findings were not replicated (Crespo-

Facorro et al., 2010) though the examination of insular thickness in an 

extended sample revealed significant cortical thinning (Roiz-Santiáñez et al., 

2010). Similarly, Fornito et al (2008) demonstrated bilateral thinning of the 

ACC with an increase in surface area in patients with first episode 

schizophrenia. But contrary to the bulk of the evidence, there were no 

accompanying changes in the ACC volume in this study. In summary, it is 
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unclear whether the changes in SN are due to a reduction in the surface area, 

gyrification or cortical thickness.  
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Despite accumulating evidence regarding widespread cortical grey matter 

deficits in schizophrenia, the exact time course of the onset and progress of 

these deficits are still open to speculation. No systematic study has been 

carried out to date to estimate the onset of insular volume reduction in 

individuals with psychosis. Various cross sectional comparisons add strength 

to the assumption that both insular and ACC deficits predate the onset of first 

episode of psychosis (Chan et al., 2009; Fornito et al., 2008; Fusar-Poli et al., 

2011b). Chan et al. (2009) reviewed the VBM studies in high-risk groups in 

addition to first episode and chronic schizophrenia. High-risk individuals 

showed bilateral anterior cingulate and right insular deficits. Borgwardt et al. 

(2007) showed that the significant deficit in the insular volume in the high-risk 

group (At-Risk Mental State; ARMS) may be indicative of those who 

developed psychosis 2 years later. A meta-analysis that predominantly 

included structural MRI studies investigating ARMS showed small to medium 

effect sizes of decreased cingulate and insular grey matter volume (in addition 

to prefrontal and cerebellar regions) at baseline in high-risk subjects who 
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show a transition to psychosis compared to high-risk subjects without 

transition (Smieskova et al., 2010).  

Takahashi et al. (2009c) also showed that in high-risk individuals who 

show transition to psychosis, significant bilateral insular volume reduction is 

observable at baseline. Using a longitudinal design they showed that the 

baseline insular deficits seen in those who develop psychosis, continue to 

progress at a significantly higher rate (!5.0%/year) when compared to the 

progressive reduction seen in controls (!0.4%/year) or high-risk subjects 

without transition in 4 years (!0.6%/year). Other studies that follow-up Ultra 

High Risk (UHR) groups demonstrate that both progressive ACC (Pantelis et 

al., 2003) and insular (Borgwardt et al., 2007) grey matter reduction predicts 

transition to psychosis. In addition to the progressive reduction during the 

high-risk state, there is some evidence that insular grey matter further reduces 

following the first episode. In a sample different from the one reported above, 

Takahashi et al. (2009a) compared 23 first episode patients followed up after 

2 years with 26 controls and 11 chronic schizophrenia patients followed up 

after 2 years of initial scan. The first episode group showed the most severe 

loss of total insular volume (>4% in 2 years), followed by chronic 

schizophrenia (>1.5% in 2 years) and controls (around 0.3% in 2 years).  

In summary, these studies indicate that the GM reduction in the SN is 

observable in high-risk individuals, predict later development of psychosis and 

at least in the insula, continue to progress after the first episode of illness. 

These studies do not indicate the time point at which the observed GM deficits 

make their appearance in the high-risk individuals. Most of the studies 

reviewed above have been carried out on clinically defined high-risk 
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individuals who already exhibit prodromal psychotic features.   If these deficits 

were present even before the onset of the prodrome, this may indicate an 

association with the tendency to develop psychosis rather than being mere 

indicators of the clinical expression of a psychotic state. One way of 

addressing this question is investigating individuals who are at high risk due to 

genetic reasons rather than due to prodromal mental state. 
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An important issue when evaluating structural deficits in schizophrenia is 

teasing out the confounding effect of medications. The bulk of available 

evidence suggests that antipsychotics have regionally specific effects on brain 

structure, with basal ganglia being the most susceptible to their effects 

(Moncrieff and Leo, 2010; Navari and Dazzan, 2009). A more recently 

published landmark study unfortunately did not focus on the insula or the ACC 

region, but revealed an association between frontal, parietal and temporal GM 

reduction and higher antipsychotic exposure over the course of an average of 

7.2 years (Ho et al., 2011). Conflicting evidence has been presented with 

respect to insula in this regard. Several authors report a lack of correlation 

between prescribed antipsychotic dose and insular volume (Saze et al., 2007; 

Takahashi et al., 2009a, 2005, 2004). Pressler et al. (2005) failed to replicate 

the finding of reduced insular volume in a sample of 30 chronic schizophrenia 
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patients, but showed that with increasing typical neuroleptic exposure the 

insular volume increased in their sample. In contrast, using a cross sectional 

VBM of a sample exposed to short-term antipsychotics, Dazzan et al. (2005) 

suggested that typical antipsychotics may be associated reduced insular grey 

matter when compared to drug free patients.  However it is possible that this 

association is confounded by symptom burden, as there was a trend for higher 

positive symptom score in the treated group (Cohen’s d = 0.43; 5.1 points 

difference in positive symptom score). Using a meta-regression approach 

when undertaking a meta-analysis of ROI studies of the insula in 

schizophrenia, Shepherd et al. (2012) observed no relationship between 

antipsychotic medication dose and insular volume differences. This finding 

contradicts the earlier observation reported by Leung et al (2009) who 

reviewed VBM studies on neuroleptic-naïve first episode patients, and 

compared pooled estimates from these with the pooled estimates of studies 

on neuroleptic treated first episode patients. In both groups, bilateral insular 

and ACC deficits were prominent. While caudate and temporal deficits were 

less extensive in the antipsychotic treated samples, insular deficits (along with 

parahippocampal and frontal deficits) were more pronounced in the treated 

samples, but this observation was not controlled for illness duration or severity. 

A similar pronounced defect in the treated samples was not seen for the ACC. 

Intriguingly, magnetic resonance spectroscopic studies suggest a long-term 

treatment with atypical antipsychotics may have a favorable effect on neuronal 

viability in the ACC (Braus et al., 2002, 2001). In line with these findings, 

Tomelleri et al. (Tomelleri et al., 2009) found a positive correlation between 

cumulative typical antipsychotic exposure and left anterior cingulate volume 

using VBM.  
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In summary, evidence indicates an uncertain association between 

antipsychotic exposure and reduced insula volume whereas there is some 

evidence that treatment protects the ACC.  However the evidence that the 

volume deficits in both insula and ACC precede treatment in antipsychotic 

naïve first episode patients, and in untreated high-risk populations, suggest 

that the illness process itself contributes to the structural deficits in the SN.  
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Anatomical Likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-analysis of fMRI studies with 

insula activation (Kurth et al., 2010) in healthy individuals suggests that 

anterior insula is concerned with higher-level integrative process. This 

integration of different qualities of our coherent experience of the world sets 

the context for thoughts and actions. Craig (2009) assembles a large body of 

evidence from functional imaging studies demonstrating that the insula is 

active during the processing of many internal bodily stimuli (e.g. thirst, sexual 

arousal, heartbeat, visceral distension etc.) and external stimuli (e.g. 

temperature, taste, pain etc.). Similarly Augustine (1996) has concluded from 

a review of structural connections in primates and humans that the insula is a 

site of multisensory integration. Furthermore, Augustine (1996) reports that 

the anterior insula has a strong reciprocal connectivity with prefrontal regions. 

As prefrontal cortex contains representations of social and event models 

(Koechlin et al., 1999), this reciprocal connectivity suggests that the insula has 

an access to goal and plan representations. In addition, imaging studies of 

Stimulus Independent Thoughts reveal engagement of core midline structures 

of the default mode network (DMN) together with anterior insula and ACC 

(Christoff et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2007). Thus the SN receives information 
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about internal and external sensations; representations of goals and plans; 

and also stimulus independent thoughts. 

A significant body of evidence demonstrates insular activation during a 

wide range of tasks that involve evaluating probability, uncertainty of an 

outcome(Bossaerts, 2010; Singer et al., 2009), reward and risk prediction (see 

Bossaerts et al. (2010) for a review). In particular, insular activity is often seen 

with prediction error coding. Prediction error refers to a discrepancy between 

an expectation and the occurrence. This discrepancy can lead to the updating 

of expectations about the external and internal milieu, and if necessary 

initiates or modifies action.  Murray et al. (2008) showed that reward 

prediction error in healthy subjects was associated with activation of the 

ventral striatum along with insula and cingulate cortex, all of which were not 

seen in patients with psychosis. In a different fMRI study of prediction errors, 

the strongest correlation between risk prediction error and BOLD response 

was found in the insula and inferior frontal gyrus (D’ Acremont et al., 2009). 

Several studies suggest that the specific role of insula in prediction error 

paradigms is likely to be one of updating the previously existing prediction 

framework (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Sanfey et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2010). 

Activation of insula during risk evaluation predicted subsequent decision-

making, indicating that insula plays a role in not only evaluating but also 

updating the probabilities of an outcome (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Sanfey et al., 

2003; Xue et al., 2010). Insular activity during anticipated loss predicted the 

loss avoidance learning several months later (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2008). 

ACC also plays a critical role in updating the prediction models and has been 

shown to be involved in both social and reward related associative learning 
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(Kennerley et al., 2006), though it is unlikely to be the sole region for cognitive 

control (Baird et al., 2006; Fellows and Farah, 2005). Notably, individuals who 

have lesions of insula show a failure to update their prediction framework, 

despite having preserved ability to judge probability of events (Clark et al., 

2008).  

 In addition to the properties of the stimulus, execution of a response also 

depends on the context provided by the current homeostatic state of the 

subject. Craig’s model of ‘sentient self’ places insula at a central role for 

evaluating ongoing feeling states (Craig, 2009; Critchley et al., 2004).  Craig 

(2009) proposes awareness of any object requires, first, a mental 

representation of oneself as a feeling (sentient) entity; second, a mental 

representation of that object; and third, a mental representation of the salient 

interrelationship between oneself and that object in the immediate moment 

('now'). These three aspects are integrated in the anterior insula creating a 

state of interoceptive awareness. This is consistent with evidence that the 

anterior insula plays a crucial role in appraisal of self and attributing personal 

relevance (Enzi et al., 2009; Modinos et al., 2009a). 

These observations suggest that primary role of the salience network is 

the integration of sensations, internally generated thoughts, and information 

about goals and plans, so as to update expectations about the internal and 

external milieu and if necessary initiate or modify action.    To facilitate the 

description of the function of the salience network we will introduce the 

concept of proximal salience.  An event such as an externally generated 

sensation, a bodily sensation or a stimulus independent thought, attains 

proximal salience when it generates a momentary state of neural activity 
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within the salience network that results in updating of expectations and if 

warranted by the context, initiates or modifies action.  

Proximal Salience prepares one for appropriate behavioural response. To 

be behaviourally effective, the brain region that generates proximal salience 

must be tightly coupled to task related brain regions.  Indeed this was clearly 

demonstrated by Sridharan et al (Sridharan et al., 2008), who showed that 

anterior insula activation precedes activation of task related brain networks. 

Using Granger causality analysis they proposed a role for anterior insula and 

anterior cingulate in switching brain states from default mode to task related 

activity mode, although the application of Granger Causality to fMRI data must 

be interpreted cautiously.  

Several studies have shown that learning by means of developing new 

models of prediction involves changes in the resting state connectivity in both 

default mode and task related networks (Albert et al., 2009; Hasson et al., 

2009; Lewis et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2010). With its unique role as a switch 

between the DMN and task-positive networks, the SN is crucially positioned to 

not only enable the behavioural response but also to consolidate or update 

prediction models subsequent to stimulus evaluation.  In complex social 

situations, an update of prediction models could involve attitudinal changes. 

Van Veen et al. (2009) observed that the insular activation during cognitive 

dissonance is inversely correlated with the degree of attitude change 

(rationalization) that follows, indicating that an optimal amount of insula 

activation is required for acquisition and/or alteration of beliefs.  
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Abnormalities in the functional activation of insula and ACC have been 

reported in schizophrenia across a variety of tasks ranging from working 

memory paradigms to complex social processing (Minzenberg et al., 2009; 

Wilmsmeier et al., 2010; Wylie and Tregellas, 2010). Studies investigating 

functional integration (during resting or task-related states) across multiple 

brain regions report a prominent reduction in connectivity involving both insula 

(Liang et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2007) and ACC (Boksman et al., 2005; Honey 

et al., 2005) with other brain regions. Attenuated co-activation of the regions 

constituting the SN is noted in schizophrenia when compared to healthy 

controls during task execution (Henseler et al., 2009) and error processing 

(Polli et al., 2008). Such an effect has also been observed in patients when 

attending to somato-sensory stimuli (White et al., 2010b). In that study (White 

et al., 2010b), the reduced engagement of the SN when attending to the 

external stimuli was also associated with poor deactivation of the brain 

regions related to the default-mode (DMN). More direct evidence for an 

impaired interaction between the Salience Network and the DMN comes from 

a functional connectivity analysis of independent components in the same 

sample (White et al., 2010a). Notably, failure to deactivate the DMN has been 

shown previously in various resting state studies of schizophrenia patients 

and their relatives (Garrity et al., 2007; Skudlarski et al., 2010; Whitfield-

Gabrieli et al., 2009). Investigating the resting state brain networks (DMN, SN, 

executive network comprising of dorsolateral prefrontal and inferior parietal 

cortex (CEN) and dorsal attention network (DAN) comprising of superior 
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parietal lobule, frontal eye fields and intra parietal sulcus) in schizophrenia, 

Woodward et al. (2011) reported a prominent disturbance in the functional 

connectivity measured using pairwise correlations of the DMN, CEN and DAN, 

but not the SN.  

In summary, disrupted functional connectivity is noted across insula and 

the ACC in schizophrenia. There is some suggestion for an abnormal 

interaction between the SN and the DMN which may only be evident during 

task-processing. At present, it is not clear whether this abnormal interaction is 

related to the failure of DMN deactivation reported in schizophrenia. 
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A meta-analysis of fMRI studies of active auditory hallucinations reveals 

prominent involvement of the insula along with bilateral Broca’s area and 

auditory cortex (Jardri et al., 2011). From the fMRI studies, it is impossible to 

conclude whether the insular involvement has a causal role in the generation 

of hallucinations or if it is an epiphenomenon of the experience of voice-

hearing. Investigating the relationship between GM deficits and hallucinations 

can help clarify this issue to some extent. The presence of concurrent 

structural and functional deficits could imply an essential role for insula in 

producing hallucinations.  
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Passivity symptoms are also shown to be related to insular dysfunction.  

When undertaking theory of mind tasks, patients with schizophrenia and 

passivity symptoms show reduced activation of right insula and anterior 

cingulate (Brüne et al., 2008). PET and fMRI studies have also found 

abnormalities in the activation of insula in addition to brain regions involved in 

action monitoring in patients with passivity symptoms (Schnell et al., 2008; 

Spence et al., 1997). Crespo-Facorro et al. (2000) has shown a significant 

correlation between the insular volume and severity of delusions and 

hallucinations  though a number of other studies did not find this association 

(Crespo-Facorro et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2003; Saze et al., 2007). 

Insular volume is related to other aspects of psychopathology as well 

(Takahashi et al., 2009a). A ROI study by Makris et al (2006) showed that left 

anterior insular volume was correlated to bizarre behaviour in schizophrenia.  

But some studies that do not distinguish subregions fail to find correlations 

with symptoms scores (Kim et al., 2003).  Early PET studies suggested that 

reduced insular blood flow is associated with both disorganisation syndrome 

and reality distortion seen in schizophrenia (Liddle et al., 1992). Using arterial 

spin labelling, Horn et al  (2009) demonstrated that along with language areas, 

anterior insula showed significant positive correlation of resting cerebral blood 

flow (rCBF) and degree of formal thought disorder. Using two independent 

cohorts of drug free patients, Lahti et al. (Lahti et al., 2006) showed that rCBF 

of Broca’s area along with anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex 

correlated positively with disorganisation scores.  

A recent VBM study of the three major psychopathological dimensions of 

schizophrenia has shown that insula as the most prominent brain region to 
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show deficits across the three clusters of positive symptoms, disorganisation 

and negative symptoms (Koutsouleris et al., 2008). It is worth noting that most 

of the studies reporting clinical correlation of insular deficits included patients 

taking antipsychotic medications.  Antipsychotics not only reduce the severity 

of psychotic symptoms (especially reality distortion and disorganization) but 

also affect the brain structure as discussed previously. This can introduce a 

variability leading to inconsistencies in the relationship between clinical 

symptoms and brain structure.  

Taken together, somewhat coherent pattern of relationship between 

insular deficits and symptoms of schizophrenia is noted. The clinical 

association with reality distortion is the most frequently investigated 

phenomenon, with somewhat equivocal results. Given the role of insula in 

proximal salience, the relationship between insular dysfunction in 

schizophrenia and hallucinations/delusions requires further investigations. In 

addition there is also some evidence for an association with disorganisation 

and negative symptoms. 
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Several investigations suggest that hallucinations are related to self-

generated inner speech and passivity phenomena are related to self 

generated actions (Blakemore et al., 2000; McGuire et al., 1995). Normally, 

these self-generated internal processes may not generate proximal salience. 
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However, insular activation during hallucinations suggests that the SN is 

generating an inappropriate proximal salience during an otherwise normal 

activity (Jardri et al., 2011). In particular, such an aberrant activation of insula 

is noted alongside a prominent absence of cingulate activation, suggesting 

disruption in normal SN activity (Sommer et al., 2008), and perhaps disruption 

to error-monitoring circuitry. The allocation of proximal salience to an event 

might lead to recruitment of the attentional networks required for processing 

the stimulus (as suggested by Seeley et al (2007)). The faulty allocation of 

proximal salience to an internally generated mental event would be expected 

to promote recruitment of the DMN and impede the normal suppression of 

DMN activity during tasks requiring attention to the external world. Various 

groups have reported the attenuation of DMN suppression during task 

performance (Garrity et al., 2007; Skudlarski et al., 2010; Whitfield-Gabrieli et 

al., 2009). Thus the internally generated mental activity might be further 

enhanced creating a vicious cycle of inappropriate proximal salience.  In a 

similar vein, and consistent with a recently proposed Bayesian model of 

positive symptoms (Fletcher and Frith, 2009), the inappropriate allocation of 

proximal salience to internally generated actions could explain the passivity 

symptoms.   

Delusions are classified as primary or secondary.  Primary delusions arise 

when significance is attached to an incidental perception without logical 

justification, while secondary delusions are secondary to other abnormal 

mental states such as hallucinations or mood disturbances. A subjective state 

of uncertainty (delusional mood) or anxiety has been reported to precede the 

formation of primary delusions (Yung and McGorry, 1996). Conrad described 
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this state as a phase of apophenia that precedes full-blown delusions 

(Mishara, 2010). It is plausible that the insular abnormality seen in susceptible 

individuals during prodromal states (Borgwardt et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 

2009c; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2010) plays a role in this state of 

uncertainty. Insofar as the SN plays a key role in the engagement of relevant 

distributed circuits required for processing information (and switching-off of 

less relevant circuits) SN dysfunction and the associated failure of generation 

and response to proximal salience, would be expected to enhance the state of 

uncertainty.  

In the context of heightened uncertainty regarding the predicted outcome 

of events, seemingly irrelevant incidental stimuli (both external and internal) 

might be allocated inappropriate proximal salience.  Models of learning, such 

as the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) originally 

developed to account for reinforcement learning, but also employed to 

account for incidental associative learning that is not directly related to task-

performance or reward (Den Ouden et al., 2009), invoke the generation of a 

“teaching signal” when there is a discrepancy between the predicted outcome 

and the actual outcome of an event, that results in the learning of a new 

association between the predictor and the outcome.  In a similar manner, 

inappropriate proximal salience might lead to the incidental stimulus acquiring 

unwarranted causal significance resulting in the formation of a primary 

delusion. Continuing deficits in the recruitment of appropriate attentional 

networks hamper the correct evaluation of the formed belief (updated model) 

while the associated reduction in uncertainty might serve to maintain the 

newly formed belief.  Once an inappropriate model is formed, the process of 
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further consolidation of this model contributes to secondary delusional 

elaborations as suggested by Corlett et al. (2010). 

Impaired regulation of switching between default mode and attention to 

task-relevant stimuli that is hypothesized to arise from insular dysfunction 

(Menon and Uddin, 2010) is likely to be related to attentional impairment and 

distractibility. Disturbances of attention including distractibility are features of 

the disorganisation syndrome in schizophrenia (Cameron et al., 2002; Liddle 

and Morris, 1991; Liddle, 1987; Liddle et al., 2002).   Liddle et al.(1992) 

reported that in patients with persistent symptoms, disorganization was 

associated with aberrant activity of insula, anterior cingulate and adjacent 

medial prefrontal cortex.   

It is plausible that a defect in integration of goals and plans into the state of  

‘interoceptive awareness’ described by Craig (2009), might result in the 

diminution of initiation of activity characteristic of the psychomotor poverty 

syndrome.    This might arise due to a fault within the SN itself though the 

possibility that a more diffuse impairment of frontal lobe function might 

contribute to the impairment integration of goals and plans into the state of 

interoceptive awareness cannot be ruled out (Sigmundsson et al., 2001). Thus, 

a dysfunctional SN, and associated disruption of Proximal Salience might 

account for many of the clinical features seen in psychosis.  

It should be noted that while Menon and Uddin (2010) propose that the SN 

is engaged in mediating interactions between brain networks involved in 

externally oriented attention and internally oriented or self-related cognition, 

we propose that the network has a more general switching role.  We propose 
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that the primary role of the SN is initiating the recruitment of brain regions 

relevant for processing currently salient stimuli while decreasing activity in 

networks engaged in processing previously salient stimuli.  This concept does 

not exclude the possibility that there are brain regions that can be engaged in 

attending to both internal and external stimuli.  Indeed under at least some 

circumstances, such as during tasks that require integrating information from 

the external world with information held in memory, we would anticipate 

simultaneous activity in nodes of the DMN and in other networks such as 

those involved in perceptual or executive processing.  We consider that the 

terms default mode processing and task-positive processing can be 

misleading insofar as the DMN can be actively engaged during task 

performance, while networks other than the DMN are active during rest 

(Sridharan et al., 2008).     
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Dopamine plays a major role as the neurochemical mediator of prediction 

error signals (Schultz, 2010). Dopamine dysfunction has been considered to 

have a central role in the emergence of the state of aberrant motivational 

salience seen in psychosis (Kapur, 2003) The prediction error model of 

hallucinations and delusions (Corlett et al., 2010; Fletcher and Frith, 2009) is 

consistent with the dopamine hypothesis. The relationship between 

dopaminergic dysfunction and insula has not been systematically studied in 

schizophrenia so far. Nonetheless, various sources of evidence suggest that a 

dopaminergic abnormality is likely to be associated with the SN dysfunction in 

schizophrenia. 

Dopamine has emerged as the primary neurochemical mediator in relation 

to various traits and behaviours mediated by insula (e.g. novelty seeking 

(Suhara, 2001), craving (Contreras et al., 2007; Naqvi and Bechara, 2010), 

nociception (Coffeen et al., 2008)). Moreover various studies have 

demonstrated the importance of dopaminergic modulation on ACC during 

executive tasks (Ko et al., 2009), suggesting that dopamine plays an 

important role in the function of the SN. Both insula and ACC are regions with 

relatively high extrastriatal dopamine transporters (DAT) (Wang et al., 1995; 

Williams and Goldman-Rakic, 1998). The synaptic availability of dopamine 

may be directly related to efficient insular function.  A polymorphism that is 

shown to be associated with higher levels of DAT, which mediates dopamine 

reuptake from the synaptic cleft into the presynaptic terminal, is shown to be 
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associated with higher activation of insula and caudate along with deactivation 

of cingulate during verbal fluency task (Prata et al., 2009).  

A high correlation between the binding of the D2/D3 ligand, [18F] 

Fallypride and grey matter density as measured by VBM is observed in 

anterior cingulate and insula, and also mid-brain regions (Woodward et al., 

2009), raising the possibility that reduced grey matter across the Salience 

Network in schizophrenia may be directly associated with dopaminergic 

defects. In schizophrenia, abnormal dopaminergic transmission has been 

observed in the ACC (Suhara et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2006a). This 

defect may be amenable to pharmacological manipulation as shown by Dolan 

et al.(1995).  

In summary, the insular dysfunction model of psychosis based on the SN 

is consistent with the dopaminergic hypothesis of psychosis. Thus the SN 

provides a candidate cortical framework that is consistent with and builds on 

the existing dopaminergic hypothesis of schizophrenia.  

Nevertheless, it is important to differentiate the concept of motivational 

salience traditionally associated with dopaminergic dysfunction (Kapur, 2003) 

from the concept of proximal salience proposed here. Proximal salience refers 

to a momentary state generated by evaluation of external or internal stimuli in 

the context of interoceptive awareness. This state precedes subsequent 

choice of action and/or optimization of predictive models relevant for the 

stimuli (learning). Kapur’s motivational salience refers to a process that takes 

place once a stimulus is evaluated: it represents the assignment of a 

motivational value to the external object or internal representation. In other 
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words, motivational salience refers to the process of attaching a tag of 

significance to the stimuli. While motivational salience explains stimulus-

reinforcement associations, proximal salience refers to a more fundamental 

step in information processing: the stimulus-response association. Whereas 

Kapur’s concept of motivational salience places emphasis on the role of the 

corpus striatum (Jensen et al., 2007), the concept of proximal salience places 

greater emphasis on the role of the insula and anterior cingulate.  

Nonetheless, the evidence these brain regions interact in the attribution of 

salience and the notion of prediction errors and dopaminergic mediation 

discussed in the previous sections, may serve as a common link between 

these two concepts.  
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Despite the consistency of the emerging parsimonious model in which 

insula dysfunctions might lead to the major symptoms of psychosis, several 

key questions remain unanswered before further progress in establishing the 

insular dysfunction in psychosis could be attempted. Several of these issues 

have been indicated in the previous sections of this chapter and will be 

investigated in further detail in the remaining chapters (Table 2.1). In addition, 

there are a number of important questions that emerge when considering the 

role of insula in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, many of which are 

beyond the scope of this doctoral research. For example, with respect to 

structural deficits in patients, it is unclear whether there is a critical insular 

grey matter volume below which psychotic symptoms emerge. Furthermore, 

the role of the insular dysfunction in relapses and remissions that typify 

psychosis needs investigation.  Longitudinal studies to clarify time course of 
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the structural and functional abnormalities in addition to studies employing 

novel imaging methods for studying cerebral connectivity might contribute to 

answering these questions. In addition studies of unmedicated cases and 

treatment trials are required to elucidate the effect of antipsychotics on the 

function of the salience network.  

The proposal of a specific role for the SN in stimulus evaluation, updating 

of expectations and preparation for response generation, suggests several 

specific hypotheses that might be tested using neuroimaging procedures.  

Advances made through testing and falsifying these postulations could force a 

modification of our present understanding of the neuroanatomy of 

schizophrenia. On the other hand, strong inferences in support of the insular 

dysfunction in psychosis could lead us to the next decision point in exploiting 

this neurobiological concept to therapeutic advantage.  
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Meta-analytic reviews of morphometric studies have found widespread 

structural changes affecting the grey matter of both insula and anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC) at various stages of schizophrenia (the prodrome, first-

episode, and the chronic stage) (Chan et al., 2011).  It is unclear if these 

neuroanatomical changes are associated with a predisposition or vulnerability 

to develop schizophrenia rather than the appearance of the clinical features of 

the illness. In this chapter, two meta-analyses aimed at addressing this issue 

are presented. The neuroanatomical changes associated with the genetic 

diathesis to develop schizophrenia appear to be different from those that 

contribute to the clinical expression of the illness. Grey matter reduction in 

bilateral insula, inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus and the anterior 

cingulate was seen in association with the disease expression. 
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The investigation of the pathophysiology of schizophrenia has taken a rich 

variety of directions in the last four decades. Despite numerous false starts, 

some consistencies have emerged with the aid of advanced neuroscientific 

methods and systematic data collection (Kane et al., 2011). Two of the most 

captivating of these findings support some of the earliest notions regarding the 

disease process proposed by Kraepelin. Kraepelin (1919) believed that there 

is an ‘injury to the germ’ in dementia praecox and discussed the role of 
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heredity. He was also inspired by the study of neuroanatomical aspects and 

considered the ‘distribution of morbid changes across the surface of the cortex’ 

to be significant in understanding the clinical presentation of the disease 

(Kraepelin, 1919). At present, familial risk of schizophrenia is one of the well-

documented features of the illness, along with the presence of structural brain 

abnormalities in patients (Tandon et al., 2008). 

As reviewed in the previous chapter (chapter 2), several meta-analyses 

have documented widespread grey matter (GM) changes in the brain in 

patients with schizophrenia, implicating key brain regions such as the insula, 

anterior cingulate cortex, medial temporal structures such as the amygdala 

and parahippocampal gyrus, thalamus, superior temporal and inferior frontal 

gyri (Chan et al., 2011; Glahn et al., 2008; Honea et al., 2005). The majority of 

morphometric studies have compared a group of patients with a clinical 

diagnosis of schizophrenia and healthy controls with no personal or family 

history of psychosis to identify brain regions with significant structural changes. 

Any significant defect observed in such a cross-sectional comparison could be 

attributed to several factors such as the presence and severity of 

schizophrenia (the expression of the illness), the effect of medications, or a 

tendency to develop schizophrenia (the diathesis).  

The issue of whether anatomical changes are related to the expression of 

the illness can be addressed in part by comparing the brain structure between 

patients with schizophrenia and individuals with prodromal symptoms (Clinical 

High Risk) or with their unaffected relatives (High Risk Relatives: HRR) with 

whom a significant degree of genetic diathesis of the illness is likely to be 

shared. Fusar-Poli et al. (2011a, 2011b) previously reported two meta-
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analyses employing two different methods of coordinates based likelihood 

estimation. One of these compared the grey matter changes in clinically high 

risk subjects with established psychosis (Fusar-Poli et al., 2011b) and 

reported GM reductions in right superior temporal, right anterior cingulate, left 

insula and left cerebellum in the patient group. The other meta-analysis 

contrasted the combined groups of clinical high risk and genetic high-risk 

individuals against those with established psychosis (Fusar-Poli et al., 2011a) 

and reported GM reductions in bilateral amygdala, left prefrontal and middle 

temporal gyrus and right precuneus in the patient group. The non-overlapping 

nature of the results of these two comparisons could be attributed to the 

differences in the methodology or clinical differences between the samples 

(e.g. duration of illness and antipsychotic medications). A crucial difference is 

that between the HRR group and the clinically defined Ultra-High-Risk group 

(Yung and McGorry, 2007). Unlike the clinically defined at-risk group, the HRR 

subjects do not show substantial prodromal symptoms of psychosis. 

Therefore the underlying structural abnormalities in this group are likely to be 

related to the diathesis rather than the expression of clinical symptoms.    

Similarly, the anatomical changes related to the genetic diathesis can be 

studied by comparing healthy, asymptomatic relatives of patients with 

schizophrenia and healthy controls who do not have a family member with 

schizophrenia. Several studies have been conducted to address these 

questions (Boos et al., 2012; Cannon et al., 1998) but only a few have 

employed data-driven unbiased methods such as Voxel Based Morphometry 

(VBM) that allow examination of entire cortical grey matter without the need 

for preselecting regions of interest. In a recent meta-analytic study, Fusar-Poli 
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et al. (2012) contrasted genetic high-risk subjects with controls to map the 

neuroanatomical correlates of genetic liability. In this study they derived a 

contrast between HRR and controls separately, and compared this with the 

contrast between antipsychotic naïve first episode patients and controls; as a 

result the HRR group was genetically unrelated to the patient group. The 

coordinates derived from this comparison are likely to reflect both the clinical 

expression of the illness and the genetic liability in the HRR group that is not 

shared by the genetically unrelated patient group. To date, the 

neuroanatomical markers specifically related to the clinical expression of 

schizophrenia are elusive.   

The focus of the present chapter is on locating and synthesizing the data 

from the VBM analyses that undertook direct comparisons between (a) 

patients with schizophrenia and their relatives (genetic high-risk group) and 

(b) the genetic high risk group and healthy unrelated controls, in order to 

identify the brain regions associated with the genetic diathesis of 

schizophrenia and the clinical expression of schizophrenia. To this end, 

Signed Differential Mapping (SDM), a meta-analytic technique that employs a 

probabilistic approach of locating the regions with most consistent grey matter 

changes from VBM studies was used. SDM takes into consideration the 

effect-sizes and within and between studies heterogeneity of the individual 

VBM studies (Radua et al., 2011).  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗∋+)(∃,(∗)−.∃

Medline and Scopus databases were systematically for studies using VBM 

published between 1995 (the year of first publication of a VBM study in 
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schizophrenia) to December 2011. The keywords ‘ schizophrenia ’, ‘ relatives’, 

‘MRI’, ‘morphometry ’,‘ voxel-based ’,‘ family ’ and ‘neuroimaging’ were used in 

various combinations. The reference lists of published meta-analyses of VBM 

studies in schizophrenia were checked to identify studies that included 

relatives of schizophrenia patients. The initial hits were screened to identify 

only those structural MRI studies that included relatives of patients with 

schizophrenia (genetic high risk). Following this, Google Scholar was used to 

search for studies that cite the short-listed papers. Further searches were 

undertaken from the references listed in each of the short-listed papers. The 

sample characteristics and methods employed in the identified studies were 

scrutinized in detail by two research psychiatrists (Palaniyappan and Balain) 

to generate the final list of studies that satisfied the following criteria 1: Studies 

investigating either grey matter density or volume. 2. Spatial coordinates (MNI 

or Talairach space) of the significant loci must be reported 3. Whole brain 

voxelwise analysis (observations based on a-priori selection or small-volume 

correction to be excluded). We included all studies that estimated grey matter 

density or volume using VBM whole brain analysis and excluded those that 

used a Region of Interest approach to estimate the magnitude of the grey 

matter changes in preselected brain regions. This approach ensured that the 

studies that were pooled were comparable in their objective of localising grey 

matter deficits across the entire cortex. We then contacted the corresponding 

authors if any detail required for the primary meta-analysis was missing. The 

meta-analytic method followed the guidelines expounded by Stroup et al. 

(2000) (MOOSE: Meta-analysis Of Observational Studies in Epidemiology). 
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The VBM comparisons between relatives of schizophrenia patients and a 

healthy control group (the Diathesis Set) were distinguished from the 

comparisons between relatives of schizophrenia patients and the patient 

group (the Expression Set). Two separate meta-analyses were conducted on 

these datasets. For each individual VBM comparison, a Gaussian kernel of 

20mm half-width was employed to recreate a whole brain ‘activation’ map in 

Talairach space using the reported coordinates and the effect-size of the 

group differences. Thus, the voxels closer to a reported peak were estimated 

to have a higher effect-size, with a positive sign denoting grey matter excess 

(patients>relatives in the Expression Set and relatives > healthy controls in 

the Diathesis Set), and negative sign denoting a grey matter reduction 

(patients<relatives in the Expression Set and relatives<healthy controls in the 

Diathesis Set).  In the next step, a pooled map was derived from the voxelwise 

mean of the individual study maps, weighted by the inverse of the variance of 

each study plus the between-study heterogeneity. This ensured that the 

studies reporting more precise results were proportionately more valued than 

those with less precise results.  With this random-effects model, SDM also 

ensures that the larger studies (which are likely to have more precise effects) 

have proportionally more influence on the final results, and that findings are 

not biased towards those brain regions with more between-study 

heterogeneity. A permutation test (n=5000) was used for deriving the 

statistical significance. Standard thresholds for effect-size SDM (p < 0.005, 

cluster extent 10 voxels) (Radua et al., 2011) were used with a peak height 

threshold corresponding to z=1.96 (corresponding to 2 standard normal 

deviations). To ascertain if significant findings are replicable in various (n-1) 
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combinations of the included studies, a leave-one-out jackknife analysis was 

also conducted.   

!∀#∃%&∋()∗∃+,−)./&∃

The outcome of the search is shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Of the 300 initial hits identified from the search of databases, 192 studies 

that did not use structural MRI to investigate the grey matter morphology were 

excluded in the first instance. Abstracts of 108 articles were retrieved from 

which 18 studies investigating structural MRI changes in relatives of patients 

with schizophrenia were short-listed. Of these, 10 did not satisfy the 

predefined inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis. The remaining 8 studies, 

along with a single study identified from searching the citation data on Google 

Scholar, gave a final list of 9 studies to be included (Boos et al., 2012; 

Borgwardt et al., 2010; Honea et al., 2008; Hulshoff Pol et al., 2006; Job et al., 

2003; Lui et al., 2009; Marcelis et al., 2003; McIntosh et al., 2004; Tian et al., 

2011). These 9 studies reported data for a total of 16 VBM comparisons and 

included a sample of 563 healthy controls, 474 patients with schizophrenia 

and 733 subjects in the HRR group. 9 of these comparisons formed the 

Diathesis Set, while 7 formed the Expression Set that entered the SDM 

analysis (See Tables 1 and 2 for the details). All studies except Huslhoff Pol et 

al. (2006), Lui et al. (2009) and Tian et al. (2011) reported VBM results 

contributing to both Diathesis and Expression sets. Hulshoff Pol et al. (2006) 

did not compare the HRR group with controls. Lui et al. (2009) and Tian et al. 

(2011) did not compare the HRR group with patients.  2 comparisons 

contributing to the diathesis set were from a single study Lui et al. (2009), 

wherein patients with familial schizophrenia were distinguished from those 

with sporadic illness and no family history, and the two groups of relatives 

were separately compared with healthy controls.  Honea et al. recruited 

several high-risk relatives who had a past history of depression. For the 

Expression Set, the VBM results obtained from the comparison between non-

depressed subset and patients with schizophrenia were considered. For the 
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diathesis set, such separation of the non-depressed subset was not reported. 

But the results of the pooled analysis were identical even if this study was 

down-weighted using the proportion of non-depressed sample size.  Hence 

only the analysis with standard weights assigned to this study is included in 

the final report. The sample demographic characteristics of these two sets are 

shown in Table 3.1.  
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5 out of 9 VBM comparisons showed no significant grey matter changes in 

HRR group compared to healthy controls (Job et al., 2003; McIntosh et al., 

2004; Lui et al., 2009; Borgwardt et al., 2010; Boos et al., 2012). The studies 

that showed significant grey matter changes were comparable to the studies 

showing negative results in terms of mean sample size of HRR subjects 

(66±83.6 vs. 80±81.29), mean age of HRR subjects in years (39.72±6.45 vs. 

32.92±9.24) and proportion of females (53% vs.46%). The results of the SDM 

analysis from the 9 VBM comparisons are shown in Table 3.3. When 

compared to healthy controls, HRR showed a significant grey matter reduction 

in a cluster that included left putamen/globus pallidus (basal ganglia - BG), 

amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus (APHG). Grey matter reduction in HRR 

was also noted in left inferior temporal gyrus extending onto left fusiform gyrus 

(left ITG/FFG), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and right parahippocampal 

gyrus extending onto right fusiform gyrus (Right PHG/FFG). There were no 

regions of grey matter excess in the HRR group. A visual display of the results 

using MRIcron software is shown in Figure 3.2. A more lenient statistical 

threshold (height threshold of z=1, no extent thresholds) revealed grey matter 

reduction in the left PHG ([-26,-54, -6], Z= -1.884  p=0.0014) and the right 

declive of the cerebellum ([42,-64,-16], z= -1.914 , p=0.0013). 
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Only one (Hulshoff Pol et al., 2006) out of the 7 VBM comparisons showed 

no grey matter changes in patients compared to HRR group. The results of 
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the SDM analysis are shown in Table 3.4. When compared to HRR group, 

patients showed a significant grey matter reduction in a cluster that included 

right insula, superior temporal gyrus, pars opercularis of the inferior frontal 

gyrus and precentral gyrus (right Ins/STG/IFG). Grey matter reduction in 

patients was also noted in a cluster spanning the left insula, superior temporal 

gyrus extending onto left inferior frontal gyrus (left Ins/STG), a separate 

cluster involving the left inferior frontal gyrus (left IFG), and a fourth cluster at 

the left anterior cingulate and medial prefrontal cortex (left ACC/mPFC). There 

were no regions of grey matter excess in the patients compared to the HRR 

group. The bilateral insular clusters were present in all 7 of the leave-one-out 

sensitivity analyses, while left IFG was noted in 6 and left ACC/mPFC in 5 out 

of the 7 possible combinations. A visual display of the results using MRIcron 

software is shown in Figure 3.2. A more lenient statistical threshold (height 

threshold of z=1, no extent thresholds) revealed no additional regions with 

grey matter changes. 

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+)∃,)−./01∃,/2)3∃&∗2∃4∋(∗(+&∋∃5670)33(/∗∃

The primary objectives of the current study were to identify the distinct GM 

abnormalities associated with the genetic diathesis of schizophrenia and 

distinguish these from the GM abnormalities associated with the clinical 

expression rather than genetic liability of schizophrenia. A particular 

motivation was to interrogate whether a focused synthesis of the existing 

evidence support a role for the insula/ACC in either the genetic diathesis, or 

clinical expression or both.  GM reduction in the left lentiform nucleus 

(putamen/globus pallidus), bilateral parahippocampal gyris, left inferior 

temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus and bilateral medial prefrontal cortex was 
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significantly associated with the genetic diathesis, while GM reduction in the 

bilateral insula, inferior frontal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus and left medial 

frontal region comprising of anterior cingulate cortex was significantly 

associated with the clinical expression of schizophrenia. There was no overlap 

in the distribution of the clusters identified from the two meta-analyses, 

suggesting that the neuroanatomical correlates for genetic diathesis are 

distinct from those that are associated with the disease expression. It should 

be noted that evidence from longitudinal studies provide some evidence that 

the development of overt psychosis is associated with a progression of grey 

matter deficits in the parahippocampal region in clinically defined ultra high 

risk individuals (UHR) (Pantelis et al., 2003) and in the left inferior temporal 

gyrus and right cerebellum in genetically high risk individuals (Job et al., 2005), 

all of which are identified as regions associated with a genetic diathesis in the 

present study.  Even though these sites did not emerge in the meta-analysis 

of studies in the expression set, one cannot exclude the possibility that deficits 

in these regions do in fact become worse when the illness is expressed, but 

with an effect size too small to give a significant effect in this meta-analysis. A 

similar caution must also be practiced when inferring an absence of the role of 

insula and ACC in connection with the genetic diathesis; the presence of 

smaller sized insula/ACC effects in the genetic high-risk sample that becomes 

more apparent in the clinically symptomatic population cannot be ruled out. 

Nevertheless, the results presented here suggest that a relatively large portion 

of structural changes in insula/ACC occurs in relation to the clinically 

expressed psychotic disorder.  This notion aligns well with the inappropriate 

proximal salience model in relation to the core clinical symptoms of psychosis 

(proposed in chapter 2). 
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A notable feature of the present analysis is that most VBM studies (5 out of 

9) do not find structural differences in HRR when compared to healthy controls. 

This suggests that the anatomical correlates of genetic diathesis are either 

weak, or inconsistently identified using the VBM approach. The current results 

are consistent with Fusar-Poli et al. (2012, 2011a) who undertook meta-

analyses of the VBM studies seeking to identify the neuroanatomical 

correlates of the genetic diathesis of schizophrenia. Left parahippocampal 

gyrus emerged as the most significant locus with grey matter reduction in 

HRR compared to controls (Fusar-Poli et al., 2011, 2012). But somewhat 

contradictory to our results, they also observed anterior cingulate cortex to be 

linked to the genetic diathesis. Though the primary studies that were pooled in 

that meta-analysis are largely overlapping with the studies that are identified 

in the current work, there are some important differences. Hulshoff Pol et al 

(2006) and Goldman et al. (2008) were not included in the current diathesis 

set, as the reported results were obtained from comparing a combined sample 

of patients and relatives (affected twin pairs) against healthy controls 

(unaffected twin pairs). Similarly the current study did not include the small-

volume corrected results from Job et al. (2003) who undertook a motivated 

search of anterior cingulate and parahippocampal gyrus. It is important to note 

that ALE approach used by Fusar-Poli et al. (2011) discards negative findings 

when estimating the probability of loci in the pooled analysis (Turkeltaub et al., 

2002). As a result, ALE tends to overestimate the morphometric changes in 

certain regions that show a high degree of between-study heterogeneity. 
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Studies that investigated the anatomical correlates of genetic  diathesis but 

did not meet the inclusion criteria for both Fusar-Poli et a���� work and the 

current analysis, show GM reductions at mPFC (Cannon et al., 2002; 

Diwadkar et al., 2006) and the ITG (Diwadkar et al., 2006) in HRR, which are 

in line with our results.  

A meta-analysis of region-of-interest (ROI) studies addressing the 

neuroanatomical basis of the genetic diathesis to schizophrenia observed 

most significant volume reduction in the hippocampus (Boos et al., 2007). This 

conclusion is strongly influenced by a publication bias given that most studies 

measured morphometric changes in the hippocampus only, and not in other 

brain regions (McDonald et al., 2008). O�� meta-analysis of whole brain 

studies identifies bilateral parahippocampal region as one of the most 

consistent region with structural changes in HRR. In a recent report that 

followed up a large cohort of individuals who met the clinical U���a-H��	-R��


criteria for psychosis for a period of 2 years, left PH� showed the most 

prominent GM reduction in those who developed clinical psychosis compared 

to those who did not (Mechelli et al., 2011). This suggests that of all regions 

identified in the diathesis set in the present study, PH� is the one that is likely 

to be close�l ���
� �� �	 �a�	��	l������l �� ��	����	���a� Pa�a	�����a��a�

region is considered to be a part of the limbic lobe originally described by 

Broca (1878). Along with amygdala, PH� assumes an important role in 

emotional processing and goal-directed processes (��	� et al., 2001; La����

et al., 2���� in healthy controls. In chronic ��	����	���as regional blood flow 

to left parahippocampal gyrus is tightly linked to the various clinical symptoms 

(Friston et al., 1992). A reduction in the volume of the PH� is notable at the 
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first episode (Prasad et al., ����� and may predict a failure to achieve 

remission (Bodnar et al., 2011). In the present study, the most significant 

cluster showing grey matter reduction in association with genetic diathesis 

included both putamen and parahippocampal gyrus. GM reduction in the 

putamen may also represent poor outcome in schizophrenia(Mitelman et al., 

�����. The current observations are consistent with the suggestion that 

familial loading for schizophrenia could be an indicator of poor outcome 

�� !"#$%  & ')*+ ,��-�.  

The mean age of .// groups in most studies included in the present 

analysis was higher than the average age of onset of psychosis in the general 

population.   A0 a result, these .// are likely to be individuals with a weaker 

diathesis for psychosis than the typical at-risk relative of a patient with 

schizophrenia. It is also important to note that despite the substantial 

contribution of genetic factors to the observed between-subjects differences in 

brain structure both in healthy individuals (Peper et al., ���1� and in families 

with schizophrenia (Brans et al., 200D), the neuroanatomical changes seen in 

.// in the present study are unlikely to be entirely due to genetic 

mechanisms. Numerous environmental factors and shared variance between 

the genetic and environmental influences could affect the brain structure 

(Kaufman et al., 2000).  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+∗,)−.∃)/∃012+20∗1∃&34(&552)+∃

Unlike the previous meta-analyses in HRR (Fusar-Poli et al., 2012), the 

present analysis included a direct comparison of HRR with patients who were 

genetically related to the HRR. Hence the current results correspond to the 
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neuroanatomy of disease expression, whilst controlling for the anatomical 

correlates of the genetic load common to both HRR and patients. Robust 

volumetric changes in bilateral insula were observed when patients were 

compared to HRR. The insula clusters were of considerable size and included 

a number of perisylvian/opercular structures such as the IFG, precentral gyrus 

and the STG. Interestingly, structural changes in bilateral insula is the most 

consistent finding in patients with established schizophrenia when compared 

to healthy controls (Bora et al., 2011a; Chan et al., 2011; Ellison-Wright and 

Bullmore, 2010; Glahn et al., 2008; Honea et al., 2005). The present analysis 

clarifies that the insula abnormalities are more likely to be related to the 

expression of psychosis rather than the diathesis to develop the illness. This 

conclusion is in line with the several studies that suggest that insular GM 

reduction is a feature of transition to psychosis in individuals who exhibit 

prodromal features and are at an enhanced clinical risk of psychosis (Fusar-

Poli et al., 2011b; Smieskova et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2009c). An 

alternative explanation is that the GM reduction in the insula is related to the 

use of antipsychotics in those with clinical features of psychosis. Most of the 

studies included in this analysis reported findings from medicated samples, 

though only some of them statistically tested for the effect of the prescribed 

dose of antipsychotics on brain structure (See Table 3.2). Though several 

observations suggest that GM reduction could be a consequence of 

antipsychotic use (Ho et al., 2011; Lieberman et al., 2005), whole brain vertex-

wise analysis suggests that the effect of antipsychotics is likely to confined to 

regions in the frontal lobe rather than the insula (Van Haren et al., 2011).  
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In the current study, in addition to the insula, GM reduction in several 

contiguous perisylvian/opercular regions such as the STG and IFG were 

observed, all of which are implicated in a wider language network proposed to 

be abnormal in schizophrenia. Interestingly, GM reduction in STG (Takahashi 

et al., 2009d) IFG and ACC (Pantelis et al., 2003; Smieskova et al., 2010) has 

also been noted to predict transition to psychosis in clinically high-risk 

individuals with prodromal features. 

!∀#∃%&∋(∋)∗)∋+,−%+.%)/∋−%0+12%

Several limitations are notable in the present study. The number of primary 

studies that entered the meta-analysis is small, albeit comparable to several 

other published works of voxel-based meta-analyses (Radua and Mataix-Cols, 

2009; Radua et al., 2010a).  This limits the power of our inference though the 

use of effect-size based SDM safeguards against the more common type 1 

error seen in other likelihood estimation approaches (Bora et al., 2010).  The 

shortcomings of the VBM approach have been discussed in detail by Mechelli 

et al. (2005), and for understanding the neuro-anatomy of genetic diathesis a 

combination of surface based and voxel based methods may be required. 

Subtle surface anatomical changes that may be important for the 

pathophysiology of schizophrenia may be missed when using VBM. A head-

to-head comparison of these two methods is presented in chapter 5. The 

publication bias in neuroimaging literature means that there is a tendency to 

overestimate the magnitude of structural changes (Ioannidis, 2011). But in the 

present study, a significant number of null results were included and a 

conservative threshold was used to identify the loci with the most robust GM 
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changes. Furthermore, even the use of a less stringent threshold did not 

reveal any overlapping changes between the diathesis and expression sets. 

 

In a heterogeneous illness such as schizophrenia, the pathophysiology is 

likely to involve several neurobiological pathways. Examination of a single 

aspect of the human brain such as the structural changes in grey matter alone 

is unlikely to lead to a comprehensive insight.  Nevertheless, the two meta-

analyses reported in this study suggest the following speculation. 

Developmental abnormalities of the sensory (thalamus, FFG) and limbic 

(APHG/mPFC) regions associated with the schizophrenia diathesis would be 

expected to lead to unusual perceptual and emotional experience and/or 

abnormal reactions to such experiences.  However, provided the executive 

neural systems are functioning well, the individual might cope with these 

experiences without expressing overt illness.   However, if either a second 

pathological process or an extension of the primary process led to impaired 

function of multimodal structures such as the Salience Network (Ins/ACC) that 

have a supervisory role on sensory, emotional and language processing, the 

individual might no longer be able to cope with the abnormal perceptual and 

emotional experiences, and might develop overt symptoms. This observation 

calls for further systematic investigation of the interaction between multimodal 

‘cognitive control’ circuits such as the Salience Network and ‘lower order’ 

sensory/emotional processing circuits to clarify or refute this supposition. 

Further, these observations are in line with the posited model of insular 

dysfunction that relates symptoms of psychosis to failed operations of the 

salience network (Chapter 2).  This raises the question: which of the several 

core syndromes of schizophrenia is related to the GM reduction in the insula? 
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Several lines of evidence from functional MRI point towards insula having a 

key role in generating auditory hallucinations (Jardri et al., 2011; Kompus et 

al., 2011). In the next chapter, a synthesis of evidence implicating insular 

structural deficits in hallucinations will be presented. 
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Despite being one of the most common symptoms of schizophrenia, 

determining the neural correlates of auditory hallucinations still remains 

elusive with various studies providing inconsistent results. The inappropriate 

proximal salience model described in chapter 1, and the evidence linking 

structural changes in the insula/ACC with clinical expression of psychosis 

suggests that the Salience Network plays an important role in the mechanism 

of hallucinations. In this chapter, a voxel-based meta-analysis of studies 

investigating the structural correlates of auditory hallucinations in 

schizophrenia is reported. The insula emerged as a cardinal region along with 

superior temporal gyrus in this meta-analysis.  

)45(6&+∋.#3#%.78(.0(∀#−−+,23#%2.3/((

Auditory hallucinations (AH) are one of the most common symptoms of 

schizophrenia. Several theories have been proposed to account for the 

mechanism of the generation of AH. These include an ‘over-perceptualization’ 

model that suggests a hyperexcitable state in the primary and secondary 

sensory regions (Allen et al., 2008); a source-monitoring model that suggests 

breakdown in the volitional assignment of self-generated speech activity 

leading to external misattribution (Frith and Done, 1988); and a dysfunctional 

episodic memory model that suggests intrusions from stored memories (Jones, 

2010; Waters et al., 2006). Neuroimaging studies variously support and refute 

these models with no clear consensus emerging so far (Allen et al., 2007).   
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One of the most replicated findings in schizophrenia is the presence of 

structural changes in the brain (Glahn et al., 2008). Various changes have 

been reported across different stages of the illness both in the patients and 

high-risk individuals (Chan et al., 2011; Fusar-Poli et al., 2011b). It is likely 

that delineating structural features associated with core symptoms such as AH 

will help elucidate the mechanisms underlying the generation of such 

symptoms in schizophrenia. Recently, quantitative meta-analytic approaches 

have been used to determine the most likely functional anatomical substrate 

of AH (Jardri et al., 34556 K789 and Gallinat, 2010). :9; group of functional 

studies investigates the regional differences in f<=>?@BC activation when 

comparing AH state to non-AH state (Jardri et al., 2011). These differences 

may be secondary to the perceived AH as well as explaining the mechanism 

of AH, making it difficult to interpret the underlying pathophysiology. The other 

group of functional studies includes task-based f<=> comparing the brain 

activity in those with AH against those who do not experience AH DK789 and 

Gallinat, 2010). The latter studies have mostly used a language task in 

patients, creating an inherent bias towards a greater likelihood of identifying 

language areas as the basis of AH. The meta-analytic results from these two 

groups of studies can be better understood if the structural changes that 

underlie AH can be delineated.  Furthermore, f<=> studies observe both 

increased and reduced activation in the same brain regions in patients with 

AH DKEFGIJ et al., 2011). M9NQS; the findings from f<=> studies, the structural 

brain changes are less likely to be an epiphenomenon of the state of AH.  

TE9J;VI;9WNXY delineating structural changes associated with AH might add 

substantially to the identification of cerebral location of abnormalities that play 

a casual role.  
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Most of the structural analyses seeking the neural correlates of AH have 

been conducted using a Region-of-Interest (ROI) approach. Though a number 

of such ROI studies found a relationship between reduced volume of superior 

temporal gyrus (STG), especially on the left hemisphere, and the severity of 

AH(Barta et al., 1990; Flaum et al., 1995; Levitan et al., 1999; Onitsuka et al., 

2004; Rajarethinam et al., 2000; Sumich et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2006b) , 

a significant number of studies reported a lack of association(DeLisi et al., 

1994; Havermans et al., 1999; Marsh et al., 1997; Zipursky et al., 1994). Most 

of the ROI investigations in this context were driven by a specific hypothesis 

regarding the involvement of temporal cortex. This approach, while being 

statistically powerful, fails to identify other potentially relevant brain regions 

that may be crucial in the symptom generation.  For example, none of the 

previous ROI studies have focused on regions such as insula or anterior 

cingulate cortex that have been highlighted as important nodes in functional 

imaging studies. 

In the present study, a meta-analytic approach is used to combine whole 

brain morphometric studies investigating the structural correlates of 

hallucinations and investigated if the reported changes are consistent with 

existing models of symptom generation in schizophrenia. Signed Differential 

Mapping (SDM) is a meta-analytic technique that expands on the powerful 

probabilistic approach of Anatomical Likelihood Estimation (Radua and 

Mataix-Cols, 2009) and has been recently modified to take the effect-sizes 

and their intra- and inter-study variability into account (Radua et al., 2011).  

SDM has been used in synthesising VBM studies reporting grey matter 

changes in patients compared to controls in various psychiatric disorders 
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(Bora et al., 2010; Chen and Ma, 2010; Pan et al., 2011; Radua et al., 2010b). 

Though most of the previous meta-analyses of VBM studies were based on 

group differences (T maps) as in the previous chapter of this thesis, for the 

purpose of localizing the consistent grey matter changes in relation to 

hallucinations, the focus is on coordinates identified using a correlational 

analyses.   

!∀#∃%&∋()∗∋+)(∃,(∗)−.∃

Using the Medline, Scopus and Web of Knowledge databases, a 

comprehensive search for studies using VBM published between 1995 (the 

year of first publication of a VBM study in schizophrenia) to December 2011 

was undertaken independently by 2 research psychiatrists (Palaniyappan and 

Balain). The keywords ‘ hallucination ’, ‘ voice ’, ‘MRI’, ‘morphometry ’,‘ voxel- 

based ’, ‘ voxelwise ’ and ‘neuroimaging’ were used. We also undertook 

further searches from the references used in the identified papers. Using 

Google Scholar, we additionally searched for studies that cite the identified 

papers. We included all studies that investigated grey matter VBM correlates 

of auditory hallucinations measured using a standardized rating scale in 

schizophrenia and excluded those that used a Region of Interest approach 

rather than a whole brain analysis. We then contacted the corresponding 

authors if any detail required for the primary meta-analysis was missing. We 

followed the guidelines suggested by Stroup et al. 2000 (MOOSE: Meta-

analysis Of Observational Studies in Epidemiology). 

!∀/∃0&12(3∃4&55()(2∋&∗6∃7∗88&21∃∃
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For each study, SDM was initially used to recreate a whole brain map in 

Talairach space of the effect-size of the correlations. This was achieved by 

estimating the effect size of the peak coordinates and applying an un-

normalized Gaussian kernel of 20mm half-width to the voxels surrounding 

them. Thus, the voxels closer to a reported peak were estimated to have a 

higher effect-size, with a positive sign denoting a positive correlation, and 

negative sign denoting a negative correlation.  In the next step, a pooled map 

was derived from the voxelwise mean of the individual study maps, weighted 

by the inverse of the variance of each study plus the between-study 

heterogeneity. With this random-effects model, SDM ensures that the larger 

studies have proportionally more influence on the final results, and that 

findings are not biased towards those brain regions with more between-study 

heterogeneity. A permutation test is used for deriving the statistical 

significance. Standard thresholds for effect-size SDM were used (p < 0.005, 

cluster extent 10 voxels) (Radua et al., 2011) along with a minimum peak 

height value of z > 2 (instead of z > 1) to focus on the most consistent findings 

from the individual correlational studies. 

SDM differs from ALE (Anatomical Likelihood Estimation) in that both 

positive and negative group differences are recreated in the same map 

(signed map), thus avoiding the same voxel being significant in opposite 

directions. This feature is particularly useful when synthesizing VBM based 

correlational analyses, as symptom scores can be associated with both 

reduced and excessive grey matter volume at a locus. A direct comparison of 

ALE and SDM methods suggests that the influence of multiple coordinates 

identified in a single study on the overall results is comparatively less when 
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SDM method is employed (Bora et al., 2010).  Thus SDM reduces the risk of 

false positive localization even when the number of primary studies included 

in an analysis is small. Furthermore, only those studies that conducted an 

unbiased whole brain analysis are included in the SDM. In order to prevent 

biases towards pre-selected brain regions, SDM establishes that within one 

study, the same threshold must be applied throughout the whole brain – 

although this threshold might be different between studies. Though VBM 

studies vary in the statistical thresholds used for correcting multiple 

comparisons, SDM does not assume statistical significance of voxels reported 

but instead uses these coordinates to approximately recreate the statistical 

parametric map for meta-analytic synthesis. In order to check whether results 

could be biased by small lenient studies, a jack-knife sensitivity analysis was 

undertaken to demonstrate the robustness of the results. The mean maps 

showing statistically significant positive and negative correlations with severity 

of hallucination were visualized using MRICron 

(http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro). SDM was employed in line with the 

instructions provided with the software (www.sdmproject.com). 

!∀!#∃%&∋()#∗+,(−.%#

The outcome of the search is shown in Figure 4.1.  
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Of the 343 studies identified in the search of databases, 319 were 

excluded because they did not report the relationship between grey matter 

morphology (quantified at voxel level) and hallucinations in schizophrenia, and 

17 were excluded because they did not report new data.  Further details 

regarding the excluded studies are provided in figure 4.1.  Seven datasets 

including a total of 350 patients were eligible for the final analysis (García-

Martí et al., 2008; Gaser et al., 2004; Modinos et al., 2009b; Neckelmann et al., 

2006; Nenadic et al., 2010; O’Daly et al., 2007; Shapleske et al., 2002).  All 

except one study used a correlation approach to study the structural 

correlates. The meta-analysis was conducted twice, first using standard 

weights, and later down-weighting the study by Shapleske et al. (2002) to 

reflect the decrease in power associated to the use of a binary variable 
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assuming a linear trend. Z[ the results were nearly identical, only the findings 

of the latter approach are reported. Vwo studies in the final sample had a 

partial sample overlap \]^[_` et al., 2006B b_c^deg et al., 2010). Vhe meta-

analysis was carried out both with and without the latter study to test the 

stability of the results. Vhe sample demographic characteristics are shown in 

Vable 6.1.  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗∋∃+,−.∃/01∃232)4∋5∋∃

Vhe results of the hij analysis are shown in Vable 6.2. Vhere were no 

areas of positive correlation in grey matter volume with Zkm Vhere were two 

significant clusters of negative correlation with maximum peaks occurring in 

left insula and right superior temporal gyrus.  Vhe left insular cluster showed a 

higher likelihood of relationship and demonstrated high replicability (8 out of 8) 

in the jack-knife sensitivity analysis (a procedure wherein the analysis was 

repeated for 8 times in subsets of 7 studies, leaving one out at a time), with a 

significant association evident in all 8 studies.  Vhis cluster had its maximum 

in the insula, and extended to n`og^p[ area \nZ 66) anteriorly and superior 

temporal gyrus \nZ 22) posteriorly. Vhe right superior temporal gyrus \hq]r

cluster had its maximum at nZ 22, and extended to include the insular region 

and subcentral sulcus. For right hq] cluster, a significant association was 

found in 4 out of 8 studies. Nack-knife analysis revealed that the negative 

correlation between the right hq] cluster and auditory hallucinations was 

evident 7 out of 8 times.  bo relevant differences were observed between the 

studies who had detected statistically significant correlations at the right hq]

cluster \]^`gt^-j^`ut et al., 2009B b_c^deg et al., 2010B vpi^wx et al., 2008) 

and those which had not \]^[_` et al., 2006B jodeco[ et al., 200AbB 
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Neckelmann et al., 2006; Shapleske et al., 2002) in terms of mean age (36±10 

vs. 35±10 years), proportion of females (31% vs. 25%), duration of illness 

(8±9 vs. 11±9 years), mean sample size (N = 48±44 vs. 49±35) or use of 

uncorrected threshold (33% vs. 50%). There were small areas of significant 

between-study heterogeneity in bilateral insula, but funnel plots of the peaks 

showed that findings were driven by many studies with both large and small 

standard errors, and no studies reporting effects in opposite direction or other 

gross abnormalities were detected. The results are displayed in Figure 4.2. 
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A meta-analytic approach has been used for the first time to detect the 

structural correlates of AH in schizophrenia.  The current findings implicate a 

major role for the insula along with other regions traditionally regarded as 

language areas in the pathophysiology of AH. The robust relationship 

observed between AH and left insular cluster is consistent with the emergence 

of left insula and Broca’s areas as the significant correlates during active 

hallucinations (Jardri et al., 2011). The present observations complement the 

meta-analytic literature of fMRI and PET in AH and support the notion that 

functional defects observed in the insula and language areas during AH are 

unlikely to be merely a consequence of the experience of AH.  

Frontoinsular cortex forms a part of the Salience Network, a large-scale 

brain circuit that integrates switching between task-positive and resting mode 

of brain activity (Sridharan et al., 2008). The salience network plays a key role 

in integration of internally and externally generated sensations, with 

information about goals and plans, so as to update expectations about the 

internal and external milieu and if necessary initiate or modify action(Menon 

and Uddin, 2010).  As predicted in chapter 2, the role of insula in evaluation of 

internal/external stimuli accompanied by assignment of momentary salience 

(or ‘proximal salience’) may be crucial in generation of hallucinations.  Insular 

dysfunction could result in failure to evaluate internal speech in light of its 
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context and hence an inappropriate allocation of proximal salience to 

internally generated speech. 

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+)∃,(−∋+)./∃01)&2∃∗3∃4.//&5∗3.,∗+32∃

In contrast to the insula, which has been sparsely studied in relation to 

hallucinations using a ROI approach, the STG has been the target of various 

ROI studies as highlighted previously(Sun et al., 2009). In the present study, 

in addition to the right STG involvement, the left STG (BA 22) was also related 

to the severity of AH. These results are in agreement with various ROI studies 

in schizophrenia(Sun et al., 2009), reinforcing that the bilateral STG grey 

matter reduction seen in hypothesis-driven ROI studies is replicable when 

conducting whole brain morphometric analyses. These structural changes 

may underlie the STG dysfunction seen when performing language-

processing tasks in fMRI in patients with AH (Jardri et al., 2011; Kühn and 

Gallinat, 2010).  

Insofar as there was no association between AH and medial temporal 

structure, the current findings provide no support for the dysfunctional 

episodic memory hypothesis. Nevertheless, Waters’ cognitive model of AH 

proposes a combined deficit in contextual memory and intentional inhibition of 

intrusive memories, suggesting the possible involvement of a network wider 

than the traditional memory related medial temporal regions in the mechanism 

of AH (Waters et al., 2004, 2006).  The proximal salience model of insular 

dysfunction accommodates the possibility of an increase in ’mind-wandering’ 

due to the failure to ‘switch-off’ the ‘default mode’ of brain activity (chapter 2).  
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This resting state brain activity has been associated with both Stimulus 

Independent Thoughts and memory retrieval (Binder et al., 1999).    

 The observation of a relationship between grey matter reduction and 

hallucinations may not be symptom specific, as most VBM studies except two 

(Gaser et al., 2004; Nenadic et al., 2010) did not adjust for the influence of 

other psychotic symptoms on this relationship. Gaser et al. (2004) also 

showed a lack of relationship between severity of hallucinations and symptom 

scores other than delusions in the study sample.  This issue was indirectly 

addressed by Garcia-Marti et al. (García-Martí et al., 2008) who undertook a 

whole brain search seeking grey matter correlates of total symptom burden 

and showed that the regions correlating with hallucinations were different from 

those relating to overall symptom severity. Nevertheless, brain activation 

during AH seems to involve the insula and STG irrespective of the presence 

or absence of psychosis (Diederen et al., 2011). This suggests that the current 

findings of structural deficits in the insula and STG are likely to be specific to 

the symptom of AH. 

!∀#∃%&∋&()(&∗+,∃∗−∃(.&,∃/∗01∃

An important limitation of this meta-analysis is the lack of sufficient number 

of studies, but a sample of size of 350 patients is comparable to other studies 

using the SDM methodology (Radua and Mataix-Cols, 2009; Radua et al., 

2010b). Furthermore, when compared to ALE approach, effect-size SDM 

reduces the false positive inclusions by including the regions showing both 

positive and negative correlations in the same pooled map, and by taking 

intra-study variance and between-study heterogeneity into account.  A head to 
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head comparison between yz{ and |}~ by Gora et al. (2010) demonstrated 

the accuracy of |}~ even in the presence of notable between-studies 

heterogeneity.  Vhe studies included in the current analysis were 

heterogeneous in terms of image analysis methods and rating scales used. 

Vhis is a common issue in anatomical likelihood estimates used in 

neuroimaging. Vhe jack-knife sensitivity analysis suggests that methodological 

differences have not influenced the pooled effect in the reported clusters.  y��

subjects considered in the present report had hallucinations despite taking 

antipsychotic medications, with two studies including only those patients with 

treatment-resistant hallucinations �~������ et al., 200AbB ��}��� et al., 2008). 

y� a result the sample included may not be representative of majority of 

patients with auditory hallucinations that respond to antipsychotic treatment, 

and the observed neural correlates may be more relevant for persistence of 

hallucinations rather than a tendency to hallucinate in patients with 

�������������� . Further, the reported correlations may have been affected by 

the variable effect of antipsychotics on cortical grey matter. �� is pertinent to 

note that |������ et al. (2008) reported a positive correlation restricted to 

males between auditory hallucinations and grey matter density in right 

superior temporal gyrus, in un-medicated individuals with intellectual disability 

considered to be Ô�� risk of psychosisz. Vhe effects of antipsychotics on grey 

matter remain a subject of debate, but longitudinal studies do not identify focal 

grey matter changes in the insula and superior temporal gyrus to be related to 

antipsychotic use (Ho et al., 2011B van Haren et al., 2011). Females were 

under-represented and statistical adjustment for gender was reported in two 

studies ������ et al., 2006B ������� et al., 2010). Tnly one of the studies 

reported a gender specific analysis �~������ et al., 200Ab), demonstrating a 
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lack of gender differences. Relevant to the current findings is a recent meta-

analysis of VBM studies seeking to estimate the effect of gender on the grey 

matter deficits in schizophrenia (Bora et al., 2011b). This study reported that 

though more extensive grey matter deficits are seen in males with 

schizophrenia, gender-balanced samples consistently show deficits in left 

insula and right STG regions. None of the included studies have 

systematically evaluated the relationship between duration of illness and the 

severity of hallucinations. But exclusion of studies with lower or higher 

duration of illness has not affected the results of the meta-analysis, as 

demonstrated by the sensitivity analysis. 

A meta-analytic study published around the same time as this chapter, 

reviewed 8 studies ������ patients with hallucinations) �������� et al., 2013).  

This study observed that the severity of  ¡¢� was significantly associated 

with grey matter reductions in the left and marginally with the right superior 

temporal gyri. Interestingly, insular focus did not appear in this study. This is 

likely to be related to the non-specific inclusion criteria whereby studies that 

did not directly investigate the grey matter correlations of hallucinations with 

¡£� approach were also included. Somewhat unusually, this ¡£� meta-

analysis also included a single ¤�¥¦ study, which showed activation focus on 

the STG �§¨©ª« et al., 2006). In addition, the largest weighted study in this 

analysis (van Tol, �������¬ Aleman et al., unpublished) was an unpublished 

report available only to the authors of this meta-analysis. This large study 

remains unpublished to date (June 2013), making it difficult to compare the 

reasons for the differences in the conclusion.   
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Meta-analytic synthesis of the unbiased whole brain structural studies of 

AH supports the hypothesis that AH arises from an inappropriate assignment 

of momentary salience to internal speech, mediated by a reduction in the grey 

matter of bilateral insula, Broca’s area and right STG. A focused exploration of 

the insula in future using both structural and functional studies in unmedicated 

samples may help to confirm the insular dysfunction hypothesis in AH. Given 

that grey matter reduction as measured using VBM is related to the clinical 

expression  (chapter 3) and one of the common symptoms of schizophrenia 

(chapter 4), understanding the anatomical nature of the information ‘picked up’ 

by VBM studies becomes paramount in making further inroads into the 

pathophysiology of this illness.  A direct comparison of surface-based and 

voxel-based morphometric approaches is reported in the next chapter 

(chapter 5).  
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As noted in the previous two chapters, Voxel Based Morphometric (VBM) 

studies have provided an important line of evidence to support the role of 

insula in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. Nevertheless, the biological or 

tissue-related property measured by the VBM approach is unknown to date. 

While simultaneous histological study of brain tissue will be the gold standard 

approach to address this question, significant inroads can be made if the 

morphological  (surface anatomical) properties captured by the VBM approach 

could be clarified.  In this chapter, the proportional contribution of the 

anatomical properties of the cortical mantle such as thickness, surface area 

and gyrification to the group differences in grey matter volume (GMV) 

observed using VBM is investigated in a sample of 57 patients with 

schizophrenia and 41 healthy controls. Multiple mediation analysis revealed 

that while SBM measures make distinct but regionally variable contribution to 

the VBM differences, a large proportion of the group difference observed 

using VBM is not explained by the individual surface anatomical properties.  

)89(:+%&∋∃∋&%#%.,+(,3(;<=(6&3./.%2((

Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM) is a widely used method to quantify grey 

matter abnormalities in disease states (Ashburner and Friston, 2000). Since 

its initial application to study structural changes in schizophrenia (Wright et al., 

1995), the technique of VBM has evolved significantly. One of the major 
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criticisms of VBM is that the technique is very sensitive to the image 

registration procedures. Conditions that result in systematic differences in 

image alignment may produce spurious results (Bookstein, 2001), though the 

significance of this is refuted (Ashburner and Friston, 2001). This issue is 

especially relevant for conditions such as schizophrenia, where abnormalities 

of sulcal patterning around the lateral fissure (Csernansky et al., 2008) can 

produce group differences in aligning grey matter images for VBM, in 

particular affecting the perisylvian regions such as insula and the surrounding 

operculum that are commonly observed to have GMV deficit in schizophrenia 

(Koutsouleris et al., 2008; Meisenzahl et al., 2008). Recent updates of VBM 

improve on registration methods (Ashburner, 2007), thus addressing the 

criticisms raised by Bookstein (2001) to certain extent.  

Surface based morphometric (SBM) methods such as Freesurfer 

circumvent some of the problems associated with VBM by undertaking 

computations of morphometric properties in the ®¯°±²³ ´µ¯¶³· ¸¹¯º³ et al., 

»¼¼¼½. The computationally intensive surface based °³¶¾®±¿À³´ provide 

distinct cortical thickness and surface area measures that are shown to be 

both genetically and phenotypically independent (Panizzon et al., ÁÂÂ¼Ã

Ä±®Åº³Æ et al., 2010). Group differences emerging in a ÇÈÉ study could be 

variously attributed to cortical thinning, altered gyrification (cortical folding) or 

abnormalities in the surface area ¸É³¶¾³ºº± et al., ÁÂÂÊ½. ¹³´µ±°³ the 

increasing number of studies that employ both ÇÈÉ and ËÈÉ together to 

study brain structure in disease states (9erasa et al., ÁÂ»»Ã 9hee et al., ÁÂ»»Ã

Lehmann et al., ÁÂÂ¼½, the relationship between ÇÈÉ derived Grey É¯°°³Æ
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Volume (GMV) and SBM derived measures of thickness, gyrification and 

surface area is unclear. 

The importance of structural changes in understanding the 

pathophysiology of schizophrenia has been well established (McCarley et al., 

1999; Shenton et al., 2001). A significant number of VBM investigations of the 

neuroanatomy of schizophrenia have been published in the last two decades 

(Ellison-ÌÍÎÏÐÑ et al., ÒÓÓÕÖ Glahn et al., ÒÓÓÕÖ Honea et al., ÒÓÓ×Ö Leung et al., 

ÒÓÓØÙ. ÚÛÜÝÎÑÛ the significant spatial heterogeneity of the reported findings, 

meta-analysis of Þßà studies estimate a high likelihood of grey matter deficits 

in specific regions such as bilateral insula, temporal cortex and anterior 

cingulate in schizophrenia (Ellison-ÌÍÎÏÐÑ et al., ÒÓÓÕÖ Glahn et al., ÒÓÓÕÖ

Honea et al., ÒÓÓ×Ö Leung et al., ÒÓÓØÙ. 9ortical thickness (Muperberg et al., 

2003) maps identify regions of structural changes that overlap to some extent 

with the regions showing áàÞ reduction in Þßàâ Focused analyses of the 

spatial overlap between Þßà and ãßà in schizophrenia have previously 

revealed that either thickness or surface area changes were present in 

clusters that had significant reduction in áàÞ äåæÍÍ et al., ÒÓÓ×Ö ÞçÛÑÜ et al., 

2008) with some suggestion that cortical folding differences could account for 

the some of the regional differences . These findings indicate that changes in 

the anatomical properties of the cortical mantle (thickness, cortical folding or 

ÜèÍéæêÛ æÍÛæÙ ëæì èíîÛÍïÎÛ ÑÐÛ áàÞ ÍÛîèêÑÎçí ÜÛÛí Îí ÜêÐÎðçÝÐÍÛíÎæâ  

In the present study, the relationship between the áàÞ and anatomical 

properties of the cortical mantle is investigated in regions showing significant 

Þßà changes in schizophrenia. The hypothesis that ãßà measures will 

mediate the group differences in áàÞ observed in the Þßà analysis was 
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directly tested. Given the partial overlap in the spatial distribution of VBM and 

cortical thickness measured using both surface-based (Narr et al., 2005; 

Voets et al., 2008) and voxel-based methods (Hutton et al., 2009) in previous 

studies, regional differences  were expected in the influence of surface based 

measures on VBM findings. 

!∀#∃%&∋()∗)+&,(−∃

Data acquired from 98 subjects (57 with schizophrenia and 42 healthy 

controls) were used in this study. Regional Ethics Committees 

(Nottinghamshire & Derbyshire) approved the study and all participants 

provided written informed consent.  

Patients were initially referred by clinicians attached to community mental 

health teams and rehabilitation services including the early intervention in 

psychosis teams and hence represent a predominantly early phase sample. 

The diagnosis of schizophrenia was made in accordance with the procedure 

of Leckman (1982) using data from all available sources to make diagnosis 

according to DSM IV criteria. The predominant subtypes of schizophrenia in 

the sample included Paranoid [DSM-IV 295.30] (n=47), Undifferentiated 

[DSM-IV 295.90] (n=7) and Disorganized [DSM-IV 295.10] (n=3).  All patients 

were in a stable phase of schizophrenia (defined as a change of no more than 

10 points in their Global Assessment of Function (GAF; DSM-IV (APA, 1994)) 

score, assessed six weeks prior and immediately prior to study participation) 

and the mean duration of illness was 4.3 years. Subjects with neurological 

disorders, current substance dependence, IQ < 70 using Quick Test (Ammons 

& Ammons, 1962), and diagnosis of any other axis I disorder were 
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excluded.  All patients were receiving treatment with antipsychotic 

medications (average dose in chlorpromazine equivalents was 288.7mg, 

range: 100 to 1200mg).  3 were on clozapine (mean chlorpromazine 

equivalents: 683.33mg), while 54 were on non-clozapine atypical 

antipsychotics (mean chlorpromazine equivalents: 266.77mg).  

Chlorpromazine equivalent doses were computed using data presented by 

Woods (2003) (for non-clozapine atypicals) and Chong et al. (2000) (for 

clozapine). In the case of Risperidone Consta injection, 25 mg Consta 

injection every 14 days was taken to equate to 4 mg oral risperidone per day, 

in accordance with the recommendation of the British National Formulary 

(Joint Formulary Committee, 2008). Patients with schizophrenia were 

interviewed on the same day of the scans by a research psychiatrist and 

symptom scores assigned according to the SSPI (Liddle et al., 2002).   

Healthy controls were recruited from the local community via 

advertisements and comprised 41 subjects free of any psychiatric or 

neurological disorder matched groupwise  in age (+/- 3 years) and socio-

economic status (measured using National Statistics - Socio Economic 

Classification (Rose and Pevalin, 2003) to the patient group.  Controls had 

similar exclusion criteria to patients; in addition subjects with history of 

psychotic illness in first-degree relatives were excluded. One control subject 

was excluded in the final analysis due to a movement artifact in the MRI 

image that precluded volumetric computations, giving a final sample of 57 

patients and 41 controls for the present analysis.!!
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Magnetic resonance scans were collected using a Philips 3-T imaging 

system equipped with 8-channel phased array head coil. The scanning 

protocol included a single high-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted 

MPRAGE volume of isotropic voxel size 1 x 1 x 1 mm3, flip angle 8°, field of 

view 256X256X160 mm3. Head motion was minimized by using cushion pads, 

and providing reassurance at the beginning of the procedure. Quality check to 

exclude motion artefacts was carried out by 2 researchers (Palaniyappan & 

Liddle) independently using predefined criteria (see appendix 1). 

!∀2∃304)5∃6∋.)7∃809:;0&)/9<∃

VBM–DARTEL analysis was used to investigate the differences in the GMV 

between the two groups. Image analysis was carried out using SPM8 

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in Matlab 2010b (Math Works, 

Natick, MA, USA) with the default parameters. Diffeomorphic Anatomical 

Registration using Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL)(Ashburner, 2007)   

procedure was used to create a study-specific template for tissue 

segmentations and a high-dimensional normalization protocol. Smoothed, 

modulated, grey matter images normalized to MNI space were used for the 

statistical analysis. Smoothing was carried out using isotropic Gaussian kernel 

of 8mm full-width at half-maximum. To identify clusters showing GMV 

differences, an independent samples t test (controls vs. patients) was carried 

out with intracranial volume as a global covariate. The total intracranial 

volume (ICV) for each subject was calculated as the sum of the volumes of 

the three tissue segmentations (grey matter, white matter, and cerebro-spinal 
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fluid ñòóôõõ using SPM8. A ôö÷øùúûøüý Error Late of 0.01 was used along 

with a spatial threshold of 200 voxels to obtain the statistical t maps. þÿý

conservative height and extent threshold for V�� analysis were chosen with 

the primary o��ý��øve of isolating relatively few clusters with robust G�V

changes across a considerable spatial extent (200 voxels) in order to obtain 

corresponding surface anatomical properties such as gyrification and surface 

area, which are difficult to interpret in small clusters. All cortical clusters that 

emerged significant in the analysis were chosen for further analysis. 

Subcortical structures were not included, as surface based measures such as 

thickness and gyrification are not applicable to them. ôoF the chosen regions, 

Marsbar (Brett et al., 2002) was used to generate cluster specific binary 

masks. þÿý clusters that emerged from V�� analysis were not specific to 

clearly demarcated anatomical regions and often extended to subcortical 

structures. In order to achieve anatomical specificity for further analysis using 

SBM, the cluster specific masks were refined using the anatomical boundaries 

specified by Automated Anatomical Lö�ýùùø�� ñ((Lõ Atlas ñþ�o	Føo-Mazoyer et 

al., 2002) for the predominant cortical region represented by each cluster. 

þÿøü ‘trimming’ procedure produced ‘inclusive’ binary masks that only included 

those voxels that were present in both AAL parcellation and the VBM derived 

clusters, limiting the masks to the cortical mantle for which SBM metrics can 

be obtained. These binary masks were then used to obtain constrained mean 

GMV from all voxels included within the cluster using Marsbar.  

!∀!#∃%&∋()∗#+(,∗−#./&01/2∗3&4#

Surface extraction was carried out using FreeSurfer version 4.5.0 (Fischl 

et al., 1999). The preprocessing was carried out according to the standard 
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description available at (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Briefly, following 

skull-stripping and intensity correction, the grey–white matter boundary for 

each cortical hemisphere was determined using tissue intensity and 

neighbourhood constraints. The resulting surface boundary was tessellated to 

generate multiple vertices across the whole brain before inflating.  All surfaces 

were visually inspected following an automated topology fixation procedure, 

and remaining minor defects were manually corrected as recommended by 

the software guidelines. The expansion of the resulting grey-white interface 

created the pial surface with a point-to-point correspondence. This was 

followed by spherical morphing and spherical registration. Cortical thickness, 

surface area and volume measures were computed using the methods 

developed by Fischl and Dale (Fischl and Dale, 2000).   

Local gyrification indices (LGIs) were obtained using the method of Schaer 

(2008) using images reconstructed through the Freesurfer pipeline. Schaer’s 

method is a vertex-wise extension of Zilles’ gyrification index, which gives a 

ratio of the inner folded contour to the outer perimeter of the cortex(Zilles et al., 

1988). Using the grey-white interface constructed via surface registration and 

cortical inflation using Freesurfer, a pial surface is first obtained by 

constructing a set of lines perpendicular to the grey-white interface. In the 

second step, an outer ‘hull’ surface is generated by means of a morphological 

closing operation which ensures that the local curvature at all points on the 

outer ’hull’ surface is less than the curvature of a 15mm radius sphere (a 

radius chosen to ensure that the hull surface does not dip into the sulci). 

Schaer originally chose the 15mm sphere for the closing operation to ensure 
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that the hull surface does not dip into the sulci and remains tight but external 

to the sulcal dips. We followed the same procedure in the present study. 

 

This hull surface acts as the outer perimeter while the original pial surface 

provides the inner perimeter. Both inner and outer surfaces are tessellated 

with numerous vertices formed by the meeting points of triangles. For each 

vertex (j) on the outer surface, a spherical region of interest is created with the 

vertex as the centre and a standard 25mm radius. 25mm radius is chosen so 

an uninterrupted Gaussian smooth map that retains the ability to distinguish 

anatomically discrete local maxima along the primary sulci is produced 

(Schaer et al., 2008). The resulting spherical regions yield two area measures 

for each vertex. The outer measure  (Areaj
O) is area of that part of the hull 

defined by the intersection of this sphere with the hull surface. To measure the 

corresponding pial surface area, the pial region of interest for the given vertex 

on outer hull surface is determined as follows. Initially all vertices within Areaj
O 

(on the hull surface) are identified. Following this, the nearest pial vertex to 

each of these hull vertices is identified. These pial vertices define the outline 

of pial mesh, whose area is then calculated using sum of areas of all included 

triangular tessellations (Areaj
P). The ratio of the pial surface area to the outer 

surface area gives the local gyrification index for each vertex on the outer 

surface (Areaj
P/Areaj

O). These outer surface values are redistributed to the 

pial surface using a weighted sum of all outer surface LGIs to which each pial 

vertex contributed during the prior computation.  The weighting was inversely 

proportional to the distance of the hull vertex from the pial vertex. Thus the 

LGI for each vertex on the pial surface reflects the amount of cortex buried in 
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its locality. Schaer’s method has been employed to study gyrification in 

various conditions such as first episode psychosis (Janssen et al., 2009), 

depression (Zhang et al., 2009), mental retardation (Zhang et al., 2010) and 

22q11 deletion (Schaer et al., 2009), and a fuller description is available at 

(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/LGI).  

The binary masks obtained from VBM were registered on to a Freesurfer 

average image using the bbregister registration function in Freesurfer. This is 

a boundary based affine registration method that aligns images by maximizing 

the intensity gradient across tissue boundaries (Greve and Fischl, 2009).  ROI 

labels were created using the outline of the masks and the labels were 

unwarped back onto each subject’s native image. The native space labels 

(ROIs) were then projected onto midthickness surface obtained from each 

subject in line with Voets et al. (Voets et al., 2008)). Thickness, surface area 

and LGI values were obtained by averaging respective values from all the 

vertices included within the defined clusters for each subject (Figure 5.1).  

 

 

Table 5.1: Demographic features of the sample 
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Group differences in the global tissue volumes and the SBM measures 

from the clusters were tested using unpaired t tests. Pearson’s bivariate 

correlation was used to test the association between global tissue volumes 

obtained using SBM and VBM.  For regional SBM measures derived from the 

clusters of interest, a criterion p value set as p=0.0125 was employed for the 

four clusters.  

The mediation model used in this study is shown in Figure 5.2. The 

multiple mediation model for each VBM cluster involved predicting GMV 

(dependent variable, DV) from diagnosis (independent variable, IV). The 

predictor was the diagnostic group membership and mediators (M) were the 

corresponding SBM variables (surface area, thickness and gyrification index) 

in each cluster. Intracranial volume was included as a covariate in the models.  

Analyses of mediation effects of the SBM variables on the relationship 

between IV and DV was carried out using Preacher & Hayes model of indirect 

mediation (Preacher and Hayes, 2004). The mediation analysis tests the 

hypothesis that a proportion of the variance in a dependent variable (i.e. GMV) 

that is predicted by variance in an independent or predictor variable  (i.e. 

diagnosis) can be accounted for by the mediator variables (i.e. SBM 

measures such as gyrification), in the sense that the independent variable 

accounts for variance in the mediator variable and in turn, this variance in the 

mediator variable accounts for a proportion of the variance of the dependent 

variable.  The adjustable parameters of the model represent the unidirectional 

influence between pairs of variable in the model.  The best fitting values of the 

parameters are estimated by using the General Linear Model to solve the 
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linear equations that describe the relationships within the model.  This 

analysis differs from multiple regression which estimates the proportion of 

variance in the dependent variable accounted for by each of several 

independent predictor variables while allowing for the variance accounted for 

by the other predictors in the model. In other words, the mediation analysis 

partitions the variance explained by the predictor into a part that is 

independent of the mediating variable, and a part that is accounted for via the 

mediating variable.  

 

The Preacher and Hayes procedure used in this analysis evaluates the 

total, direct, and indirect effects of diagnostic status on GMV through the three 

SBM measures. Both a summary indirect effect (from all mediators) and 

individual indirect effect of each mediator was obtained.  In the context of the 

present study, total effect in each cluster refers to the effect of diagnosis on 

the GMV of the cluster. The direct effect refers to the influence of diagnosis on 

GMV that is not mediated by the SBM measures. The summary indirect effect 

refers to the influence of diagnostic status on the GMV that is accounted for by 

the relationship between diagnosis and the three SBM measures. The 

individual indirect effects refer to the influence of diagnostic status on the 

GMV that is accounted for by the relationship between diagnosis and each of 

the individual SBM measures. The three SBM measures were entered 

simultaneously to allow investigation of the indirect effects of the different 

anatomical properties whilst controlling for the others. A bootstrapping 

approach with 5000 simulations was used to test the significance and bias-

corrected 95% confidence intervals of the indirect effects (Preacher and 

Hayes, 2008). Effect rations were also obtained for direct and indirect effects, 
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which express the proportion of the total effect that can be explained by either 

the direct (unmediated) or the indirect (mediated) effects (Preacher and Hayes, 

2004).  In other words, an indirect effect ratio of 0.25 would mean that a 

quarter (25%) of the total effect of the diagnostic status on the GMV is 

explained by the SBM measures.  
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The VBM comparison between patients and controls revealed five clusters 

with significant reduction in GMV (Figure 5.3). There were no regions with 

increased GMV in schizophrenia. As expected, bilateral insula emerged as 
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regions of significant GMV reduction, along with left thalamus, left precuneus 

and left middle temporal region. Binary masks were derived for right and left 

insula in addition to left middle temporal and left precuneus clusters. The MNI 

coordinates of the four cortical clusters and also the thalamic cluster are 

shown in Table 5.2.  
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SBM measures of thickness, area and LGI showed significant group 

differences that were variable according to the brain region (Table 5.3).  In 

both left insula and left temporal cluster, significant group differences were 

seen in all three surface anatomical measures. In the left precuneus, 

significant reduction in surface area and gyrification but not thickness was 

seen. In the right insula, despite there being reductions of magnitude 

comparable to those observed in other clusters, the reduction in SBM 

measures did not reach statistical significance, though there was a trend 

towards significant reduction in surface area in the patients.  
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Total tissue volumes (grey and white matter) obtained using SBM and 

VBM in each group are shown in Table 5.4. Within each group, significant 

correlation was seen between the global volumes obtained using the two 

methods. 

 The mediation models were significant in all four regions, implying that a 

considerable proportion of variance in the GMV is explained by the diagnostic 

status (Table 5.5).  The SBM mediators, when entered into the mediation 

analysis, showed regionally differing pattern of mediating influence between 

diagnosis and the GMV.  A significant overall indirect effect (mediated by the 

SBM measures) was observed for left insula, left precuneus and left temporal 

with an indirect effect ratio of 64%, 47.3%, and 36.5% respectively.  The 

overall indirect effect was insignificant for right insula, where 79.7% of the 

effect of diagnosis on GMV was direct and not mediated via the SBM 

measures. With respect to the individual surface anatomical properties, 

gyrification was an influential mediator in the left insula (effect ratio of 17.8%) 

and left temporal clusters (effect ratio of 13.5%) while surface area was the 

primary mediator in the left precuneus cluster (effect ratio of 42.1%). 

Thickness had a significant mediating influence on the effect of diagnosis on 

GMV in left temporal (effect ratio of 13.5%) and left insular clusters (effect 

ratio of 30.1%).  Table 5.5 displays the effects of the models along with the 

indirect effect ratios for each of the mediators in the models. 
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Using VBM and SBM on a cross sectional sample with schizophrenia, the 

present study has shown that the differences in GMV observed using VBM are 

partially mediated by surface anatomical properties such as gyrification, 

surface area and thickness. Reduced gyrification and surface area were 

observed in three out of four clusters examined, while reduced thickness was 

observed in two clusters. But the mediating effect of the surface anatomical 

features on GMV is regionally variable with a large proportion of the group 

differences seen in VBM (between 36% and 79.7% in the present study) not 

being accounted for by the three surface based measures.  

There are several possible reasons why only a modest proportion of 

variance in GMV is explained by SBM measures. Though there is a high 

degree of correlation between the total tissue volumes determined by the two 

methods (Table 5.4), the difference in the magnitude of the absolute volume of 

total grey matter estimated by the two methods suggest that the definition of 

GM/CSF boundary by SBM and VBM are dissimilar.  Such measurement 

differences might introduce artefactual errors such that the computed values 

are an imprecise estimate of the relevant grey matter feature they are 

intended to represent.  The artefactual noise would be expected to decrease 

the estimated proportion of variance in GMV explained by SBM measures. For 

example, a systematic error in the probabilistic determination of grey matter 
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voxels at a specific region in one group could contribute to spurious VBM 

defects that are not correlated with SBM measures.  In this context, the 

presence of subtle abnormalities in sulcal pattern in schizophrenia, especially 

around the Sylvian fissure (Csernansky et al., 2008), could lead to less 

accurate alignment when using volume based registration (Anticevic et al., 

2008).  

Secondly, these observations show that different SBM measures account 

for the greatest amount of GMV variation in different clusters. This suggests 

that there might also be regional variations in the nature of the morphological 

abnormality within a single cluster, thereby weakening the overall relationship 

between each SBM measure and the GMV for that cluster. This 

inhomogeneity might be present across and/or within subjects. Regions with 

large variations between subjects in surface anatomy may fail to show 

significant group differences in SBM studies, though for the composite GMV 

measure, the variance within groups may be less pronounced. Some 

evidence for the latter was observed at the right insula in this sample, where a 

comparatively large variance for gyrification was noted. As a result, the 

clusters that show significant group differences in a VBM map are not 

necessarily homogenous in terms of the underlying morphological change.  

Varying combination of structural changes that include gyrification, surface 

area contraction and cortical thinning contribute to the findings in a VBM study. 

While isolated cortical thinning or surface area reduction could result in 

reduced GMV in some regions, it is possible that in other regions modest non-

significant changes in several of the SBM measures might combine to 

produce a significant GMV reduction. In such circumstances, SBM features 
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may provide a more sensitive index of grey matter abnormality.  Using both 

VBM and SBM may better identify regions with isolated surface anatomical 

changes of comparatively smaller effect. This conclusion is largely consistent 

with previous observations that suggest only a partial overlap exist between 

regions showing VBM changes and those showing cortical thickness changes 

(Hutton et al., 2009; Voets et al., 2008).  Voets et al (2008) studied the spatial 

distribution of SBM based thickness changes and VBM based GMV changes. 

In regions that showed VBM deficits but no cortical thinning, a reduction in 

surface area was observed. The direct contribution of the SBM measures to 

the observed VBM changes was not investigated in the previous studies.  

While neither GMV nor SBM measures are directly related to molecular 

aspects of grey matter structure, SBM measures can be related more directly 

to specific developmental processes.  Accumulating evidence suggests that 

thickness and surface area are independently heritable properties with 

differing developmental trajectories (Joyner et al., 2009; Panizzon et al., 2009; 

Rimol et al., 2010; Winkler et al., 2009, 2010). According to Rakic’s radial unit 

hypothesis (Rakic, 1988), symmetrical neuronal proliferation in the ventricular 

zone along with a tangential expansion contributes to the development of 

surface area. Non-symmetrical proliferation with radial neuronal migration 

contributes to cortical thickness. The disproportionate scaling factors for 

thickness and surface area observed both within and across the species 

reflect a tight ontogenic and phylogenic control over the cortical anatomy 

(Herculano-Houzel et al., 2010; Im et al., 2008).  As a result, the identification 

of brain regions with specific surface anatomical changes is likely to be 
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informative in the study of pathophysiology of disorders of cortical 

development such as schizophrenia. 

A specific contribution of cortical gyrification to the VBM based GMV is 

reported for the first time. Gyrification is closely linked to the process of 

neuronal migration and cortico-cortical connectivity in the developing brain 

(White and Hilgetag, 2011). The gyrification measured used in the present 

study is a composite measure combining both the spatial frequency of sulcal 

fissures and the depth of these fissures in a given region (Schaer et al., 2008). 

Either or both of these differences in cortical folding could contribute to VBM 

based GMV changes in schizophrenia. 

The relationships between VBM based GMV and SBM measures were 

investigated in a sample of patients with schizophrenia. The observations 

relate to the differences between schizophrenia and healthy age matched 

controls, and may not apply for VBM based GMV differences measured in 

other disease states. Further, the present sample is predominantly male, 

precluding a direct generalization of these observations to female subjects. A 

previous observation suggests that significant sex by diagnosis interactions 

are not observed for GMV though thickness profiles may be different between 

the genders (Narr et al., 2005). Both VBM and SBM measures are indirect 

measures.  In the present study cortical clusters with significant GMV increase 

were not observed in schizophrenia; the mediating effect of SBM measures 

may be different in regions with pathological increase in GMV.  

In summary, multiple distinguishable aspects of cortical development such 

as gyrification, surface area expansion and regional cortical thickness are 
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impaired in schizophrenia. These alterations contribute to the grey matter 

deficit observed in schizophrenia using VBM based GMV. Significant regional 

variation in the relationship between surface based measures and VBM 

suggests that reduced GMV is an index of diverse pathophysiological 

processes in different brain regions. Studies investigating the mechanisms of 

disease expression in schizophrenia such as those using genetic association 

methods may be better informed when using both SBM and VBM in a 

complementary fashion. 

The observation that is of specific interest to the current work is the 

difference in the mediating effect of surface anatomical changes to the VBM 

deficit of the left and the right insula.  Whilst a substantial portion of the 

volumetric changes in the right insula are not explained by surface anatomical 

changes, the GMV changes of the left insula are largely mediated by changes 

in either thickness of gyrification. These two properties require further 

consideration for us to understand the nature of insula structural deficits in 

schizophrenia, especially on the left hemisphere. In the next chapter, a 

detailed evaluation of gyrification changes across the entire brain surface in 

the same sample of patients is reported.  

!
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As noted in the previous chapter, surface anatomical properties such as 

gyrification and thickness are significantly altered in patients with 

schizophrenia resulting in localized patterns of morphometric changes in 

patients. Schizophrenia is considered to be a disorder of cerebral connectivity 

associated with disturbances of cortical development. Disturbances in cortical 

connectivity at an early period of cortical maturation can result in widespread 

defects in the complexity of cortical folding (i.e. gyral and sulcal formation, 

also called as gyrification). Investigating the anatomical distribution of 

gyrification defects can provide important information about 

neurodevelopment in schizophrenia and will clarify if insula is affected by a 

putative developmental aberration in patients. In this chapter, we present 

automated surface based morphometric assessment of gyrification on 3-

dimensionally reconstructed cortical surfaces across multiple vertices that 

cover the entire cortex in the same sample of patients who were shown to 

have significant VBM deficits in chapter 5. Patients with schizophrenia reveal 

a prominent reduction of cortical folding around the perisylvian fissure, 

involving the left insula.  

(

(
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Schizophrenia is regarded as a disorder of connectivity associated with 

neurodevelopmental abnormality (Friston, 1998). Despite accumulating 

evidence for disturbances in functional connectivity (Pettersson-Yeo et al., 

2011), it is unclear how these findings are related to defective cortical 

development. 

Developmental aberrations can affect several characteristic anatomical 

features of the grey matter surface. Cortical development is constrained by 

both the need for developing a cost-efficient wiring scheme wherein signal 

transmission is quick and effective (Casanova and Tillquist, 2008), and the 

limitations on the total brain size partly to facilitate parturition (Deacon, 1990; 

Montagu, 1961). This is facilitated by a substantial expansion of surface area 

along with a high degree of cortical folding, despite relatively minor gain in 

cortical thickness during evolutionary development (Laughlin and Sejnowski, 

2003). This remarkable dissociation between thickness and surface area 

persists in human adult brains (Toro et al., 2008).  

Axonal connections in the developing brain are considered to be one of the 

several factors that influence the morphology of the cortical surface (Hilgetag 

and Barbas, 2005).  In particular, a widely accepted model of cortical 

morphogenesis suggests that the appearance of cortical convolutions is 

dependent on the underlying neuronal connectivity (Essen, 1997). 

Disturbances in regional cortical gyrification can be a surrogate marker for 

disruptions in neuronal connectivity during development (Essen, 1997; White 

and Hilgetag, 2011). 
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As discussed previously in chapter 2, the majority of studies examining 

neuroanatomical changes in schizophrenia have employed voxel-based 

morphometry (VBM) and report consistent volume reduction bilaterally in the 

insula and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).  Compared to the number of VBM 

studies, relatively few have attempted to locate gyrification defects within the 

entire cortex in schizophrenia (see White & Hilgetag (2011) for a detailed 

review). Most previous investigations have quantified differences in 

gyrification at preselected regions of interest (ROI), especially the cingulate 

(Wheeler and Harper, 2007; Yücel et al., 2002) and the prefrontal cortex 

(Bonnici et al., 2007; Falkai et al., 2007; Vogeley et al., 2000). As a result, 

unlike the robust evidence localizing volumetric changes in schizophrenia to 

the insula, the spatial distribution of focal gyrification abnormalities in 

schizophrenia is currently unclear. Nonetheless, there is a consistent trend for 

region-of-interest studies to report hypergyria in the most anterior regions of 

the frontal cortex (Harris et al., 2004a; McIntosh et al., 2009) suggesting that 

there are consistent abnormalities in gyrification in schizophrenia. If 

widespread abnormalities are present, this might reflect a deviation of the 

neurodevelopmental processes that produce gyrification; abnormalities 

confined to specific pathways might indicate a more focal defect that affects 

regions that are mutually connected. In particular, the insula is a region of 

specific interest while investigating cortical folding in schizophrenia, not only 

due to its relevance to the illness (as discussed in the previous chapters), but 

also as it has been shown to be one of the earliest brain regions to develop 

gyrification (Chi et al., 1977; Kalani et al., 2009; Wai et al., 2008) with an 

accelerated growth rate when compared to the surrounding cortical plate 

during fetal development (Rajagopalan et al., 2011) . 
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The search for the brain region with most significant gyrification defect in 

schizophrenia is hampered by several methodological issues (Mangin et al., 

2010). Zilles’ gyrification index (the ratio between the inner folded contour and 

the outer curvature) (Zilles et al., 1988), though commonly used(White and 

Hilgetag, 2011), does not capture the regional changes that are associated 

with subtle deviations in cortical connectivity. Its use is further limited by the 

use of 2-dimensional slices whose orientation and thickness could bias the 

measurements leading to inconclusive results.  

To address these issues, we undertook a blinded automated assessment 

of gyrification in multiple vertices across the whole of 3-dimensionally 

reconstructed cerebral surfaces in a sample of 57 patients, in whom VBM 

deficits have already been demonstrated (Chapter 5) in comparison with 41 

controls. On account of the need for stringent correction for multiple 

comparisons when undertaking a whole brain search, this study would only be 

anticipated to detect regions with a large effect size of between-group 

differences but nonetheless offers the possibility of determining whether or not 

substantial abnormalities of gyrification occur in multiple brain regions in 

schizophrenia, including the insula and the anterior cingulate cortex.  Further, 

to investigate if cortical thinning is associated with the pathogenetic processes 

resulting in abnormal gyrification, cortical thickness was also studied in 

regions showing gyrification abnormalities in schizophrenia.  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+∃∃

A detailed description of participants recruited for this study has been 

provided in chapter 5 and 6.  In brief, the sample comprised of 98 subjects (57 
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with schizophrenia and 41 healthy controls), mostly referred from community 

mental health teams representing a predominantly early phase sample. The 

demographic properties of this sample are described in Table 5.1.  

Image acquisition parameters are also described in Chapter 5. Surface 

extraction was completed using FreeSurfer version 4.5.0 (Dale et al., 1999). 

The preprocessing was performed as described by Dale (1999) and reported 

in detail for this sample in the previous chapter (chapter 5).  Cortical thickness 

values were computed using the methods developed by Fischl and Dale 

(2000). 

Local gyrification indices (LGIs) were obtained using the method of Schaer 

(2008) using images reconstructed through the Freesurfer pipeline. Schaer’s 

method is a vertex-wise extension of Zilles’ gyrification index, which gives a 

ratio of the inner folded contour to the outer perimeter of the cortex (Zilles et 

al., 1988). This method has been described in detail in chapter 5. This 

procedure yield a local gyrification index (LGI) for each vertex on the pial 

surface that reflects the amount of cortex buried in its locality.  
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Each vertex-wise LGI measurement of the subjects' surface was mapped 

on a common spherical coordinate system (fsaverage) using a spherical 

transformation. Maps were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm. A 

general linear model controlling for the effect of age and total cortical surface 

area was used to estimate differences in gyrification between the groups at 

each vertex of the right and left hemispheric surfaces. Total surface area was 

chosen as a covariate as it has a linear relationship with gyrification (Luders et 
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al., 2006). This model allowed for the possibility that the slope for the 

relationship between LGI and total surface area may be different in different 

brain regions(Luders et al., 2006). Query Design Estimate Contrast (QDEC) 

tool in the Freesurfer program was used to generate the contrasts. Monte 

Carlo permutation cluster analyses was carried out with 10,000 simulations to 

identify significant clusters with vertex-wise group differences (cluster 

inclusion threshold p=0.0001). To examine the effect of gender, we carried out 

the same analysis after excluding the 9 female subjects.  To produce a visual 

display of the group comparison (t maps) we used the reconstructed grey-

white boundary of the fsaverage image, which allows anatomical landmarks to 

be illustrated clearly.  
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Using ANCOVA, the mean values of cortical thickness from each of the 

significant clusters obtained from the gyrification analysis were compared 

between the two groups. Age, gender and global mean thickness were used 

as covariates. The significance levels of group comparison of mean thickness 

within clusters were Bonferroni corrected to allow for the number of clusters 

examined.  To relate LGI to cortical thickness within regions that showed 

abnormalities in both thickness and LGI, Pearson correlation was computed 

between mean LGI and cortical thickness values after removing the variance 

due to age, gender and appropriate global covariates for thickness (global 

mean thickness) and LGI (global mean LGI) in the entire sample (patients and 

controls).  This was followed by Fisher's r-to-z transformation to compare the 

correlation in the two groups. Correlations were also sought between the 
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thickness and gyrification measures and antipsychotic dose in chlorpromazine 

equivalents in the patients group (Wood). 
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There were no significant differences in demographic features including 

age (t (1,96) =-1.32, p=0.17) and parental socioeconomic status (Mann-

Whitney U Test, Z =-1.46, p=0.16) between the two groups (Table 6.1). The 

mean total symptom score on the SSPI was 10.3 out of a maximum of 80 

(range: 0 to 29), indicating a low symptom burden. The mean score on Reality 

Distortion (delusions and hallucinations) among the patient group was 3 

(range: 0 to 7). The mean score on Psychomotor Poverty dimension was 2.9 

(range: 0 to 9) and on Disorganisation dimension was 0.74 (range: 0 to 4).  

Whole brain analysis revealed four clusters in the left hemisphere and a 

single cluster in the right hemisphere with significant reduction in gyrification 

in patients compared to controls. The largest cluster included left insula 

extending to pars opercularis and superior temporal gyrus. Other clusters are 

shown in Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1. The right hemispheric cluster included the 

junction between caudal superior temporal and inferior parietal regions. No 

regions with increased gyrification in the patients were noted at this threshold. 

Exclusion of 9 female subjects did not alter the results substantially.   

!
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The average reduction in gyrification within clusters ranged from 7.84% to 

3.67% (Table 6.3). The greatest degree of hypogyria was seen in the left 

insula. Significant cortical thinning was observed only in the left insula 

(F[1,93]=30.1, corrected p = 0.007x10-6) with a trend towards thinning in the 

right temporal cluster (F[1,93]=6.06, corrected p = 0.08) in patients (Table 6.2). 

In the left insula, there was a significant correlation between gyrification and 

thickness for the whole sample (r=0.22, p=0.028, n=98) with a significant 

difference between patients and controls in this relationship (r[patients]=0.30, 

r[controls]=-0.17, Fisher’s r-to-z test p=0.023). The correlation was significant 

in patients but not in controls. There were no significant correlations between 

the gyrification or thickness values and current antipsychotic dose or total 

disease duration in any of the examined clusters. 
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Given the prominent hypogyria noted in the left insular cluster, a post-hoc 

analysis of hemispheric differences in gyrification and thickness was carried 

out. By drawing ROI labels guided by landmarks on the fsaverage surface a 

homologous mask was generated on the right insula. To ensure comparability, 

the Destrieux parcellation scheme (Destrieux et al., 2010) was used for visual 

inspection of the contiguous regions included in the respective ROI labels 

from each hemisphere. This right insula mask was mapped back on to the 

surface of each subject using the same spherical coordinate system used for 

the initial analysis. The right homologous insular cluster showed a 4.13% 

reduction in LGI patients with a trend towards statistical significance (mean 

(SD) LGI in controls=4.84(0.45), patients= 4.64(0.63), uncorrected p=0.08). 

Comparison of asymmetry index (AI = (Left-Right)x100/(Left+Right)) revealed 
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a significant group difference in the asymmetry of insular gyrification (t 

(1,96)=2.028, p=0.045; AI in controls = 0.16 L>R, AI in patients = -1.5 R>L). A 

significant cortical thinning (4.61%) was also noted in the right homologous 

cluster in patients compared to controls (mean (SD) thickness in mm in 

controls=2.82(0.13), patients= 2.69(0.13), uncorrected p<0.001). No 

significant hemispheric differences in thickness was notable between the two 

groups ((t (1,96)=0.825, p=0.412; AI in controls = -1.17 R>L, AI in patients = -

1.45 R>L).  

Various observations suggest that in healthy controls, cerebral gyri are 

generally thicker than the sulci (Hilgetag and Barbas, 2005; Welker, 1990). 

Among many possible mechanisms that can produce such a difference, the 

variation in axonal tension during development is thought to be an important 

mechanism (Essen, 1997). The major sulci were separated from the gyri 

within the hypogyric insular cluster by overlaying the cluster mask on 

Destrieux atlas(Destrieux et al., 2010) and mean thickness was computed for 

the three gyral (short insular gyrus, inferior frontal opercular gyrus and 

superior temporal gyrus) and sulcal regions (anterior, superior and inferior 

circular sulci) included in the mask. Long insular gyrus was not included as 

due to its inconsistent appearance; the central sulcus of the insula and the 

long insular gyri were grouped in the same label in the parcellation scheme. 

An ANCOVA with diagnosis as between subjects factor, and regions (sulcal 

vs. gyral) as within-subjects factor, with age, gender and global thickness as 

covariates revealed no significant interaction between diagnosis and the 

sulcogyral division (F(1,93)=1.62, p=0.206). Both sulcal (partial eta = 0.16, 
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p<0.0001) and gyral regions (partial eta = 0.11, p=0.001) showed significant 

thinning in schizophrenia when compared to controls.   
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Despite the substantial sample size, the need for stringent correction for 

multiple comparisons in a whole-brain vertex-wise search creates a risk of 

failing to identify cerebral regions in which there are relatively small 

abnormalities.   Using a region of interest approach to test the specific 

hypothesis of abnormal frontal gyrification in the same sample (Palaniyappan 

et al., 2011), our group has previously shown that hypergyria is localized to a 

circumscribed part of the prefrontal cortex, and the normal laterality of the 

frontal gyrification was reversed in patients. This effect might not survive the 

stringent correction for multiple comparisons in the current study; as a result 

we used a more lenient statistical threshold to search for regions showing 

hypergyria. Bilateral frontomarginal hypergyria in patients was observed in this 

analysis. These results are shown in Table 6.3.  !
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U
�� a surface based vertex-wise morphometric approach we observed a 

significant reduction in gyrification in patients with schizophrenia. The 

hypogyria was more pronounced in the left hemisphere, with the greatest 

reduction occurring in the left insula, extending onto superior temporal gyrus 

and sulcus posteriorly and the B�����
 area anteriorly. These extensions of 

the insular cluster are larger than that could be accounted for by the 

smoothing employed in the present study, consistent with the concept that the 

frontoinsular cortex acts as a coordinated unit (Craig, 2009; Seeley et al., 

2007).   

 Gyrification maps used in the present study contain information about 

distribution of cortical convolutions and resulting complexity based on the 

amount of grey matter that is buried in the neighbourhood of multiple vertices 

on the pial surface. I�
���� as the degree of folding across the different 

regions in the cortex varies with the rate of maturation of those regions (Finlay 

et al., 2001; H��� et al., 2010; R��������� et al., 2011; Toro et al., 2008), the 

gyrification metrics provide crucial information about neurodevelopmental 

aberrations. To quantify gyrification, we used S������
 ��I� which captures 

changes in both the frequency and the depth of sulcogyral transitions in the 

cortical surface (Schaer et al., 2008). Thus ��I reflects the biological process 

of cortical folding more closely than measuring either the sulcal depth (Cachia 

et al., 2008) or frequency of curvature changes (Narr et al., 2001) 

independently. Nonetheless the current results are comparable to those 
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obtained using a sulcal-wise gyrification measure in a selected group of 

patients with persistent hallucinations by Cachia et al. (2008). Though the 

defect was more pronounced on the left, consistent with many previous 

observations (Cachia et al., 2008; White and Hilgetag, 2011), we also found a 

trend towards hypogyria on the right insula along with a significant group 

difference in the hemispheric asymmetry.  Patients exhibited a reversal of the 

normal tendency for greater insula gyrification on the left.   

The significant insular hypogyria might be partially explained using the 

tension-based morphogenetic theory (Essen, 1997) which suggests that 

cortical folding is a result of radial tension during brain development, wherein 

established axonal networks resist radial while allowing tangential expansion. 

It is likely that insular connections with more medial grey matter preclude 

outward expansion of its grey matter, leading to sequestration of the insula 

within lateral fissure during normal development. Some support to the 

existence of such a medial tract comes from studies on interoceptive system 

in primates (Craig, 2003) and olfactory system in other animals (Buchanan 

and Johnson, 2011). Given that insular folding is deficient in schizophrenia, it 

is likely that connectivity of insula to more medial regions of grey matter, 

possibly cingulate cortex, is impaired in schizophrenia. As discussed in 

chapters 1 and 2, The connections between the two paralimbic structures, 

insula and anterior cingulate, constitutes the Salience Network (Seeley et al., 

2007).  This observation that the hypothesized state of insular dysfunction and 

the resultant failure in the generation of proximal salience during stimulus 

evaluation is likely to have a significant contribution from the developmental 

abnormalities in schizophrenia. 
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Differential changes in the thickness of gyri and sulci would be expected if 

the insular hypogyria were solely due to fewer axonal connections creating 

less axonal tension. But no differences were observed between the sulci and 

the gyri. It is likely that developmental factors other than axonal tension 

account for folding. The principal mechanical effect of cortical folding has 

been noted to produce differential thickness changes in the superficial and 

deep layers of cortical laminae of the sulci and gyri (Hilgetag and Barbas, 

2006, 2005) , the examination of which requires a cytoarchitectural study. The 

current observation of combined gyral and sulcal thinning in the hypogyric 

insular cluster suggest that in addition to reduced connectivity, other 

mechanisms contributing to the development of the cortex may be affected in 

schizophrenia. Goldman-Rakic and Rakic (1984) examined the effect of the 

timing of prenatal cortical lesions on subsequent gyrification and suggested 

that neuronal migration, which eventually contributes to the thickness of 

cortical sheet predates gyrification. Investigating the gyrification of regions 

showing cortical thinning in adolescents with schizophrenia, Janssen et al. 

(2009) found no correlation between gyrification and thickness in most regions 

and suggested that cortical thinning may be a late developmental 

phenomenon in schizophrenia. The current results are largely consistent with 

Janssen et al. (2009), though we did observe a correlation between these two 

metrics in left insula which was specific to patients. It is likely that in healthy 

controls, the degree of gyrification is not the principal determinant of cortical 

thickness.  On the contrary, the association of hypogyria with sulcogyral 

thinning in patients may suggest that a developmental disturbance, possibly 

predating the dissociation between radial and tangential cortical expansions 

during early phases of cortical development (Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2006). 
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This is supported by the observation that insula is one of the earliest brain 

structures to show gyrification and neuronal differentiation and thus forms a 

core zone of sulcal and gyral maturation during the normal intrauterine growth 

(Afif et al., 2007).  
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Most of the other regions showing hypogyria in schizophrenia (inferior 

frontal, superior temporal and inferior parietal regions), belong to the 

multimodal (heteromodal) association cortex described by Mesulam (2000). A 

pathological perturbation in the development of multimodal association areas 

has been previously suggested as the core deficit in schizophrenia (Ross and 

Pearlson, 1996). In healthy individuals, the regions constituting the multimodal 

association cortex show a prolonged maturational trajectory, attaining peak 

grey matter density at a later stage of development when compared to 

unimodal sensory regions (Gogtay et al., 2004). This slow maturation may be 

linked to the relatively higher degree of cortical folding normally observed in 

these regions (Finlay and Darlington, 1995). An abnormally premature, 

delayed or arrested growth peak in these regions could putatively account for 

the reduced gyrification observed in schizophrenia.  But the present 

observation that reduced gyrification is not limited to multimodal regions but 

extends to paralimbic cortices supports the hypothesis that a developmental 

abnormality in the connectivity within and between paralimbic and multimodal 

association areas is a characteristic feature of schizophrenia. Alternatively, 

the combined paralimbic and multimodal hypogyria could be related to a 

shared defect in foetal thalamocortical connectivity in schizophrenia (Lewis, 

2000). According to the tension based morphogenesis model, if the axonal 
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tension is the primary determinant of gyrification then a weakening of 

connectivity affecting specific pathways may result in relatively greater tension 

in other pathways leading to local hypergyria ���� ! and Hilgetag, 2"##$%

suggesting that the increased gyrification observed in the frontomarginal 

region could be developmentally related to the extensive hypogyria noted in 

other multimodal/paralimbic regions. &' fact, the presence of hypergyria in 

anteriormost regions of frontal cortex has been shown to predict the 

development of schizophrenia in high-r�)* �'+�,�+-./) �0.rr�) ! ./1% 2""34$1 

5!'+!r differences have been noted in some (Narr et al., 2""36 789!/!: et 

al., 2000) but not all �;8''�<� et al., 2""=6 Cachia et al., 2"">$ studies 

investigating gyrification in schizophrenia. The present sample is 

predominantly male precluding a meaningful analysis of gender effect on 

gyrification in schizophrenia. Hence the results presented here must be 

interpreted with caution for mixed samples. All patients in the present study 

were taking antipsychotic medications. The effect of antipsychotics on brain 

structure is a matter of debate, but similarly to Cachia et al. �2"">$, no 

correlation was found between gyrification and antipsychotic dose in the 

preceding ? weeks. & is possible that earlier treatments could have affected 

the brain structure. The results presented here should be interpreted 

cautiously until replicated in unmedicated samples. 

&' summary, the present study demonstrates a significant abnormality in 

cortical gyrification in schizophrenia. The localisation of these changes to 

insula and regions of multimodal association cortex and the observed 

relationship of insular hypogyria with reduced cortical thickness in patients 

suggests a prominent role for a developmental abnormality of connectivity of 
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the insula and the multimodal cortex in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 

Future studies focussing on the interaction between insula and the multimodal 

association regions are required to test the functional consequences of these 

gyrification defects.  

An important approach required to appreciate the pathophysiology of 

schizophrenia is delineating the unique and shared neurobiological features 

between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder with psychosis.  In the next 

chapter, the issue of specificity of gyrification defects in schizophrenia and the 

spatial overlap between functional connectivity deficits and gyrification deficits 

are investigated. 
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Insula is a major cortical hub with wide ranging functional connectivity across 

the entire brain (chapter 2). When the entire cerebral surface anatomy is 

examined, patients with schizophrenia reveal a prominent reduction of cortical 

folding involving the left insula (chapter 6). Two questions arise from this 

observation 1. Is this prominence of insular hypogyria specific to the diagnosis 

of schizophrenia? 2. Do patients with prominent insular hypogyria show 

corresponding loss of the prominence of insula as a functional hub? In this 

chapter, gyrification and functional connectivity hub architecture (degree 

centrality) were studied in a sample of 39 subjects with established 

schizophrenia, 20 subjects with psychotic bipolar disorder, and 34 healthy 

controls. A combined reduction in gyrification and functional connectivity of the 

left insula was more prominent in schizophrenia than in bipolar disorder with 

psychosis. This study also revealed disturbances in the integrity of gyrification 

and functional connectivity in relation to the Kraepelinian ‘line of divide’ 

between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. 

(

!

!
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Significant nosological uncertainty over Kraepelin’s description of two 

major psychotic disorders persists to date. While several observations 

suggest the existence of overlapping pathophysiological processes in 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (Whalley et al., 2012), the point of rarity in 

brain structure and function at which the two disorders differ is elusive.    

Structural imaging studies have mostly used voxel based morphometric 

approach to differentiate the two disorders. Meta-analytic conjunction 

approaches seeking the anatomical likelihood of the overlap between the two 

disorders reveal shared VBM deficits in bilateral insula and anterior cingulate 

cortex (Ellison-Wright and Bullmore, 2010).  So far, direct comparisons have 

not established any regional brain changes that separate these two illnesses. 

It is possible that subtle changes exist in the surface anatomy that is not 

captured by studying volumetric changes in the grey matter (as shown in 

chapter 5). Some support for this notion comes from Rimol et al. (2012), who 

observe that while volume changes occur in both groups, deformation of the 

cortical surface appears more specific to schizophrenia. Cortical gyrification 

(or folding) is a promising surface anatomical marker to study schizophrenia 

and bipolar disorder (White and Hilgetag, 2011). Cortical folding patterns are 

established during early phases of development, and are likely to be affected 

by a higher burden of aberrant neurodevelopment reported in schizophrenia 

(Demjaha et al., 2011). In addition, as folding patterns are tightly linked to 

underlying neural connectivity (White and Hilgetag, 2011), gyrification appears 

to be a compelling candidate to investigate the Kraepelinian dichotomy.  
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There is an increasing realization that the functional integration, rather 

than regional specialization in the brain, is likely to be abnormal in psychosis, 

with several studies in schizophrenia suggesting an inefficient recruitment of 

distributed brain regions during task performance (Pettersson-Yeo et al., 

2011). To date, fMRI studies contrasting bipolar disorder and schizophrenia 

have mostly used task activation approaches, and observe similar regional 

brain dysfunction in both disorders (Whalley et al., 2012). This approach does 

not directly address the possible differences that may exist in the efficiency of 

cerebral recruitment in the two groups and fails to capture the system-level 

disintegration in the neural networks. In recent times, several approaches 

have been proposed to measure the integrative functions of brain regions 

using fMRI. A promising method is studying the number of instantaneous 

functional connections (or correlations) between a region and the rest of the 

brain, also called Degree Centrality (DC) (Buckner et al., 2009). This 

approach has established the notion of cortical hubs, specialized brain regions 

that show high DC and thus influence a number of other brain regions.  The 

core architecture formed by cortical hubs is consistent and stable in healthy 

human brain, but highly vulnerable to pathological processes (Buckner et al., 

2009; Drzezga et al., 2011) . Both structural and functional studies indicate the 

loss of prominence of multimodal cortical hubs and the emergence of 

peripheral hubs in unimodal cortex in schizophrenia (Bassett et al., 2008; Li et 

al., 2012).  Whether such a shift in the cortical topology is specific to 

schizophrenia is yet to be investigated.     

Behavioural (Chen et al., 2005) and electrophysiological studies (Hamm et 

al., 2012) comparing patients with bipolar disorder schizophrenia suggest that 
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early sensory processing deficits may be specific to s@ACDEJAKMNCOP with fQTW

studies finding converging group differences lE@OlCDMX to unimodal regions 

such as the extrastriate visual association cortex (Curtis et al., YZZ[\ Ongür et 

al., 2010). On the other hand, paralimbic brain regions constituting large scale 

brain networks such as the insula and anterior cingulate cortex show 

prominent but shared structural alterations in the two disorders when VBM 

approach is employed (Ellison-Wright and Bullmore, 2010). In the light of 

these observations, overlapping abnormalities in the structure and function 

across the two psychotic disorders were expected in the multimodal brain 

regions and the limbic/paralimbic cortex, while schizophrenia specific defects 

were expected to be restricted to unimodal sensory processing areas. 

A sample of patients with either bipolar disorder with psychotic symptoms 

(BPP) or schizophrenia (SCZP) and healthy controls were recruited to study 

the cortical gyrification from structural MRI and the DC from functional MRI 

using an executive/working memory task (n-back). In addition to examining 

the integrity of the core cortical hub architecture, the emergence of peripheral 

hubs were also examined in patients. The three groups were compared with 

each other; in addition a conjunction analyses was also carried out to identify 

the degree of overlap (or similarity) in the abnormalities common to both 

disorders.  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗)+&,(−∃

The data used in the current chapter were obtained from an independent 

sample, different from the one reported in chapters 5 and 6.   
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The original sample consisted of 43 patients with schizophrenia, 22 

patients with bipolar disorder and 40 controls, but 11 subjects (3 patients with 

schizophrenia, 2 with bipolar disorder and 6 controls) were excluded due to 

due to movement artefacts, while 1 subject with schizophrenia did not 

complete the n-back acquisition protocol as planned. From the sample of 93 

subjects with n-back data, 2 patients with schizophrenia and 1 with bipolar 

disorder had poor quality structural scans due to excessive movement, 

providing a final sample size of n=90 for gyrification analysis. Good quality 

resting fMRI data was available for 38 patients with schizophrenia, 19 with 

bipolar disorder and 35 healthy controls. There were no differences in the 

symptom severity (mean (SD) in the included group= 10.5(7.7), excluded 

group= 11.3(9.5), p=0.86) between patients who were included or excluded in 

the analysis.  

The final sample consisted of 39 patients satisfying DSM-IV criteria for 

schizophrenia, 20 patients with bipolar disorder with psychotic features and 34 

healthy controls. Patients were recruited from the community based mental 

health teams (including Early Intervention in Psychosis teams) in 

Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, UK.  The diagnosis was made in a 

clinical consensus meeting in accordance with the procedure of Leckman et 

al.(1982), using all available information including a review of case files and a 

standardized clinical interview (Symptoms and Signs in Psychotic Illness 

(SSPI)(Liddle et al., 2002)). All patients were in a stable phase of illness 

(defined as a change of no more than 10 points in their Global Assessment of 

Function (GAF, DSM-IV) score, assessed six weeks prior and immediately 

prior to study participation). No patient had a change in antipsychotic, 
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antidepressant or mood stabilizing medications in the six weeks prior to the 

study. Subjects with age <18 or >50, subjects with neurological disorders, 

current substance dependence, or IQ < 70 using Quick Test (Ammons and 

Ammons, 1962) were excluded.  54 out of 59 patients were receiving 

psychotropic medications. The median Defined Daily Dose (WHO 

Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics and Methodology, 2003) was 

calculated separately for antipsychotics, mood stabilisers (including lithium) 

and antidepressants. Patients were interviewed on the same day as the scan 

and symptom scores assigned according to the SSPI.  

Healthy controls were recruited from the local community via 

advertisements and included 34 subjects free of any psychiatric or 

neurological disorder group-matched for age and parental socio-economic 

status (measured using National Statistics - Socio Economic 

Classification(Rose and Pevalin, 2003)) to the patient group.  Controls had 

similar exclusion criteria to patients; in addition subjects with personal or 

family history of psychotic illness were excluded.  A clinical interview by a 

research psychiatrist was employed to ensure that the controls were free from 

current axis 1 disorder and history of either psychotic illness or neurological 

disorder. The study was given ethical approval by the National Research 

Ethics Committee, Derbyshire, UK. All volunteers gave written informed 

consent.  The sample characteristics are shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 7.1: Demographic and clinical features  
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NS-SEC: National Statistics – Socio Economic Status; SD: standard deviation; SSPI – 
Symptoms and Signs of Psychotic Illness. The total SSPI score can vary between 0 and 80. 
Reality distortion (delusions and hallucinations) can vary between 0 and 8. Psychomotor 
poverty (anhedonia, underactivity, poverty of speech and flat affect) can vary between 0 and 
16. Disorganisation (inappropriate affect, disordered thought form and poor attention) can 
vary between 0 and 12. 
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Blood oxygenation level-dependent ]^_`ab cdeg datasets were hijkmnpq

on a t Tesla Philips Achieva deg scanner (Philips, Netherlands).  To enhance 

sensitivity, dual-echo gradient-echo echo-planar images ]uv-MPI) were 

hijkmnpq]uwxyhzq and ^wx{pyy| 200B), using an eight-channel }v~}v head 

coil with }v~}v factor 2 in anterior-posterior direction, �v���v� ����t ms, flip 

angle ���| ��� x ��� mm field of view, with an in-plane resolution of t mm x t

mm and a slice thickness of � mm, and TR of ���� ms.  �wn the n-back task, 
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at each dynamic time point a volume dataset was acquired consisting of 40 

contiguous axial slices acquired in descending order. 410 dynamic time points 

were acquired during an entire n-back session, with 2 sessions in total per 

subject. For the resting-phase ����� ��� time points were �������� during the 

10 minutes resting phase wherein the subjects were instructed to keep their 

eyes open and to relax, without the need to focus on any particular task with 

the same ����������� parameters as above ��� axial slices in descending 

������ ��� ���� ������ ��� ������  �����������¡¢  

A magnetisation prepared rapid ����������� gradient echo image with 1 mm 

isotropic resolution, 256 x 256 x160 matrix, TR/TE 8.1/3.7 ms, shot interval 3 s, 

flip angle 8°, SENSE factor 2 was also acquired for each participant for 

reconstructing the anatomical surface.  

A visual n-back task was used with a button press response in 2 sessions 

of fMRI recording. 7 task-blocks each of 110 seconds duration were presented 

in each session. Each task-block consisted of 0-back, 1-back and 2-back 

conditions (randomly selected alphabets) of 30 seconds duration each 

presented in a random sequence, with 10 seconds interval between the 

conditions. On screen instructions preceded every condition indicating the 

type of response required (0, 1 or 2 back). Each condition included 4 target 

and 11 non-target stimuli with a 2 seconds inter-stimulus interval. To ensure 

adequate task comprehension and performance, all participants performed a 

practice version of the task outside the scanner prior to scanning. All scanned 

participants successfully identified in excess of 80 % of targets in the practice 

task. The performance accuracy of this task is presented in Table 7.1. 
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The fMRI data was preprocessed using SPM8 

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and Data Processing Assistant for resting-

state fMRI (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 2010)).  After an initial correction for 

slice-timing differences, spatial realignment to the first image was carried out. 

Participants were excluded if movement parameters exceeded 3 mm. An 

interpolation method (ArtRepair: http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-brain-

project/artrepair-software.html) was used to correct movement artefacts. A 

single weighted summation of the dual-echo dynamic time course was 

obtained for each subject(Posse et al., 1999), followed by retrospective 

physiological correction using RETROICOR(Glover et al., 2000).  Unified 

segmentation based spatial normalization and smoothing using a Gaussian 

kernel of 8 mm Full-Width at Half Maximum was carried out. Following this, 

linear detrending and filtering using a band pass filter (0.01–0.08 Hz) was done 

to eliminate low frequency fluctuations and high frequency noise. Finally, 

variance accounted for by six head motion parameters, global mean signal, 

white-matter signal and CSF signal was removed by regression before 

conducting the degree centrality (DC) analysis. The same preprocessing 

procedure was followed for both n-back data and resting data. 

 Preprocessed data was analysed by deriving degree centrality measure 

for every grey matter voxel using the cortical hub analysis procedure 

described by Buckner et al.,(2009) and implemented in the REST software 

(Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 2010).  For each voxel, the BOLD time course was 
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extracted and correlated with every other voxel in the brain. For each voxel j 

the number of strong voxel-to-voxel correlations (defined as correlation 

coefficient r>0.25) was computed to determine the DC of j. The threshold of 

0.25 was chosen to minimize the risk of inclusion of voxels whose correlation 

with the index voxel could be accounted for by noise in the centrality estimate 

for the index voxel.  For each subject, a map with DC values for every grey 

matter voxel was obtained. These maps were then z-transformed to enable 

group comparisons. The computation of normalized DC maps was done 

separately for both resting state acquisition and the n-back acquisition. 

For gyrification analysis, cortical surfaces were reconstructed using 

FreeSurfer version 5.1.0. The preprocessing was performed using standard 

procedures as described by Dale et al. (1999). To measure cortical folding 

patterns for each of the several thousands of vertices across the entire cortical 

surface, the method advocated by Schaer et al (2008) and described in 

chapter 6 was used. 

!∀#∃%&∋&()&(∗∋+∃,−∋+.)()∃

-hub centrality:  To determine the core cortical hub architecture, the 

significant clusters with high DC across the entire sample were identified 

using one sample t test (FWE corrected error rate of 5%, cluster extent 

threshold =30 voxels). A single mean value of the normalized DC measure in 

each voxel included in the core hubs was computed for each subject; this 

represented the mean DC of the core (DCC). An ANCOVA was used to 

compare the DCC among the three groups, after taking into account the effect 

of age and gender. The effect of including the overall n-back accuracy scores 
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as covariates was also tested, as this was significantly different among the 

groups.  This analysis was repeated for the centrality maps derived during 

resting state. 

 

Spatial distribution of group £¤¥¥¦§¦¨©¦ª« To examine the differences between 

the two disorders in ¬ on a voxelwise basis across the entire brain, direct 

between-group comparisons ®¯°± vs. ²±± contrast) were carried out with a 

familywise error corrected type 1 error rate of ³´ at a voxelwise threshold of 

µ¶·¸··¹¸ In addition, each patient group  was compared with the control group, 

at the same statistical threshold. All group comparisons included age, gender 

and n-back accuracy scores as covariates. This analysis was repeated for the 

centrality maps derived during resting state. 

 

Fyrification º¨º»¼ª¤ª« The vertex-wise ½¾¿ measurement for each ªÀÁÂ¦©Ã was 

mapped on a common spherical coordinate system (fsaverage) to enable 

group comparisons. A general linear model controlling for the effect of age 

and gender was used to compute differences in gyrification between the 

groups at each vertex of the right and left hemispheric surfaces. ÄÀ¦§¼ ¬¦ª¤Å¨

Estimate Æ¨Ã§ºªÃ ®Ä¬ÇÈ tool in the É§¦¦ªÀ§¥¦§ program was used to 

generate the contrasts. To correct for multiple testing Monte-º§»Æ simulations 

®¨¶¹·Ê···È were used to identify clusters that survived a type 1 error rate of 

³´ at a cluster inclusion threshold of µ¶·¸·³¸ In a different sample of ªÀÁÂ¦©Ãª

(chapter ËÈ it has been shown that both increased and decreased gyrification 

¤¨ ª©Ì¤ÍÆµÌ§¦¨¤º ¤ª ÆÁª¦§ÎºÁ»¦ ºÃ ÃÌ¤ª ÃÌ§¦ªÌÆ»£¸  
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Degree of overlap between the two disorders: To compute the topographical 

overlap in the abnormalities seen in BPP and SCZP, an intersection (overlap) 

mask and a combination (union) mask were derived for the contrasts controls 

vs. SCZP and controls vs. BPP. Then the Dice-coefficient of similarity 

(DCS)(Drzezga et al., 2011; Zou et al., 2004) was calculated between the 2 

groups for the two imaging modalities (DC and gyrification maps). Conjunction 

measures such as DCS provide more reliable results when every signal of 

interest is included in the individual contrasts (Duncan et al., 2009). To enable 

this, an uncorrected threshold of p=0.05 was used when extracting the 

intersection and the combination masks. A DCS value of 100% means that the 

disorders have perfect spatial agreement in the distribution of abnormalities 

across the brain.  

!∀#∃%&∋()∗∋+∃,−.&∃/(0∋∃

The core hub regions showing significant DC in the entire sample is shown 

in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.1. The results of the one sample t test of centrality 

maps derived from resting state fMRI in the entire group are shown in table 

7.3 and figure 7.2. The core hubs observed during the resting state were 

essentially the same as the core hubs noted in the n-back data (Figure 7.3). 

Cerebellum and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were more prominent during n-

back task, while the right insula was more prominent during rest. 

Comparison of the mean DCC during n-back across the three groups 

revealed no significant differences (F[2,87]=1.25, p=0.29; mean (SD) of DCC 

in controls = 0.54(0.23), SCZP = 0.46(0.32), BPP  = 0.47(0.17)). Age 

(F[1,88]=16.4, p<0.001), but not gender (F[1,88]=1.35,p=0.25) had a 
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significant effect on DCC during n-back. The inclusion of n-back accuracy 

(p=0.3) or the exclusion of age and gender as covariates did not affect the 

results (p=0.22). Similarly, the comparison of the mean DCC during resting 

state across the three groups revealed no significant differences (F[2,87]=0.22, 

p=0.81; mean (SD) of DCC in controls = 0.67(0.33), SCZP = 0.60(0.39), BPP  

= 0.63(0.33)). Age (F[1,87]=25.5, p<0.001), but not gender 

(F[1,87]=0.58,p=0.45) had a significant effect on the resting-state DCC. The 

exclusion of age and gender as covariates did not affect the results (p=0.71). 
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Voxelwise comparisons revealed significant differences among the groups 

(Table 7.4) in the DC of several brain regions during n-back performance. In 

both groups, there was a decrease in DC relative to controls in the right insula, 

though the location of the cluster was more posterior than expected.  Both 

groups of patients showed higher DC in bilateral 

hippocampus/parahippocampal regions extending to the thalamus (Figure 7.4). 

In addition, SCZP showed significant increase in DC in left fusiform/lingual and 

inferior occipital gyrus. Compared to BPP, patients with SCZP showed higher 

centrality in left calcarine/lingual gyrus and anterior cerebellum but reduced DC 

in right supramarginal gyrus.  

The group comparison for the resting state centrality analysis is shown in 

Table 7.5. In general, the group differences were less prominent for resting 

fMRI.  Most notably, the group contrasts revealed that patients with SCZ had 

higher DC in the cerebellar crus and fusiform gyrus compared to patients with 

BPP during both rest and n-back task performance. Patients with BPP had 

higher DC in right supramarginal gyrus compared to SCZ during both rest and 

n-back task performance. When compared to controls, patients with 

schizophrenia had prominent increase in DC of the fusiform and 

parahippocampal clusters in both the resting and n-back data. 
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Significant group differences were also noted in gyrification, with more 

prominent reduction in the SCZP group. Right lingual, left posterior cingulate, 

and bilateral orbital fronto-insular regions showing reduced gyrification in 

SCZP compared to BPP (Table 7.6/ Figure 7.5).  

Regions showing combined gyrification and n-back DC differences in 

SCZP vs. BPP contrasts are displayed in figure 7.6. The DCS test revealed 

25% overlap in the topography of gyrification abnormalities (when compared 

to controls) and 51% overlap in the topography of DC abnormalities between 

BPP and SCZP (See Table 7.7 and Figure 7.7). 
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To address whether the difference in sample size affects the observed 

centrality and gyrification differences between the two groups, an additional 

analysis was carried out comparing the BPP group (n=20, 7 females, mean 

age (SD) = 35.2(10.8)) with a sub-sample of gender and age matched patients 

with SCZP selected from the original sample. 20 SCZP (see the table 7.8 

below) were identified to repeat the head-to-head comparison with BPP group 

for differences in centrality and gyrification. In both comparisons, with reduced 

degrees of freedom, there was a reduction in the effect size of the observed 

differences necessitating the use of a reduced statistical threshold 

(uncorrected p<0.001 for centrality and clusterwise threshold of p<0.05 for 

gyrification). But the regional localization of the group differences remained 

essentially the same, with the SCZP group showing higher left 

calcarine/lingual and cerebellar DC, but reduced right lingual and left posterior 

cingulate gyrification when compared to the BPP group. One sample t test of 

DC within the subsample of SCZP continued to show the localization of core 

hubs in bilateral superior temporal, inferior parietal, posterior cingulate, 

cerebellar crus and DLPFC regions. These observations suggest that the 

differences in the relative size of the samples do not explain the observed 

differences between the SCZP and BPP groups in the present study.  
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Antipsychotics and mood-stabilisers could affect the functional and 

structural imaging measures investigated in the present study. To test this 

effect, the defined daily dose (DDD) of prescribed antipsychotics (details given 

in Supplementary Material 1) in the entire sample of patients (both SCZP and 

BPP) was related to core hub centrality and to the mean degree centrality and 

cortical gyrification indices of clusters emerging as significant from the SCZP 

vs. BPP group contrasts using Spearman’s correlations (as the DDD was not 

normally distributed). No significant relationships were observed (all p>0.3, 

rho -0.09 to 0.09) in this analysis. 

In contrast to antipsychotics, which were prescribed to both patients with 

BPP and SCZP, the use of mood stabilizers was restricted to patients with 

BPP in this sample. Therefore, correlations were sought between the DDD of 

mood stabilisers (lithium, valproate, lamotrigine and carbamazepine) and the 

DC and gyrification indices as above, within the BPP group. No significant 
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relationships were observed (all p>0.2, rho -0.27 to 0.15) in this analysis as 

well. 

Given the limited sample size, not powered to detect such correlations if 

present, one cannot confidently rule out the influence of medications on either 

centrality or gyrification. But the lack of correlation between the prescribed 

dose and the MRI measures suggest that at least in this sample, the observed 

group differences in these measures cannot be attributed to the linear effect of 

medications.  
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To our knowledge, this is the first study to use combined surface 

anatomical and functional connectivity approach to study the neural basis of 

the diagnostic discontinuity in psychosis. The current results show that while a 

degree of overlap exists between the two disorders in the functional 

connectivity and cortical gyrification, significant differences between the 

disorders are notable especially in the visual processing regions. While the 

core hub of functional connectivity seems to be preserved in both patient 

groups, the emergence of a higher degree of connectivity in the 

hippocampus/parahippocampus and thalamic regions and a reduction in the 

connectivity of the right posterior insula was observed in both patient groups.  

A reduction in the centrality of right insula in both groups is consistent with 

a large body of evidence implicating this region in the emergence of psychotic 
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symptoms, though the locus of maximum change was more posterior than 

expected.  In both SCZP and BPP, peripheral hubs emerged in the 

parahippocampal complex extending to the thalamus. This is consistent with 

Meyer-Lindenberg et al.’s (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005) observation of 

inappropriate recruitment and connectivity of the parahippocampal regions 

during working memory performance in schizophrenia. It is important to note 

that the regional distribution of the connectivity differences is likely to differ 

according to the cognitive paradigm used. For example, an overactivation of 

medial temporal structures in BPP compared to SCZP has been noted when 

performing emotion/reward or memory based tasks, but not in tasks involving 

language or executive functions (Whalley et al., 2012).  

Interestingly, in contrast to the BPP group who had an increase in the DC 

of lateral parietal cortex (supramarginal gyrus), part of the core connectivity 

hub, the SCZP group displayed an increase in DC of the anterior cerebellum 

and extrastriate visual cortex during both n-back and resting state, suggesting 

a conjoint dysfunction of these two regions. Focused examination of 

cerebellar connectivity during rest suggests that amidst an overall reduction in 

the cortico-cerebellar connectivity, the connectivity between extrastriate visual 

cortex and cerebellum appears to be increased in SCZP (Collin et al., 2011).  

In general, the spatial extent of both DC and gyrification abnormalities was 

numerically larger in SCZP than BPP (Table 7.7). Interestingly, the similarity 

coefficient was higher in the n-back than in the resting fMRI or gyrification 

analysis. This finding highlights the importance of using multiple neuroimaging 

tools to investigate the current issue of diagnostic discontinuity. Further it 
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suggests that when external constraints such as task demands are present, 

‘schizophrenia-like’ functional abnormalities are likely to be seen in BPP.  

Abnormal visual information processing appears to be specific to SCZP 

and their relatives when compared to BPP and their relatives(Kumar et al., 

2010). This corroborates the current findings that imply diagnostic specificity 

involving visual processing regions. It is worth noting that the extrastriate 

visual cortex, where we find combined gyrification and functional connectivity 

defects in schizophrenia, shows a predilection for developmental disturbances 

that affect cortical maturation (Braddick et al., 2003). Ongur et al.(2010) found 

significantly reduced coherence between extrastriate visual cortex and other 

brain regions during rest in schizophrenia when compared to bipolar disorder. 

Sui et al (2011), using independent component connectivity analysis during 

auditory oddball task performance, observed a predominantly visual cortex 

component to discriminate SCZP from BPP. SCZP fail to recruit the 

extrastriate cortex during semantic decision and verbal fluency (Curtis et al., 

2001), but show greater engagement during facial affect processing when 

compared to BPP (Delvecchio et al., 2012).  Inefficient functional connections 

in these regions could result in inflated centrality but reduced task related 

efficiency (Curtis et al., 2001).  
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In line with the results reported in the previous chapter in a different set of 

subjects with schizophrenia, a predominant reduction in gyrification involving 

lateral prefrontal region, insula and superior temporal regions was noted in 

SCZP. BPP had reduced gyrification predominantly involving lateral prefrontal 
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and superior parietal regions when compared to controls, but showed 

increased gyrification in posterior cingulate, lingual gyrus and the left fronto-

insular cortex when compared to SCZP. The two groups showed relatively 

less spatial overlap in the extent of gyrification abnormalities (25%) compared 

to the functional connectivity measures. A prominent overlap in the reduction 

in gyrification was noted in the lateral prefrontal cortex in both patient groups 

(Figure 7.5).  

Combined (and specific) reduction in cortical gyrification and functional 

connectivity in SCZP (compared to BPP) involved calcarine, lingual and 

fusiform regions, left insula and middle temporal gyrus (Figure 7.6). This 

implies that prominent developmental deviations accompanied by functional 

consequences that separate the two disorders may involve the Salience 

Network (left insula) and extrastriate visual regions. In contrast, the other 

nodes of the Salience Network (right insula and ACC) do not show such 

schizophrenia-specific gyrification/centrality changes.  
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A specific strength of the present study is the recruitment of bipolar 

disorder cases who also experience psychotic symptoms during the course of 

their illness (BPP), in contrast to previous studies that recruited bipolar 

disorder irrespective of the presence of psychotic symptoms (Calhoun et al., 

2012; Sui et al., 2011). Further, a multimodal approach was employed 

studying structural and functional anatomy during rest and a cognitive task. 

Nevertheless several limitations must be considered when interpreting these 

results. Firstly, the sample size of BPP group was small compared to the 
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ÏÐÑÒ and control groups, but this is unlikely to have influenced the current 

results as shown using additional analysis. The overall proportion of female 

subjects was low, though the groups were well matched for gender distribution. 

Most patients were taking antipsychotic medications, with several patients in 

the ÓÒÒ group also being exposed to mood stabilisers. To our knowledge 

there is no evidence that these medications have differential effect on cortical 

gyrification or centrality measures, though volumetric measures appear to be 

affected by both antipsychotics and lithium ÔÕÖ×ØÙÖÚ et al., 2012). In the 

present sample, no significant associations were found between antipsychotic 

DDD ÔÏÐÑÒÛÓÒÒÜ or mood stabiliser DDD ÔÓÒÒ only) and core hub centrality 

or cortical gyrification. Existing evidence predicts that at least in the short-term, 

antipsychotics could reduce overall functional connectivity(Lui et al., ÝÞßÞÜà

the present observation that ÏÐÑÒ show higher connectivity in visual 

processing regions compared to ÓÒÒ is in the opposite direction, suggesting 

that medications alone cannot explain all of the present findings. áØâØãäåØæØçç

one cannot completely exclude the effect of prescribed medications on the 

current observations. A recent post-mortem study suggests that abnormal 

gyrification in cerebellar vermis is a feature of çèåéêëìåãØÚéÖ (Schmitt et al., 

2011).   As the surface based morphometric approaches do not reconstruct 

the cerebellum, the present gyrification analysis was restricted to the cerebral 

surface only. 

This study provides critical evidence delineating neurobiological 

underpinnings of the diagnostic boundaries of psychosis and highlights the 

ability of connectivity based neuroimaging measures to inform nosological 

classification.  These observations open the question as to whether treatment 
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selection during early psychosis could be better informed by utilizing 

neuroimaging markers that differentiate the two disorders, alongside the 

existing symptom-based decision-making.  

In both patient groups, the centrality of anterior insula does not appear to 

be significantly disturbed, while bilateral posterior insula shows a loss of 

widespread connectivity especially during task performance. It is possible that 

the abnormalities in the functional connectivity of the right insula in patients 

with psychosis is not diffuse, but affects specific key nodes of the brain, with 

both abnormal increases and decreases in the connectivity. This can lead to 

preserved centrality in the presence of aberrant interactions with other 

networks. This needs to be further investigated through a focused seed based 

analysis. One such analysis is presented in chapter 8. 
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For effective information processing two large-scale distributed neural 

networks appear to be critical: a multimodal executive system anchored on 

the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and a salience system anchored on 

the anterior insula. A critical component of the insular dysfunction hypothesis 

(proposed in chapter 2) is the suggestion that the interaction between these 

two systems will be affected in schizophrenia. Whole-brain Granger causal 

modelling using resting fMRI reveals a significant failure of both the feed-

forward and reciprocal influence between the insula and the DLPFC in 

schizophrenia. Further, a significant failure of directed influence from bilateral 

visual cortices to the insula was also seen in patients. These findings provide 

compelling evidence for a breakdown of the salience-execution loop in the 

clinical expression of psychosis. 
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Several functional brain imaging studies support the existence of two ‘task-

positive’ brain systems that facilitate efficient performance of tasks that require 

focused attention (Seeley et al., 2007). One of these large-scale networks, 

termed the Salience Network (SN), is anchored in the right anterior insula (rAI) 

and dorsal ACC (dACC), and has predominant limbic and subcortical 

components. The SN is involved in integrating external stimuli with internal 

homeostatic context, thus marking objects that require further processing 

(Menon and Uddin, 2010; Seth et al., 2011; Singer et al., 2009). A second 

network comprised of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and lateral 

parietal regions, termed the central executive network (CEN), operates on the 

identified salient stimuli to enable task performance (Seeley et al., 2007). 

These two networks are thought to interact at various levels to enable 

coordinated neural activity (Medford and Critchley, 2010). Firstly, the rAI is 

thought to causally influence the anticorrelation between the CEN and a set of 

brain regions involved in self-referential activities that constitute the default 

mode network (DMN) (Sridharan et al., 2008).  Thus the rAI has a strong 

causal influence enabling the recruitment of contextually relevant brain 

regions. Secondly, along with dACC and thalamus, rAI forms a tonic-alertness 

loop that forms a vital subcortical-limbic system in a hierarchical attention 

processing stream (Sadaghiani et al., 2010). In addition, during task 

performance the dACC acts in conjunction with the DLPFC to form a cognitive 

control loop that modulates the behavioural response (Miller and Cohen, 

2001). 
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Converging evidence from structural and functional neuroimaging studies 

indicate a crucial role for both the rAI (chapters 2, 3 and 4) and the DLPFC 

(Callicott et al., 2000; Weinberger et al., 1992) in the pathophysiology of 

schizophrenia. A number of neuropathological and imaging studies have 

found abnormalities in the DLPFC, with robust evidence implicating a failure of 

excitatory-inhibitory neuronal balance in this region (Lewis et al., 2005). 

Several pooled analyses of structural imaging studies have confirmed that the 

most consistent grey matter abnormalities across the different stages of 

schizophrenia occur in the nodes of the SN, especially the anterior insula 

(Ellison-Wright et al., 2008; Glahn et al., 2008). fMRI studies suggest that an 

inefficient recruitment of the frontoparietal executive system is often noted 

alongside SN dysfunction during task performance (Hasenkamp et al., 2011; 

Kasparek et al., 2013; Minzenberg et al., 2009; Nygård et al., 2012). The 

presence of SN dysfunction in schizophrenia has also been shown in studies 

seeking instantaneous functional correlations (also known as functional 

connectivity) in the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) time-series 

between the rAI and several nodes of the SN (Guller et al., 2012; Pu et al., 

2012; Tu et al., 2012), and this within-network SN dysconnectivity is related to 

cognitive dysfunction (Tu et al., 2012). Similar findings of reduced connectivity 

within the SN in schizophrenia also emerge when seeking time-lagged (-5 to 

+5 seconds) rather than instantaneous correlations between the BOLD signal 

from brain regions constituting large-scale networks (White et al., 2010a). It is 

possible that the disintegration of the salience processing system anchored on 

the rAI has a causal role in the inefficient cerebral recruitment noted in 

schizophrenia. To our knowledge, no neuroimaging studies have so far 

investigated whether a failure in the feed-forward causal influence from the 
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salience processing system to the executive system is present in 

schizophrenia.  

Following the terminology of Friston (1994) in this chapter the term 

functional connectivity (FC) is employed to denote the instantaneous, zero-

time lagged correlation between brain activity occurring at spatially distinct 

sites.  Correlation does not demonstrate a causal relationship between 

variables and therefore the existence of functional connectivity does not imply 

that activity in one region causes that in another, or even that the regions have 

a direct neural connection. Brain regions showing significant FC are 

functionally coupled and may reflect components of a single but spatially 

distributed system (i.e. a large scale brain network). Granger causal 

connectivity is a measure of effective connectivity; the presence of Granger 

causal connectivity from a region A to another region B implies that the 

neuronal activity in region A precedes and predicts the neuronal activity that 

occurs in region B. These two regions, A and B, may not show instantaneous 

functional coupling that is characteristic of a single large-scale system. Thus 

Granger Causal Analysis (GCA) is a more useful approach to study the causal 

relationships that may exist across networks. But it must be borne in mind that 

such ‘causal’ relationships identified between two regions may indeed be 

indirect and mediated by a third region not considered in bivariate approaches. 

To investigate the ‘causal’ influences between the salience processing and 

the executive systems, Granger causality analysis was applied to task-free 

resting state fMRI. Task-free conditions minimize potentially confounding 

effects of between-group performance differences and permit the investigation 

of fundamental components of neurophysiological function. The ‘causal’ 
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influence of the rAI over the multimodal brain regions constituting the 

executive system was hypothesized to be reduced in schizophrenia. It was 

also predicted that any abnormality in the feed-forward influence would be 

accompanied by a reciprocal diminution of the feedback from the executive 

system to the rAI, resulting in a dysfunctional salience-execution loop in 

patients.  In addition, using a mediation model the relationship between the 

abnormalities in the functional connectivity (FC) of the SN and the ‘causal’ 

outflow from the salience processing to the executive system was studied. 

Finally, the relationship between illness severity in patients and the 

dysfunction of the salience-execution loop was investigated. 
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The data used in the current chapter were obtained from the same sample 

reported in chapter 7 for resting fMRI analysis.  This sample consisted of 38 

patients satisfying DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia and 35 healthy controls. 

In addition to the description reported in chapter 7, the present study also 

used the information regarding duration of illness collected from case-files; the 

current occupational and social dysfunction quantified using the Social and 

Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale (SOFAS) (Goldman et al., 1992) 

and speed of cognitive processing, a consistent and prominent cognitive 

deficit in schizophrenia, assessed using the Digit Symbol Substitution Test 

(Dickinson et al., 2007). DSST was administered using a written and an oral 

format with a mean DSST score computed from the two formats. [This 

adaptation was carried out as a part of the current doctoral work with data 

from a different group of participants reported in Palaniyappan et al. (2013)].   
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36 out of 38 patients were receiving treatment with antipsychotics 

(clozapine n=5, other atypical antipsychotics n=25, typical neuroleptics n=5, 

combined typical and atypical agents n=1) and had no change in their 

prescriptions for the 6 weeks preceding the scan. The median Defined Daily 

Dose (WHO Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics and Methodology, 2003) 

of antipsychotics was 1 (range from 0 to 5.6).  
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DSST – Digit Symbol Substitution Test; NS-SEC: National Statistics – Socio 

Economic Status; SD: standard deviation; SOFAS – Social and Occupational 
Functioning Assessment Scale; SSPI – Symptoms and Signs of Psychotic Illness. 

The total SSPI score can vary between 0 and 80. Reality distortion (delusions and 

hallucinations) can vary between 0 and 8. Psychomotor poverty (anhedonia, 
underactivity, poverty of speech and flat affect) can vary between 0 and 16. 

Disorganisation (inappropriate affect, disordered thought form and poor attention) 

can vary between 0 and 12. 
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Details of the resting fMRI image acquisition are provided in chapter 7. 

fMRI data was preprocessed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) 

and Data Processing Assistant for resting-state fMRI (Chao-Gan and Yu-Feng, 

2010)).  Data were corrected for slice-timing differences and spatially 

realigned to the first image of the dataset. Movement parameters were 

assessed for each participant, and participants were excluded if movement 

exceeded 3 mm. Further, ArtRepair to was employed to correct movement 

artefacts using an interpolation method (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/human-

brain-project/artrepair-software.html). The first 5 volumes of functional images 

were discarded to allow stability of the longitudinal magnetization.   A single 

dataset was produced from a weighted summation of the dual-echo dynamic 

time course (Posse et al., 1999). During scanning, cardiorespiratory cycles 

were monitored by means of a cardiogram and pneumatic belt. This 

information was transformed to frequency domain to remove the variance on 

BOLD signal modulations due to cardiorespiratory activity.  This procedure, 

called RETROICOR (retrospective image correction), was performed in 

accordance with the original description (Glover et al., 2000).  The functional 

scans were then spatially normalized using the unified segmentation approach 

and smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm Full-Width at Half Maximum. 

Following this, linear detrending and filtering using a band pass filter (0.01–

0.08 Hz) was done to eliminate low frequency fluctuations and high frequency 

noise. Finally, variance accounted for by nuisance covariates including six 

head motion parameters, global mean signal, white-matter signal and CSF 

signal was removed by regression before conducting a seed based regional 

functional connectivity analysis.  
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Selection of the seed region :  As the primary hypothesis tested here 

is related to the influence of right anterior rAI on the executive system, the 

anatomic location of the rAI seed was determined using functional activation 

data during a 2-back task performed by all subjects included in the study (one 

sample t-test, FWE corrected p<0.05). A 6-mm radius sphere centered on the 

local maxima (x=33, y=21, z=-3) corresponding to the rAI was used as the 

seed region for further analysis. The location of this seed (Figure 8.10) 

corresponds to the anterior compartment of the insula that is frequently 

mapped to the behavioral domains of attentional processing and socio-

emotional function (Klein et al., 2013).  

Granger causality: Granger’s principle suggests that a time series (X) 

exerts a causal influence (termed as Granger causality) on another time 

series (Y) if the preceding states of X predict the state of Y uniquely, over and 

above the variance explained by the preceding states of Y itself.  In the 

present study the following were estimated; (a) X to Y effects: the Granger 

causal effects of the time series of the anterior insula seed region (X) on every 

other grey matter voxel in the brain (Y) and (b) Y to X effects:  the Granger 

causal effect of every other grey matter voxel on the rAI. The path coefficient 

maps for the Granger causality were generated using a time lag order of 1 

(one TR, 2.5 seconds). In contrast to Sridharan et al. (Sridharan et al., 2008), 

signed path-coefficients were used (Hamilton et al., 2011a; Zang et al., 2012) 

instead of F-residuals so as to infer the probable excitatory or inhibitory effects 

of the directed physiological influences. The path coefficient of +1 from region 

X to Y in this model suggests that one unit of change in the activity of region X 

in a specific direction brings a unit change in the activity of region Y in the 
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same direction in the context of Granger-causality. This is referred to as 

excitatory influence. Similarly, a path coefficient of -1 from region X to Y 

suggests that one unit of change in the activity of region X in a specific 

direction brings a unit change in the activity of region Y in the opposite 

direction (this is referred to as inhibitory influence). In contrast to residual-

based GCA models where the net causal flow is calculated by subtracting x-

to-y from y-to-x effects, bivariate GCA allows for the physiological possibility 

that bi-directional influences of opposite effects could simultaneously exist in 

the brain. Further, the signed-path coefficient maps allow parametric statistical 

analysis for group level inference (Hamilton et al., 2011a). This helped us to 

determine the multimodal brain region that showed most significant difference 

between the patients and controls in the causal influence to and from the rAI.  

Bivariate first-order coefficient based voxelwise Granger causality analysis 

(GCA) was performed using the REST software (www.restfmri.net), using 

Chen’s method of signed path-coefficients. 

Functional connectivity: To compute functional connectivity (FC), 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated between the mean time 

series of the rAI seed region and every voxel in the brain for each subject. 

Resulting voxel-wise correlation coefficients were then converted to produce 

whole-brain z-maps using a Fisher transform for further second level statistical 

analyses.  
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The FC and GCA maps from each individual subject were analysed using 

separate one-sample t-test for the entire sample (both patients and controls) 
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with a familywise error íîïðñ corrected òóôõôö for positive and negative 

coefficients. This threshold was used to ensure that the clusters emerging in 

the one sample t-test are unlikely to be due to a type 1 error. From the results, 

search volume masks were derived for the FC and ÷øù to constrain the 

subsequent between-group analyses. These masks represented regions with 

significant instantaneous positive correlation or anticorrelation with the seed 

region, and significant excitatory or inhibitory influence to and from the seed 

region in the whole sample.   úûüýûûþ group analyses were conducted using 

an unpaired t-test íîïð corrected p ó ôõôöñÿ with the search volume corrected 

for the masks used in the analyses. For regions showing significant group 

differences at the îïð corrected threshold, follow-up one-sample t tests were 

conducted to investigate the direction of the ÷G�þ�ûG-causal influence in each 

group separately. These tests were úBþ�ûGGBþ� corrected for a total of 8 follow-

up comparisons. In addition to such constrained analyses, a whole brain 

between-group analysis (at uncorrected òóôõôôpñ was also carried out in order 

to identify informative group differences that may exist in regions outside the 

masks derived from one-sample t-tests. As this exploratory search has a 

higher likelihood of identifying false positive clusters, an additional extent 

criterion of k��ô was applied. Age and gender were used as covariates in all 

group level analyses. ï�üW�þ the patient group, bivariate correlations were 

used to examine the influence of antipsychotic medications on the mean 

coefficients within the clusters that emerged as significant from the two-

sample t-tests in both FC and ÷øù comparisons. All group level analyses 

were carried out using the SPM8 software and the toolboxes M�G�ú�G

(marsbar.sourceforge.net) and xjview (ýýýõ�w��ûwû�Gþõþûü�xjview8), in addition 
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to MRICron (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/) to visualize 

the results.  

Mediation Analysis: Mediation analysis was carried out using Preacher and 

Hayes model (Preacher and Hayes, 2004), predicting the Granger influence of 

rAI on the time course of signal in the DLPFC (dependent variable, DV) from 

diagnosis (independent variable, IV). The mediator (M) of this relationship was 

the first eigenvariate of the functional connectivity between rAI and the 

clusters showing significant diagnostic effect in the functional connectivity 

(FC) analysis. This eigenvariate represented the typical connectivity in each 

subject between the rAI and each of the voxels showing abnormal FC in 

schizophrenia. The total effect of diagnostic status on the rAI to DLPFC 

influence was evaluated, and this effect was partitioned to direct effect and the 

indirect effect mediated by the presence of functional dysconnectivity related 

to the rAI. A bootstrapping method with 5000 iterations was used to test the 

95% confidence intervals of the indirect effects (Preacher and Hayes, 2008). 
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In the entire sample (patients and controls, one-sample t test), rAI exerted 

a significant excitatory influence on the bilateral DLPFC, inferior parietal 

regions and left cerebellar crus. Significant inhibitory influence of the rAI was 

noted at bilateral supplementary motor region and bilateral precentral regions, 

in addition to right posterior insula. Bilateral DLPFC in turn had a significant 

inhibitory influence on the rAI. In addition, dACC and PCC had significant 
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inhibitory influence, while pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and 

temporal pole had significant excitatory influence on the rAI. These results are 

shown in Figure 8.1 and  Table 8.2. 
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Two sample t-tests revealed significant differences between patients and 

controls in the ‘causal’ outflow from the rAI to the rDLPFC. In controls, the rAI 

exerted a significant excitatory influence on right DLPFC  (t(34) 7.42, 

corrected p<0.001), while in the patients, this influence was weak (t(37)2.06, 

uncorrected p=0.047). In addition there was a group difference in the effect of 

rAI on precuneus at an uncorrected threshold (p<0.001, k=30), where the 

controls exhibited an excitatory influence (t(34)=3.14, uncorrected p=0.004) 

while the patients exhibited an inhibitory influence (t(37) =-2.18, uncorrected 

p=0.036). Patients also showed a significant reduction in the ‘causal’ influence 

from bilateral visual cortex and right hippocampal formation to the insula when 

compared to controls. These group differences are shown in Figure 8.2 and 

Table 8.3. 
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In order to investigate the effects of influences of the r	
�� on the rest of 

the brain, v�������� �� ��� performed using a 6mm spherical ROI placed 

in the rDLPFC node showing the significant group difference. The results of 

the one sample t-tests of GCA based on the rDLPFC seed are presented in 

the Figure 8.3, and Table 8.4). The SN was the primary site of dysfunctional 

‘causal’ influence on the rDLPFC in patients. Patients had a significantly 

reduced excitatory effect from the bilateral (more ventral) insula and the dACC 

to the rDLPFC in addition to a significant loss of inhibitory effect of the 

rDLPFC on the bilateral anterior insula and dorsal ACC (Figure 8.4, Table 8.5).  

None of the x to y or y to x path coefficients from the rAI or the DLPFC 

seed regions showed significant correlations with antipsychotic dose 

equivalents (all p>0.2). 
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In the present study, a significant failure of the directed influences within a 

salience-execution loop comprised of rAI, ������ and dA99 was observed. 

Further there was a significant failure of directed influence to and from several 

other brain regions (other than dA99 and �����D and the rAI.  This includes a 

reduction in the Granger-causal inflow from bilateral visual cortices and right 

hippocampus to the rAI, and from the rAI to precuneus in patients. In light of this, 

the relationship between illness severity and these abnormal Granger-causal 

interactions was investigated in patients. 

SSPI scores on Reality ��� !� �!"# ���!�$%"��% �!" and Psychomotor Poverty, 

measured on the same day of scanning, provide information regarding the 

symptom burden that persist despite antipsychotic treatment. In addition, 

cognitive deficits (reduced �&&' score), longer duration of illness and higher 

functional disability (reduced &S�(& score) also indicate illness severity. The 

variables reflecting disease severity (three SSPI scores, duration of illness, 

�&&' score, &S�(& score) showed significant bivariate relationships (mean of 

absolute correlation coefficients |r|=0.34).  

The net Granger-causal influences (computed as [(x-to-y) – (y-to-x)] coefficients) 

among the three nodes in the salience execution loop were highly correlated 

(|r|=0.46).  Similarly, the Granger-causal influences to and from rAI to regions 

showing most significant between-group differences (rAI to precuneus, from left 

and right visual cortex and right hippocampal region to rAI – reported in Table 

8.2) were also correlated with each other (|r|=0.3). Therefore, three separate 

principal component analyses were performed to extract first unrotated principal 
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factors explaining the largest proportion of variance in (i) the measures of illness 

severity   (ii) the causal interactions among rAI, rDLPFC and dACC, (iii) the 

causal influences to and from rAI to regions showing most significant between-

group differences. This data reduction approach reduced the likelihood of type 1 

errors occurring due to multiple testing of the relationships among the various 

neuroimaging and symptom variables. 

An Ô)**+,-- -,s,.)/01 factor explaining 40% of variance, a Ô-2*),+3,-execution *ll41

factor explaining 567 of variance, and a Ôs)-82* )+i*l91 factor explaining :;<57 of 

variance emerged from this analysis (Table 8.5). To study the relative 

contribution of the salience-execution loop factor and the visual inflow factor in 

predicting the illness severity, a multiple regression analysis was conducted with 

antipsychotic dose as a covariate. There was no significant collinearity among 

the independent variables. All variables (covariate and predictors) were entered 

in a single step in the regression model.  

The model had a significant fit (F[3,34]=4.03, R2=0.26, p=0.015). Illness severity 

was significantly predicted by both reduced integrity of the salience-execution 

loop (!= -0.71; t=-2.8, p=0.008) and reduced integrity of the visual inflow to the 

rAI (!= -0.32; t=-2.1, p=0.04). Antipsychotic dose had a trend level association 

with higher dose being prescribed for patients with more severe illness (!= 0.27; 

t=1.9, p=0.064). Further details are presented in Table 8.6 and Figure 8.5. 
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One-sample t-tests of FC maps reflecting functional coupling between rAI 

and rest of the brain revealed significant positive correlation with several regions 

constituting the SN (bilateral anterior insula, extending to anterior and 

midcingulate, bilateral inferior frontal, middle frontal and superior temporal gyrus, 

supramarginal gyrus, putamen and thalamus). In addition, positive correlation 

was also noted at right middle temporal gyrus and small clusters located 

bilaterally in the dorsal precuneus. Extensive anticorrelation was noted between 

the rAI seed and nodes constituting the DMN including the PCC/ventral 

precuneus, angular gyrus and parahippocampal region. The results are shown in 

Figure 8.6 and Table 8.7.  

Two sample t-tests comparing the FC maps of patients and controls revealed 

significant differences in the rAI connectivity with key paralimbic regions 

including bilateral temporal pole, parahippocampal region and the amygdala. In 

the right temporal pole, patients showed no significant functional connectivity 

(one-sample t(37)=0.24,p=0.81) while controls showed a significant positive 

correlation (one-sample t(34)=7.42, corrected p<0.001). At the left temporal pole, 

patients showed an anti-correlation (one-sample t(37)=-4.9, corrected p<0.001), 

while controls had a positive correlation (one-sample t(34)=3.78, corrected 

p<0.001).   

A similar dissociation in the FC between the two groups was also noted in 

other limbic clusters when using an uncorrected threshold of p<0.001, k=30 

[periaqueductal grey matter (two-sample (t)=3.74,k=60; patients, one-sample 

t(37)=-3.06,p=0.004; controls, one-sample t(34)=2.42,p=0.021) and right 
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=>?>@A==CE>F=>HI>FJKL>H> (two-sample (t)=4.36,k=159; patients, one-sample 

t(37)=-2.72,p=0.010; controls, one-sample t(34)=3.51,p=0.001)]. Left DLPFC 

and left posterior insula showed significant group difference 

(schizophrenia>controls) at the uncorrected threshold. At the left DLPFC, a 

significant anticorrelation in controls (one-sample t(34)=-5.88,p<0.001) and 

absence of significant  correlation in patients (one-sample t(37)=0.41,p=0.69) 

was noted.  At the left posterior insula, a significant positive correlation was seen 

in the patients (one-sample t(37)=5.75,p<0.001) while controls had no significant 

correlation (one-sample t(34)=0.70,p=0.49). The group differences are shown in 

Table 8.8 and Figure 8.7. 

The eigenvariate derived from the clusters showing either reduced or 

increased FC in patients showed no significant correlations with antipsychotic 

dose equivalents (both p>0.2).  
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A number of previous observations suggest that the right anterior insula is 

a major node in the Salience Network and plays a crucial role in the 

interactions between large-scale networks (Seeley et al., 2007; Sridharan et 

al., 2008; Supekar and Menon, 2012).  Studies examining the resting state 

connectivity of right and left anterior insula (AI) often observe a significant 

overlap, though the pattern of connectivity related to the Salience Network is 

strongly right lateralized (Cauda et al., 2012, 2011). To explore the causal 

interactions from the left AI, the GCA analysis was repeated (described in the 

Methods section of the manuscript) using a left AI seed. A 6-mm radius 

sphere centered on the local maxima (x=-33, y=21, z=-3) of functional 

activation corresponding to the left AI during a 2-back task performed by all 

subjects was used as the left AI seed region.  

One sample t test of GCA maps from left AI : In the entire sample 

(patients and controls, one-sample t test), left AI exerted a significant 

excitatory influence on the bilateral DLPFC and bilateral inferior orbitofrontal 

cortex. Significant inhibitory influence of the left AI was noted at bilateral 

supplementary motor region, precuneus and bilateral precentral regions. 

Bilateral DLPFC in turn had a significant inhibitory influence on the left AI. In 

addition, dACC also had significant inhibitory influence on the left AI. Overall, 

this pattern of causal influence was very similar to those observed using rAI 

seed. These results are shown in Figure 8.9 and Table 8.9. 

Between-groups comparison of GCA maps from left AI: Between 

group (Controls vs. Schizophrenia) analysis conducted using two-sample t-
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test (FWE     corrected p < 0.05), with the search volume corrected for the 

mask derived from one sample t test did not reveal any significant differences 

in the causal influences to and from left AI. At an uncorrected peak height 

threshold p<0.001 and cluster extent threshold k=30, patients showed a 

reduction in the inhibitory influence from the left AI to bilateral medial frontal 

gyrus and precentral gyrus. Similar to the findings from the rAI seed, patients 

also showed a reduction in the excitatory influence from visual cortex to the 

left AI, at this uncorrected threshold (p<0.001, cluster extent k=30). Overall, 

this suggests that the abnormalities in the causal influence from the anterior 

insula in general, and the salience-execution loop (AI to DLPFC feedback) in 

particular, more prominently involve the right hemisphere. More details are 

presented in Table  8.10. 

Spatial similarity analysis: To determine the degree of topographical 

overlap between the Granger causal outflow maps from the right and the left 

AI across the entire sample, a spatial similarity analysis was carried out using 

the masks derived from the one-sample t tests of right and left AI (x-to-y) GCA 

maps. Firstly, an intersection (overlap) mask and a combination (union) mask 

were created from the two original masks derived from the one-sample t tests. 

The Dice-coefficient of similarity (DCS) was then calculated using the 

intersection and the combination masks (Zou et al., 2004). Conjunction 

measures such as DCS provide more reliable results when every signal of 

interest is included in the individual contrasts (Duncan et al., 2009). To enable 

this, an uncorrected threshold of p=0.001 was used when extracting the 

intersection and the combination masks. A DCS value of 100% means that the 
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both maps have perfect spatial agreement in the distribution of causal 

influences across the brain. 

The DCS test revealed 73% overlap in the topography of causal influences 

from right and left AI in the entire sample. Of the 27% observed dissimilarity, 

voxels present in the right AI GCA maps but not in the left AI maps contributed 

to 21.2% (i.e. 78.5% of the total dissimilarity), with the remaining 5.8% arising 

from voxels present in the left, but not in the right AI GCA maps. Examination 

of the conjunction maps revealed that despite the similar distribution of the 

clusters in both maps, rAI had a larger spatial extent of causal influence (no. 

of voxels) than the left AI in these clusters (Figure 8.10).  

Group specif ic differences between the right and left AI GCA 

maps : A paired t test between the x to y rAI seed maps and left AI seed 

maps across the entire sample did not reveal any regions of significant 

differences (at uncorrected p<0.001, cluster extent = 30). Interestingly, when 

the paired t test was restricted within the patient group, three significant 

clusters with higher Granger causal influence from the right AI compared to 

the left AI were noted (Figure 8.10).   There were no differences between the 

left and right AI maps in the healthy controls.  
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Though deficits in brain regions involved in processing stimulus salience 

and cognitive control have been repeatedly shown in schizophrenia, this is the 

first study that directly investigates the NOPQRPTU relationship between the 

dysfunctions observed in these two systems.  VRXYZ [\PYZ]\ causal analysis, 

patients with RO^X_`a^\]YXP are shown to have significantly reduced neural 

influence from the rAI, a key node in the salience processing system, to the 

bcdefg a crucial node in the ]h]OQjXm] loop (Table 8.11). Further the most 

significant abnormality in the influences to and from the bcdef in patients 

with RO^X_`a^\]YXP involved the nodes of the no Ð the dACC and the anterior 

insula. These observations confirm the primary hypothesis that the interaction 

between the paralimbic salience processing system and the multimodal 

]h]OQjXm] RqRj]t XR RXZYXuXOPYjTq xXtXYXR^]x XY RO^X_`a^\]YXP (Figure 8.11). 
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n]YRXjXmXjq yz{ 
na]OXuXOXjq |z{ 

Accuracy }}{ 
Predictive value of positive test |y{ 
Predictive value of negative test ~|{ 
cX�]TX^``x \PjX` `u a`RXjXm] j]Rj 12.9 

xCut-off Õ  of 0 �chi�ophrenia Controls 

Negative �C 14 1 

Positive �C 24 34 
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Van Snellenberg et al., (2006) concluded that the magnitude of working 

memory performance reduction in schizophrenia is associated with degree of 

attenuation of DLPFC activation. Inefficient DLPFC recruitment is apparent 

when the task becomes more challenging (Potkin et al., 2009). It is not simply 

the failure to recruit frontoparietal systems that is associated with the reduced 
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task performance, but there is a conjoint failure to deactivate or ‘switch-off’ the 

task-irrelevant DMN system that includes multimodal midline structures such 

as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Nygård et al., 2012)  and 

PCC/Precuneus (Hasenkamp et al., 2011) in addition to parahippocampal 

regions (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Ford, 2012). Successful anticorrelation 

between these two networks appears crucial for effective task performance, 

and this anticorrelation is affected in schizophrenia (Whitfield-Gabrieli and 

Ford, 2012). The SN has been proposed to regulate the two competing brain 

systems (Seeley et al., 2007; Sridharan et al., 2008). The present observation 

that during rest, the influence of the rAI on the DLPFC and to some extent on 

the precuneus is diminished in schizophrenia suggests that the inefficient 

cerebral recruitment associated with cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia is 

likely to result from a failure of paralimbic-multimodal integration rather than a 

focal DLPFC dysfunction alone. Further, the abnormal reciprocal influence 

from DLPFC was more ventrally located in the insula, highlighting the 

somewhat selective loss of prefrontal influence predominantly directed to the 

socio-emotional frontoinsular cortex (Kurth et al., 2010). 

In patients with schizophrenia, both the excitatory influence of dACC onto 

DLPFC, and the inhibitory influence from the DLPC onto dACC were 

significantly reduced.  ACC is frequently coactivated with DLPFC during task 

performances, irrespective of the nature of the stimulus and response (Koski 

and Paus, 2000). Several computational models suggesting bidirectional flow 

of information between ACC and DLPFC have been put forward, with both 

feed-forward and feedback influences proposed in addition to indirect 

influences via other brain structures (Mars et al., 2012). But to date, the 
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detailed topography of these circuits remains unclear. Tracer injection studies 

from rhesus monkeys indicate that ACC exerts both prominent excitatory and 

inhibitory effects on the DLPFC (Medalla and Barbas, 2009). Barbas (2000) 

suggests that DLPFC has no direct limbic connections, though it is likely to 

access limbic signals via paralimbic structures including the ACC. 

Interestingly, in schizophrenia at least in the superficial layers of the ACC, 

inhibitory neurons appear to be reduced in their density (Reynolds et al., 

2001). The prominent failure of the bidirectional communication between the 

dACC and the DLPFC observed in this sample suggest that the transfer of 

limbic signals onto the DLPFC is abnormal in schizophrenia. It is, however, 

important to note that both ACC and DLPFC are large brain regions with 

significant heterogeneity in the functional specialization of neuronal subsets 

(Johnston et al., 2007), hence generalizing the present results derived from 

selected coordinates to entire dACC/DLPFC circuitry may not be appropriate.  

It is worth noting that in the original description of the SN using FC, Seeley 

et al. (Seeley et al., 2007) hypothesized that in task-free settings the SN and 

CEN are negatively correlated with the DMN but are minimally correlated with 

one another. The current observations suggest that in fact, at rest, while the 

SN exerts an excitatory influence on the DLPFC, in turn the DLPFC exerts an 

inhibitory influence on the SN. It is possible that a well-balanced salience-

execution loop exists during rest, and on the arrival of appropriate stimulus 

that violates expectancies of the resting state, this balance is perturbed with 

an increase in the positive influence of SN over the DLPFC, and a reduction in 

the negative influence of the DLPFC over the SN leading to a reverberating 
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excitatory process in this loop. This speculation requires verification from 

direct electrophysiological studies during task performance.  

Patients with reduced ‘causal’ influence within the salience-execution loop 

had poor occupational and sociofunctional ability, cognitive dysfunction 

characterized by reduced processing speed and higher symptom burden in 

the domains of disorganisation, psychomotor poverty and reality distortion 

despite antipsychotic treatment. A similar, albeit less prominent relationship 

was observed between reduced visual inflow to rAI and higher illness severity 

in patients. This predictive relationship observed between the impairments in 

the directed influences within the salience-execution loop and the symptom 

burden validates the notion that an impaired ‘switching’ function of the SN 

contributes to several core symptoms of schizophrenia and contributes to 

functional disability (chapter 2). Given that the patients in this sample were in 

a clinically stable phase, this relationship is likely to reflect the role of the 

salience processing system on the ‘trait-like’ aspects of the clinical 

presentation of schizophrenia. In the present study, both reduced visual inflow 

to the rAI, and the impaired ‘causal’ connectivity within the salience-execution 

loop predicted reduced processing speed. This reconciles previous findings 

that reported impaired processing speed both in relation to functional 

hypofrontality (Molina et al., 2009), and structural dysconnectivity involving 

occipitofrontal fasciculi (Palaniyappan et al., 2013), and affirms the cardinal 

role of rAI in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.  
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A reduction in the ‘causal’ inflow from the visual cortex to the ��� in 

schizophrenia was not predicted a priori. ������������� in line with the 

mounting evidence implicating a failure of bottom-up processes in psychosis 

�������� 2009) and their relationship with anhedonia, apathy, negative 

symptoms and cognitive dysfunction �������� 2009),  the present results 

suggest that insular dysfunction is characterized by both a reduced visual 

inflow and frontal outflow. Thus the �� is likely to form a crucial link in the 

hierarchical processing (sensory regions ! salience network !executive 

network) abnormalities that contribute to the clinical expression of 

schizophrenia. 

Pight anterior portion of the temporoparietal �������� ������ along with right 

anterior insula and anterior prefrontal cortex ������� participates in a ventral 

attention system associated with the function of orienting to salient external 

stimuli ��������� and Shulman, 20028 ��� et al., 2012). �� patients with 

schizophrenia, there is a stronger right lateralization of the causal influence 

from the anterior insula to right ��� and ����� while the causal influence of 

right �� on the right � ��� is significantly reduced when compared to healthy 

controls. The results presented here suggest that in schizophrenia, a possible 

imbalance between the bottom-up stimulus processing circuitry and top-down 

cognitive control circuitry exists at the level of right anterior insula. This 

phenomenon of putative stimulus processing imbalance is likely to explain a 

number of cognitive deficits noted in schizophrenia (Gilbert and Sigman, 

¡¢¢£�, and ��¤����� further experimental exploration using cognitive tasks that 

modulate stimulus saliency. 
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A prominent loss of instantaneous positive correlation between the rAI and 

bilateral temporal pole was observed in patients. Unlike healthy controls who 

showed a positive correlation, patients showed an anticorrelation between rAI 

and bilateral medial temporal lobe structures. Temporal pole is a prominent 

paralimbic region with a crucial role in socioemotional processing (Olson et al., 

2007). In patients with schizophrenia medial temporal structures form a 

significant component of the task-negative DMN (Garrity et al., 2007), but 

often fail to ‘switch-off’ during cognitive tasks. The presence of significant 

disconnectivity between rAI and temporolimbic system suggests that the 

abnormalities in the SN-mediated switch-off of DMN during task performance 

could affect the medial temporal region in particular. Further, temporal poles 

have a role in feeding semantically processed environmental stimuli to the 

insula (Craig, 2009). The temporo-insular disconnectivity in schizophrenia 

merits further investigation in this context.  

Meyer-Lindenberg et al (2005) observed that the attenuated deactivation 

of the temporolimbic system is related to frontal inefficiency in schizophrenia. 

The degree of  rAI- temporolimbic functional dysconnectivity in schizophrenia 

was found to explain a significant portion of the reduced influence of insula on 

DLPFC, suggesting that an adaptive paralimbic gating of executive system is 

disorganised in patients (Dichter et al., 2010). 
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A whole brain Granger causality analysis was employed, instead of 

choosing a priori ¥¦§¨© which enabled us to study the Granger-causal 

influence of the insula across every grey matter voxel in an unconstrained 

fashion. ª«¬®¯¬ the current observations from the rAI seed region were 

confirmed using a reverse inference method, by seeding the °±²ª³ region 

that showed a prominent diagnostic effect. fMLI ´µ¶«·¨··¸¹ during a task-free 

resting state was used, so that the inferences are not influenced by 

differences in effort or task performance in patients. Nevertheless, it is 

possible that there are systematic differences in the resting state achieved by 

patients compared to controls that could explain the differences noted in the 

present study. Such differences are difficult to ¶«´¹·º» in the fMLI set-up, 

though existing studies suggest that resting state is likely to be less 

confounded by diagnostic differences than task fMLI studies in schizophrenia 

(Whitfield-Gabrieli and ª¸¬¼© 2012). ½®¯ labeling of a path coefficient from ¾ to 

¿ as excitatory (or inhibitory) reflects a positive (or negative) sign of the 

Granger causal coefficient when the À¦±° signal in region ¿ is regressed on 

the À¦±° signal in region ¾ at a preceding point in time.  However, increased 

firing of inhibitory neurons might result in an increase on local blood flow and 

hence an increase in À¦±° signal.  ½®¯¬¯º¸¬¯© excitatory and inhibitory 

Granger casual influences between À¦±° time courses do not necessarily 

correspond directly to excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission, 

respectively. As a result, models of neural activity drawn from fMLI À¦±°

signals must be cautiously interpreted.  
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It is worth noting that processing speed scores ere used to assess 

cognitive dysfunction and an exhaustive cognitive testing was not carried out 

on the curent patient sample. Studies exploring the cognitive landscape of 

schizophrenia have demonstrated that a broad cognitive deficit that spans 

multiple domains of cognition is present in a substantial number of patients 

(Dickinson et al., 2011). In particular, information-processing speed has 

emerged as the single most consistent cognitive deficit (Dickinson et al., 2007; 

Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 2007). In future, more detailed exploration of other 

cognitive domains that are influenced by the salience-execution loop integrity 

is warranted. 
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Differences in hemodynamic delay between brain regions might in 

principle confound inferences based on neural delays.  In particular, Smith et 

al (2011) reported that when GCA was applied to modelled data in which 

hemodynamic delay varied randomly between subjects, the identification of 

causal influences was only slightly above chance.  However, using 

hemodynamic responses derived from real data, Schippers et al. (2011) 

demonstrated that GCA identified causal influences in group studies with good 

sensitivity and specificity.   

When using random effects analysis in which the effect of interest is 

compared with variance between subjects, the detection of a significant group 

effect implies the occurrence of a systematic delay in neural and/or 

hemodynamic response. The results obtained by Schippers et al (2011) 

indicate that the effects are most likely to be neural.  This conclusion is 
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supported by the fact that the regions involved are served by different arteries 

and therefore group effects due to hemodynamic delay would only be 

expected if there were differences in arterial transmission times that were 

consistent across subjects.  However any such systematic differences would 

be expected to be similar in the two hemispheres, yet neither the effects 

reported by Sridharan et al. (2008), nor those that are observed here are 

symmetrical across the hemispheres.  Furthermore, examination of the timing 

of regional neural activity using magnetoencephalography (Brookes et al., 

2012) demonstrates appreciable neural delays between occipital cortex and 

insula during various visual tasks consistent with the present findings that 

occipital cortex exerts a Granger causal influence on insula.   

An additional issue raised by Smith et al (2011) is the possibility that in a 

Granger causality analysis, findings might be distorted by zero-lag correlations 

‘bleeding into’ the time-lagged relationships.  Significant zero-lag correlations 

between insula and other brain regions have been shown to occur at different 

locations from the Granger causal effects of insula on other brain regions. 

To our knowledge this is the first study to examine time-directed neural 

primacy effects during task-free resting state in schizophrenia. These findings 

extend the neuronal network level models informing the pathophysiology of 

this illness. Effective cognitive control requires successful suppression of 

distractors (e.g. spontaneous internal thoughts), but at the same time must be 

responsive to unexpected stimuli, which though irrelevant to the task are 

salient for our homeostatic defense (Su et al., 2011). The concept of ‘proximal 

salience’ refers to the switching between brain states (e.g. task-focused, 

resting or internally-focused and sensory-processing states) brought on by a 
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momentary state of neural activity within the salience processing system, 

anchored in the rAI and the dACC (chapter 2). The breakdown of the causal 

influence to and from the salience processing system in schizophrenia can be 

inferred as amounting to a failure of proximal salience mechanism. The 

present study highlights the importance of studying the pathways of failed 

interaction between large-scale networks in the pathophysiology of 

schizophrenia. Further, it raises the question of whether the indices of failed 

integration between the large-scale networks, especially the paralimbic SN 

and the multimodal CEN, could be employed in prognostic classification and 

treatment monitoring of patients with psychotic symptoms.   
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 The data presented in the previous chapters of this thesis has supported 

the notion that SN dysfunction is a viable mechanistic model for 

understanding the pathophysiology schizophrenia. In this concluding chapter, 

evidence supporting and refuting the role of salience network in schizophrenia 

that emerged after the publication of the insular dysfunction hypothesis 

proposed in this thesis is initially considered. The putative neurochemical 

basis for the SN dysfunction in schizophrenia is then discussed, followed by a 

suggestion that the SN dysfunction could be a therapeutic target for a 

combined pharmacological and cognitive training treatment approach in 

psychosis. This combination approach, termed as Brain Network Modulation, 

could exploit neuronal plasticity to reverse a key pathophysiological deficit in 

schizophrenia. 
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In this section a summary of studies conducted elsewhere, but supporting 

the major findings and hypotheses put forward in the previous chapters of this 

thesis, is provided.  

Morphometric studies: The prominence of the structural deficits in the 

insula noted using VBM studies has been further clarified using a number of 

region-of-interest studies that specifically focus on the insula. A meta-analysis 

of ROI studies focussing on the insula was recently published (Shepherd et 

al., 2012). The pooled results from fifteen studies that met the inclusion 

criteria (n = 945) showed a medium-sized reduction of bilateral insula in 

people with schizophrenia (either chronic or first episode), with reductions in 

anterior insula showing considerably larger effect sizes than the reductions in 

posterior insula, suggesting a regional anterior-posterior anatomical distinction, 

as discussed in chapter 2.  

Pu et al.  studied a large sample of patients with early stages of 

paranoid subtype of schizophrenia (mean duration of 18 months) and reported 

reduced grey matter volume in bilateral anterior insula and ACC. Patients with 

longer duration of illness showed greater volumetric deficit in the left anterior 

insula. Patients with more severe hallucinations showed greater volumetric 

deficit in the right anterior insula. Functional connectivity analysis with the 

clusters identified in the VBM analysis as seeds revealed a significant 

reduction in within-network connectivity (especially between bilateral insula) 

for the SN in patients. Further, patients with more severe burden of 

hallucinations had weaker connectivity between ACC and anterior insula.  
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Moran et al.  studied bilateral insular volume of a selected 

group of childhood onset schizophrenia patients (n = 98) and found 

significantly lower right, left and total insular volumes than healthy volunteers 

(n = 100). ÁÂÃÄÅ insular volume negatively correlated with positive symptoms, 

while both left and right insula volumes were positively correlated with overall 

functioning. ÆÂÇÈÂÉÃÊ of childhood onset schizophrenia patients (n = 71), did 

not differ from controls, confirming the meta-analytic findings reported in 

chapter 3 that the insular deficits are more related to the illness state than a 

familial endophenotype. 

Task-fËÁÌ  studiesÍ  Îradin et al.  used ÏËÁÌ to assess the 

neural correlates of reward processing in schizophrenia. ÌÉÅÑÒÑÊÅÂÉÃÈÓÖ while 

controls activated both reward-task related regions (striatum, amygdala/ 

hippocampus and midbrain) and the insula×ACC salience network in response 

to rewards, patients showed activations that were restricted to the insula×ACC 

salience network system. When the dopamine-rich substantial nigra was used 

as a seed in the functional connectivity analysis, controls showed significant 

connectivity with amygdala, parahippocampal region, insula and putamen. 

ØÙÅÂÑÉÅÊÖ compared to controls, showed a pattern of anticorrelation between 

the midbrain and the right insula, resulting in significant difference between 

the two groups on head-to-head comparison. The extent of this 

dysconnectivity correlated with increased psychotic symptoms.  

ÌÉ a dichotic auditory cognitive task individuals with schizophrenia 

exhibited decreased upregulation of an executive network including dACC and 

anterior insula, and attenuated downregulation of DMN regions as compared 

to controls (NygÚrd et al., 2012). These results emphasise that 
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contextually-relevant brain function is contingent not just on the recruitment of 

task-relevant re gions but also the controlled dampening of the action of 

potentially disruptive systems, both of which are ascribed to the dynamic 

switching function of the SN. 

Resting state studiesÛ  In healthy controls ÜÝ connectivity at rest 

predicts working memory performance (Tu et al., 2012). In contrast, in 

patients it does not but rather is negatively correlated with the severity of 

negative symptoms in these individuals (Tu et al., 2012). Such findings 

support the hypothesis that ÜÝ connectivity disturbance is a 

pathophysiological mechanism of schizophrenia. 

Þrl iac et al.  studied 26 schizophrenia patients using resting-

state functional magnetic resonance imaging and found reduced functional 

connectivity within both ßàÝ and SL in patients with áâãäåæçãèéêäëì íäîãäê

the SL, greatest reduction in connectivity was noted in the striatum, and this 

correlated with the severity of delusion and depression in patients.  

àamah et al.  conducted a resting-state functional connectivity 

study of ïð patients with bipolar disorder and ñð patients with áâãäåæçãèéêäëò

and 33 controls. àéëê connectivity within and between five neural êéîóæèôá

were studied (default mode, fronto-parietal (FP), cingulo-opercular (COL), 

cerebellar and salience (SL)). It is important to note that while most previous 

studies have used the two terms Salience Ýéîóæèô and Cingulo-Opercular 

êéîóæèô interchangeably, in this study, ventral anterior cingulate (aCC), lateral 

anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC), and orbitofrontal (aI) were grouped as SL, 

while dorsal ACC and anterior insula were defined as cingulo-opercular 
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network. In bipolar disorder, significant reduction in within-network 

connectivity was restricted to cingulo-opercular network; patients with 

schizophrenia showed intermediate levels of connectivity between controls 

and patients with bipolar disorder. The connectivity of both õö÷ and ø÷ with 

cerebellar network was abnormal in both groups of patients, while the 

connectivity between FP and õö÷ was abnormal only in schiùúûüýþÿz�

whereas the connectivity between õö÷ and ø÷ was abnormal only in bipolar 

disorder. Higher amount of disorganisation in patients was associated with the 

d���úÿÿþ��z�z�� �þ��þþÿ �ú�ü õö÷�ø÷ �ÿd �þýþ�þ		
�� 

A very interesting study (úý�ÿ et al., 2014b) was published at the same 

time coinciding with the paper reporting the data in chapter 9. Vhis study 

directly tests the insular dysfunction hypothesis using resting state functional 

connectivity, Gý�ÿ�þý causality and   structural þe
��zúÿ modelling. Iÿ a 

sample of 66 patients with ��üzùúûüýþÿz� and 66 controls, úý�ÿ et al. 

observed reduced functional connectivity between right ventral insula and 

D÷ nodes (positive correlation in controls, absent or negative correlation in 

patients)B between right an�þýzúý zÿ�
	� �ÿd �ú�ü Dt��õ �ÿd �õõ� Iÿ � ��ýz�zÿ�

similarity with the observations reported in chapter 9, the authors of this study 

found that the Gý�ÿ�þý influence from right dorsal anterior insula to both 

Dt��õ and �õõ was reduced in patients, and this reduction correlated with 

the poor performance on a sustained attention task. Vhese findings stand as 

independent replication of the work reported in this thesis and strengthen the 

notion that insular dysfunction operates as a failure to generate proximal 

��	zþÿ�þ �ÿd s��z��üzÿ�� �þ��þþÿ ÿþ��úý�� zÿ ��üzùúûüýþÿz�� 
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Manoliu et al.  recently presented another direct independent 

confirmation of the insular dysfunction theory by demonstrating that the 

dependence of DMN/CEN interactions on right anterior insular (rAI) activity is 

altered in 18 patients with schizophrenia (compared to 20 controls). The 

functional connectivity of the right anterior insula within the SN was reduced in 

patients; but the interaction between DMN and CEN was abnormally 

increased and related to the severity of hallucinations in the acute stage. The 

decreased rAI activity of the SN was associated with both hallucinations and 

increased functional connectivity between DMN and CEN. In addition, the 

time-lagged connectivity between SN and DMN/CEN was reduced.

Furthermore, in a separate report, this group described aberrant functional 

connectivity between ICA derived SN and CEN in 12 patients with 

schizophrenia during psychotic remission (Manoliu et al., 2013a); this 

increased SN-CEN connectivity was related to the severity of negative 

symptoms. Reduced SN activation and reduced DMN deactivation along with 

impaired anti-correlation between DMN and CEN during task performance 

was noted to be a prominent abnormality by Kasparek et al.  in a 

sample of patients with first episode of schizophrenia, after 1 year of 

remission. The observations made by Kasparek et al. in a remitted sample of 

patients with first episode of schizophrenia draw parallels to Manoliu et al.’s 

report. Manoliu et al.’s demonstration of insula-dependent dysregulation of 

DMN/CEN interaction is very convincing evidence in favor of the hypothesis 

tested in this thesis. It is important to note that these two studies report an 

unusually high strength of correlation between imaging variables and clinical 

ratings, raising the suspicion of noise, possibly related to the very small 
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sample size that is not suited to estimate the true effect size of the underlying 

relationships.  

Electrophysiological studies:  Electroencephalogram (EEG) data 

show recurrent periods of quasi-stable brain states lasting for 60–120ms. 

These microstates (Lehmann et al., 1987) are thought to reflect 

binding/integration of neural information and are linked to momentary content 

of thought and information processing. Using combined fMRI-EEG 

independent component analysis, a microstate reflecting the activity of the SN 

and another reflecting the frontoparietal CEN have been identified. Nishida 

et al. (2013) investigated the duration and the sequence of transformation 

from the SN-microstate to the CEN-microstate in patients with schizophrenia, 

frontotemporal dementia, Alzheimer’s dementia and controls. They did not 

observe any change in the duration of the SN-microstate in schizophrenia 

(though this was reduced in frontotemporal dementia). Interestingly, unlike in 

healthy controls, in both FTD and schizophrenia, transition from CEN to SN 

was more favored than the transition from SN to CEN-microstate. This result 

supports that notion of the loss of insular primacy in schizophrenia, in line with 

the results presented in chapter 8. 

Investigating schizophrenia-related disturbance to cerebral function is 

often confounded by systematic differences between patients and controls in 

task performance. Although studying resting-state activity arguably lessens 

these between-group effects, it can be contended that resting-state 

experiments merely employ a poorly controlled cognitive task. In contrast, 

single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (spTMS), by which localised 

neuronal populations are directly activated, enables the investigation of 
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haemodynamic responses in a non-confounded manner. It has been shown 

that sp-TMS of precentral gyrus induced significant reductions in 

haemodynamic peak amplitude in schizophrenia compared to controls in 

regions including thalamus and anterior insula, and further that thalamo-

insular functional connectivity was reduced in patients (Guller et al., 2012); 

importantly this suggests that these and other SN functional deficits are not 

wholly due to impaired task performance in individuals with schizophrenia. 

!∀#∃%&∋()∗+∃,∗−∋&)./∃&0∗∃).+∋12,∃(3+−∋.4&)5.∃0365&0∗+)+∃

Resting-state SN connectivity with a fronto-insular seed was recently 

reported to be unaffected by schizophrenia, despite significant connectivity 

reductions in both DMN and CEN (Woodward et al., 2011). A recent fMRI 

study investigating the modulation of intra- and inter-network connectivity by 

working memory load in individuals with schizophrenia and matched controls 

reported that increased working memory load led to increased anticorrelation 

between SN and DMN, and increased correlation between SN and CEN in 

both groups. Nevertheless, schizophrenia-related dysconnectivity in these 

measures was observed to be similar in magnitude across rest and all working 

memory loads ( !  and Barch, 2012).   

Overall, there is strong evidence for SN structural and functional 

abnormality in schizophrenia, though not all studies agree. While clinical and 

methodological heterogeneity are likely to be important factors in explaining 

these discrepancies, the emerging pattern suggests that the observation of 

within network dysconnectivity may require task-processing experiments, 

while inter-network dysconnectivity  (e.g. subcortical-SN dysconnectivity) may 
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be more apparent at resting state. Systematic examination of both task-

related and sample-related effects on a broad range of SN connectivity 

measures in schizophrenia is required to clarify this issue. Of note is the fact 

that SN dysconnectivity at resting state becomes apparent when larger 

samples are studied (Pu et al., 2012). 

Wil l iamson and Allman (2012) find that the evidence supporting aberrant 

interactions between SN and DMN/CEN to be non-specific and insufficient to 

explain the symptom burden of schizophrenia. These authors suggest that the 

coordinated role of dACC and PCC, along with auditory cortex and 

hippocampus is likely to be specific for schizophrenia whereas the interactions 

among ventral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), orbital frontal cortex, and 

amygdala are likely to be crucial for the expression of bipolar disorder. These 

networks (and their respective dysfunctions) are supposed to converge on the 

so-called representational network comprising of DLPFC, temporal poles and 

the fronto-insular cortex. While this postulate is not a refutation of the SN 

dysfunction hypothesis, it shifts the focus from insula to subregions of ACC. 

Further, this review rightly points out that insular dysfunction is likely to be 

non-specific across the two psychotic disorders (schizophrenia and bipolar 

disorder), which is likely to be true, as shown in chapter 7 of this thesis. On 

the other hand, the lack of specificity of insular dysfunction to the diagnostic 

description of schizophrenia does not necessarily rule out the importance of 

normalizing its function in pursuit of effective treatment strategies for 

psychosis.    
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 published an extensive review of the role of large-scale 

networks in cognitive dysfunction seen across several psychiatric disorders 

including autism, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, frontotemporal dementia, 

���� and ����������� disease. �� advances a triple network model that 

places SN dysfunction as central to the cognitive psychopathology across 

various disorders. Citing the work presented in chapter 2 (proximal salience 

model figure) of this thesis, Menon adapted and further extended the link 

between SN function and different domains of psychopathology. 

(Unfortunately, a report on the contraction of the surface area of SN carried 

out as a part of this doctoral study has been wrongly cited as functional 

connectivity analysis by this author). 

Insular dysfunction has been recently invoked to explain symptoms of a 

number of other neuropsychiatric disorders such as a migraine, �����

behavioural problems of ����������� dementia and depression. Salience 

network is often included in the description of a putative ‘pain matrix’ – brain 

regions involved in generating the perception and response related to painful 

stimuli (Legrain et al., 2010). Xue et al.  observed that patients with 

migraine show aberrant increase in connectivity within the SN, and greater 

connectivity between both the DMN and right CEN and the insula. In this 

sample, greater connectivity between both the DMN and rCEN and the insula 

correlated with duration of migraine. This suggests and interesting relationship 

between disorders of pain perception and hallucinations that requires further 

exploration. In a brain-wide analysis of functional connectivity in a very large 

cohort of patients with ADHD (n=249), increased coupling between the 

anterior cingulate gyrus and anterior insula was observed recently 
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. This observation suggests that different modes of insular dysfunction 

could be present in closely related psychiatric disorders. A resting-state 

functional connectivity analysis in 20 patients with Alzheimer’s dementia, and 

1 healthy elderly control !"#$%&'! revealed increased connectivity within the 

S) and decreased connectivity within the *+) in patients (Balthazar et al., 

2,1-.. The increase in S) connectivity was related to higher degree of 

behavioural disturbances (agitation, irritability, aberrant motor behavior, 

euphoria, and disinhibition) in patients. 

Stip et al.  have proposed an interesting concept that suggests that 

the insular dysfunction in psychosis may contribute to the weight gain that is 

often seen in patients on antipsychotic treatment. Hn a cohort of 2/ patients 

with schizophrenia, / months of treatment with olanzapine resulted in 

significant weight gain. This was associated with a higher increase in 

sensitivity to appetitive stimuli in insular cortices, amygdala and cerebellum in 

patients compared to controls. According to these authors, an abnormal 

response to visual food cues could be associated with inappropriate proximal 

salience generation in the insula, induced by antipsychotics acting to repair a 

dysfunctional S)0 Similarly, +oran et al.  have invoked S)

dysfunction to explain the abnormally high rates of smoking seen in patients 

with schizophrenia. They observed exaggerated reduction in the S)

connectivity when challenged by nicotine for smokers who have schizophrenia 

compared to smokers who do not have this condition. They argue that this 

implies that there is an inherent disease-related weakening of S) circuits that 

are also involved in nicotine addiction. This is supported by the observation of 

aberrant salience network connectivity in response to smoking related cues, 
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over and above the changes noted when food-related cues are presented to 

smokers (Claus et al., 2013).  

An extensive review of structural and functional imaging studies in psychotic 

depression suggests that the insula deficits noted in schizophrenia are likely 

to be present in psychotic depression as well (Busatto, 2013) . In particular, 

studies comparing psychotic and non-psychotic depressed individuals have 

supported the view that the insula and prefrontal cortex have a specific role in 

the emergence of psychotic symptoms in depression. More recently, 

McGrath et al.  have made an interesting observation that identifies 

two subgroups of patients with depression who show substantially different 

treatment response: the group with insular hypometabolism (measured using 

PET) responded better to CBT while those with increased insular metabolism 

responded more favorably to antidepressant therapy. 

!∀#∃%&∃∋(∃)∗&+,−./01−∃&23.0+0.∃/1∃&.40512463−078 

Grey matter reduction in the anterior insula and ACC is not a feature specific 

to schizophrenia. Such reduction is seen in bipolar disorder (Ellison-Wright 

and Bullmore, 2010), depression (Bora et al., 2012) and also in fronto-

temporal dementia (Olabi et al., 2012). On a similar note, reduced insular 

gyrification has also been reported in other psychiatric conditions where 

development in early childhood is disrupted (Hyatt et al., 2012; Kelly et al., 

2013). The dysconnectivity involving insula and other distributed large-scale 

networks are reported in various other cognitive-psychiatric syndromes 

including ADHD (Yu, 2013), depression (Hamilton et al., 2012) and PTSD 

(Daniels et al., 2010; Sripada et al., 2012). But such non-specificity is not 
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surprising, given that the insula performs what appears to be a cardinal 

function in stimulus selection and response initiation (proximal salience). A 

notable feature emerging from the studies reported in this work is the 

observation that not all patients with schizophrenia show a significant degree 

of SN dysfunction. As shown in table 8.11 (chapter 8), while majority of 

patients show a significant insular dysfunction, the remaining (with less severe 

illness) do not show the same degree of abnormality affecting the SN. This 

suggests that specific SN-dysfunction ‘neurotypes’ can be identified within a 

sample of patients with severe psychiatric disorders. At this stage, one could 

speculate that this sub-group will respond differently to treatment compared to 

the sub-group with no SN-dysfunction. Some evidence to support this SN-

based prediction of treatment response has already been shown by McGrath 

et al. (2013).   

Taking together the replications, near-replications, refutations and revisions of 

the insula dysfunction model in psychosis, it is increasingly clear that (1) the 

SN related deficits are unlikely to be specific to schizophrenia, but apply to 

wide range of disorders wherein cognitive dysfunction and perceptual 

abnormalities are commonplace (2) Even within a specific clinical condition 

(e.g. schizophrenia), subgroups of individuals with varying degrees/types of 

SN dysfunction are likely to exist, implying that SN-focused treatment 

selection may improve outcomes across these disorders. In the next section, 

we consider the neurochemical basis in pursuit of SN dysfunction as a 

therapeutic target. 
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At present, the neurochemical basis of the several crucial functions of the 

SN in relation to proximal salience is unknown. Given the complexity of the 

functions ascribed to the SN, it is reasonable to expect significant modulatory 

role for a number of key neurotransmitters such as dopamine, glutamate, 

GABA, noradrenaline and acetylcholine. In the context of the pathophysiology 

of schizophrenia, an important issue is to understand the neurochemical basis 

of the SN dysfunction in relation to psychotic symptoms. 

Numerous observations provide circumstantial evidence for the role of 

dopaminergic system in the physiology of the SN (reviewed in chapter 2). 

More direct evidence comes from pharmaco-fMRI studies wherein 

dopaminergic drugs are administered to study changes in functional 

connectivity. D2/D3 agonist pramipexole increases the connectivity between 

ventral striatum (VS) and the anterior insula when anticipating monetary 

rewards (Ye et al., 2011). Similar effects are observed when a single dose of 

100mg levodopa is administered to healthy volunteers. In this case, levodopa 

increases the resting state functional connectivity between the VS and the SN 

(Cole et al., 2012). On the other hand, 3mg of haloperidol reduces the resting 

state connectivity between the VS and the SN (Cole et al., 2012).  Consistent 

with the later observation, D2 antagonist sulpride also reduces the activity of 

both VS and ACC in response to rewarding stimuli (McCabe et al., 2011). 

These observations suggest that dopamine has a crucial role in the interaction 

between the striatum and the SN.  

Given the importance of SN in enabling stimulus–response associations, a 

crucial role for GABA in the physiology of SN is highly likely. Several lines of 

evidence for this notion come from animal studies. In midbrain, GABA 
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interneurons code for the expectancy in associative learning paradigms. 

GABAergic neurons counteract excitatory drive from primary reward when the 

reward is expected (Cohen et al., 2012). In the absence of such GABAergic 

modulation, more frequent dopaminergic bursts are observed(Lobb et al., 

2010)  with a faster associative learning and a tendency to have higher risk 

preference (Parker et al., 2011). Cytoarchitectural studies of insula suggest an 

abundance of GABA interneurons that receive direct input from the midbrain 

dopaminergic pathways (Ohara et al., 2003).  Disruption of early trophic 

influence on GABA interneuron development leads to selective loss of 

parvalbumin containing GABA interneurons in the insula and visual cortex 

(Canty et al., 2009), suggesting that GABA deficits might play a major role in 

functional deficits arising from abnormal development of these regions.  In 

human subjects, variations in GABA-RA2 genotype influence insular 

activation during anticipatory processing(Villafuerte et al., 2011) highlighting 

the role of GABA in insular function. Pregabalin, a GABA potentiator, reduces 

insular activation during anticipatory processing(Aupperle et al., 2011), while 

the benzodiazepine lorazepam reduces insular response to emotional face 

processing(Paulus et al., 2005). Further, GABA agonist baclofen reduces 

resting cerebral blood flow to bilateral insula (Franklin et al., 2011) 

Interestingly, an opposite effect on insular rCBF is noted when NMDA 

antagonist ketamine is administered in subanaestheic doses (Långsjö et al., 

2005), indicating that the GABA/Glu coupling potentially mediates the function 

of the aFI. Ketamine, which produces a preferential blockade of the glutamate 

receptors on the inhibitory GABA interneurons, increases the glutamate 

turnover in ACC, as evidenced by an increase in glutamine level (Rowland et 

al., 2005). Further, associative learning mediated by the insula is associated 
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with changes in both the glutamate levels (Ferreira et al., 34456 Gussew et al., 

2010) and increased GABAergic (GAD67+) interneuron activity (Doron and 

Rosenblum, 2010). 

In a meta-analysis of MRS studies in schizophrenia, medial prefrontal 

cortex (including the ACC) showed significant reduction in glutamate levels 

but an increase in glutamine concentration (Marsman et al., 2011). It is 

important to note that most MRS spectra in the studies considered by 

Marsman et al. (Marsman et al., 2011) did not have sufficient resolution to 

reliably separate glutamine and glutamate signals. Further, the MRS Glx 

(glutamate+glutamine) measurements could reflect any of the three (synaptic 

extracellular, glial or neuronal) compartments of the glutamate/glutamine pool 

in the brain tissue. This precludes meaningful interpretation of this data in 

terms of the SN dysfunction in schizophrenia. So far, in vivo measurement of 

Glu/GABA from the aFI has not been reported in patients with schizophrenia 

though several studies have highlighted the usefulness of the GABA/Glu 

quantification from the insula in other disease states, especially fibromyalgia 

(Foerster et al., 2012; Harris et al., 2009, 2008). The most relevant study in 

this context was carried out on patients with a depressive disorder. Horn et al 

(2010) investigated the relationship between Glx at the ACC and the 

functional connectivity of the SN and observed a linear relationship in 

depressed patients, but not in healthy controls. Patients with severe 

depression also had a significant reduction of Glx concentration. This 

observation supports the notion that the integrity of SN in schizophrenia could 

have a similar relationship to Glutamate concentration, though this issue is yet 

to be investigated. Relative balance between GABA and Glu in the ACC is 
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likely to be important in modulating the BOLD response across both the DMN 

and task-positive networks (Falkenberg et al., 2012; Northoff et al., 2007). 

Several other neurotransmitter systems also influence the activity of the 

SN. Nicotine normalises the ketamine induced increase in the rCBF of the 

SN(Rowland et al., 2010), suggesting a role for cholinergic transmission. A 

recent assessment of the in vivo distribution heteromeric !4"2 neuronal 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR), using 2-[18F]F-A-85380 PET showed 

that cortical nAChR density was highest in the insular and anterior cingulate 

cortices, suggesting an important role of the nicotinic receptors in its functions 

(Picard et al., 2013). Beta-adrenergic blockade diminishes the responsiveness 

of the SN to fear stimuli (Hermans et al., 2011). The degree of regional brain 

activation in response to a given task and functional connectivity of a region 

with other nodes is likely to be influenced by interactions among several 

neurotransmitter systems (Pauli et al., 2012). With a note of caution on the 

oversimplification of the available evidence, we may assume that dopamine 

has a crucial role in the interaction of the SN with subcortical sites, whilst the 

within-network connectivity of the SN and the interaction of the SN with other 

large-scale networks may predominantly depend on the Glu/GABA 

neurotransmission.  

!∀#∃%&∃∋()∗+,−./0,∃1)∃1∃.234153+./−∃.1463. 

From the numerous studies that are reviewed above and from the data 

presented in the previous chapters, it is evident that the SN dysfunction forms 

a crucial cog in the wheel of the complex pathophysiological process that 

results in the expression of several of the psychotic symptoms in 
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schizophrenia. Importantly, pharmacological manipulation of the SN function 

appears to be a feasible strategy in treating psychotic symptoms. Increasingly 

it is being r789:;7< that drugs targeting a single neurotransmitter system (the 

so-called magic bullet approach) provide insufficient translational 

benefit(Sams-=><<? @BBCE. Network pharmacology, which aims to address 

large-scale brain network dysfunctions in brain disorders, is proposed as an 

alternative strategy for drug developmentFH>JK:LM? @BBNE.    

R7>rO8L:;8P:>L of brain networks involves habitual reallocation of neural 

resources on demandFH7QQ? TUVUE. This plasticity of functional networks open 

the possibility that such r7>rO8L:;8P:>L could be achieved, at least in part, 

through focused cognitive trainingFW8MP7998L>M et al., @BTBX Y7Z:M et al., @BBUX

[>MM et al., 2012). This approach has been advocated for anxiety disorders, 

with specific training approaches proposed to address targeted dysfunctional 

networks underlying anxiety symptoms(Sylvester et al., 2012). W>\Q:L8P:>L of 

network pharmacology to improve plasticity of connections, along with 

targeted cognitive training is likely to be a powerful approach to address 

dysfunctional brain networks. This combined approach can be termed as 

6rain Network Modulation (6NM), and has a potential to address several of 

the symptoms of M]^:;>J^r7L:8_ This is especially important as a number of 

observations suggest that isolated pharmacological approaches could often 

elicit compensatory or feedback mechanisms, which either reduce the 

effectiveness of treatment or cause additional unwanted effects(Fardner et al., 

@BBCE.  

The emergence of repetitive transcranial magnetic (rTMS) and direct 

current stimulation FP=W`E approaches offer very promising noninvasive 
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physical interventions to modulate network plasticity. Meta-analysis indicates 

that rTMS applied to temporoparietal junction ameliorates persistent 

hallucinations in schizophrenia (Slotema et al., 2012), with preliminary 

evidence suggesting that modulation of the anterior insular connectivity 

predicts treatment response (Vercammen et al., 2010). Anterior insula, due to 

its sequestrated location, is often considered to be beyond the reach of rTMS 

or tDCS approaches. Our current observation of the existence of a rAI-

rDLPFC ‘causal’ feedback loop raises the possibility of modulating anterior 

insula, by focused targeting of the more accessible rDLPFC.  

In schizophrenia targeted cognitive training addressing working memory 

deficits has been shown to be associated with improved BOLD activation in 

prefrontal regions(Haut et al., 2010).  One cognitive approach that bears 

several properties of being a SN oriented training method is mindfulness 

training(Tang et al., 2012; Zeidan et al., 2011). Neuroplastic changes in the 

anterior cingulate cortex and insula has been consistently observed along with 

changes in other fronto-limbic nodes and default mode network structures 

(see Holzel et al.(Hölzel et al., 2011)  for a review). While different degree of 

mindfulness training are present in various psychological therapies and 

meditations approaches, two crucial components of mindfulness are (1) 

attention to the present moment instead of delving into memory / mind-

wandering and 2) the suspension of cognitive elaboration/appraisal of present 

perceptions (Farb et al., 2012a). Experienced meditators show stronger 

functional connectivity between the posterior cingulate (DMN node), dACC 

(SN node), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (CEN node)(Brewer et al., 

2011). Several studies indicate that mindfulness practices improve the degree 
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of deactivations seen in cortical midline structures constituting the DMN(Ives-

Deliperi et al., 2011; Pagnoni et al., 2008). Mindfulness also increases the 

abcf correlation between nodes of the SR and relevant sensory cortex when 

attending to a stimulus, while increasing the anticorrelation with irrelevant 

sensory corticesghijklmniop et al., 2011). qnlomioiuv mindfulness meditation has 

been shown to increase the recruitment of anterior insula during interoceptive 

attention, and influence the connectivity between posterior and the anterior 

insula(Farb et al., 2012b). A reduction in the perception of pain and anxiety 

through the practice of mindfulness is associated with (1) increased wxx

engagement in anticipation of the pain stimulus and (2) reduced lateral 

prefrontal cortex but increased posterior insula engagement on presentation 

of the pain stimulus(Gard et al., 2011).   yum{n{|miuvj}~ in a large sample of 

long-term meditators, pronounced increase in gyrification was noted in the 

right anterior insula when compared to non-meditators(Luders et al., 2012), 

suggesting that recurrent practice of mindfulness based approaches may 

�l�{ l |ivui�iolum {��{om �u ��m� m�{ o�uu{omi�im} lu� ��nk��j�v} �� l�y�  

Another approach that bears some promise in manipulating the SR and its 

interaction with other distributed networks is neurofeedback using realtime 

���y (Pm���y� or CCG. yu real-time ���y based neurofeedback |���{om| can 

be trained to influence the amplitude of ���y signal from a specifc brain region 

while receiving operational information about the signal(Iohnston et al., 2010). 

Reurofeedback has been shown to be effective in modulating cortico-

subcortical connectivity in patients with qlnpiu|�u�| disease(Subramanian et 

al., 2011). Both upregulation and downregulation of abcf activity in several 

nodes of the SR appears to be possible using this m{o�ui��{ in both healthy 
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volunteers(deCharms et al., 2005; Hamilton et al., 2011b; Johnston et al., 

2010) and patients with mental disorders(Linden et al., 2012). Patients with 

schizophrenia successfully trained in neurofeedback paradigms and the 

potential of this technique in addressing symptoms of psychosis is being 

increasingly appreciated(McCarthy-Jones, 2012). In a small sample of 

patients with schizophrenia (n=9), volitional control of the hemodynamic 

response in bilateral anterior insula was achieved using neurofeedback after 

2-weeks of training(Ruiz et al., 2011). On learning insular self-regulation, 

patients showed an improved accuracy in recognizing faces showing the 

emotion of disgust. This improvement positively correlated with the capacity to 

self-regulate right anterior insula. RtfMRI training was also associated with an 

increase in the effective connectivity among insula, amygdala and mPFC and 

an overall increase in the causal inflow density to the ACC(Ruiz et al., 2011).  

It is important to note that there is no randomized trial evidence for 

neurofeedback in schizophrenia. While mindfulness based approaches have 

been shown to have certain positive effects on psychotic symptoms, the 

clinical use of this technique is far from established. Though current 

understanding of synaptic mechanisms suggests that modulation of 

neurotransmitters could influences neuronal network plasticity(Du et al., 2004; 

LeBeau et al., 2005), there have been no trials of Brain Network Modulation 

(combined cognitive training approaches and pharmacological/TMS 

treatments targeted at brain networks) in psychosis. As we understand more 

about brain states and their alterations in schizophrenia, clinical utility of these 

approaches could become readily achievable. A crucial next step is to 

characterize the neurochemical basis of the proximal salience and SN 
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dysfunction, and evaluate the proof for the concept of BNM approach of neural 

plasticity. The concept of SN dysfunction promises a viable target for brain-

network focused approaches that can guide treatment developments in the 

near future.  

 

 

Current therapies produce relatively limited improvement on long-term 

outcome for schizophrenia.  The evidence that the pathophysiology of the 
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disorder entails subtle but consistent structural abnormalities of cortex, 

especially in brain regions comprising the SN, suggests that improvement on 

long-term outcome will require therapies that can alleviate the effects of 

structural abnormality.  The accumulating evidence indicating that various 

psychological therapies can produce increases in cortical grey matter and/or 

improved function of SN demonstrate that plasticity exists and suggest that 

structural lesions are not necessarily irreversible.  Furthermore, the 

preliminary evidence that GABAergic and glutamatergic abnormalities might 

be involved in developmental deficits in the nodes of the SN suggests 

appropriate modulation of GABAergic and glutamatergic transmission via 

pharmacological treatment might act synergistically with neuropsychological 

strategies to produce enduring changes in structure and function of the SN 

leading to substantial improvement in long-term outcome of schizophrenia.  
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/1(Φϑ1>(7Ν!3ΦD1Γ2ΗD()&1∗!ΟϑΚΚ)>1&!∀#,!∀∃Π!Θ∀9;.!

%&>1Φ)?1Φ,!%.,!81)(Ρ)(,!8.6.,!Σ1ΚΚ)+Η1),!3.Τ.,!Υ)Η2?+,!Σ.,!/+)(&∗&+Ρ7,!ς.Σ.,!W∗&!Ξ++)&,!8./.,!

Ο∗(ΦD,!8.Ψ.,!∀∃∃;.!/2≅Η∗(1&=!+ϑ(Ε∗Φ)ΛΜ∗+)∋!∗&∋!?2Κϑ≅)ΛΜ∗+)∋!∗&∗Κ7+)+!2Ε!

Εϑ&Φ>12&∗Κ!&)ϑ(21≅∗=1&=!∋∗>∗!1&!Η∗>1)&>+!Ζ1>D!+ΦD1Γ2ΗD()&1∗.!−)ϑ(2Β≅∗=)!#9,!

;Π[Θ;#;.!

%+DΜϑ(&)(,!ς.,!∀∃∃∴.!%!Ε∗+>!∋1ΕΕ)2≅2(ΗD1Φ!1≅∗=)!()=1+>(∗>12&!∗Κ=2(1>D≅.!−)ϑ(21≅∗=)!Π;,!

:[Θ99Π.!

%+DΜϑ(&)(,!ς.,!](1+>2&,!Τ.ς.,!∀∃∃∃.!W2⊥)ΚΛΜ∗+)∋!≅2(ΗD2≅)>(7ΛΛ>D)!≅)>D2∋+.!−)ϑ(21≅∗=)!

99,!;∃[Θ;∀9.!

%+DΜϑ(&)(,!ς.,!](1+>2&,!Τ.ς.,!∀∃∃9.!_D7!?2⊥)ΚΛΜ∗+)∋!≅2(ΗD2≅)>(7!+D2ϑΚ∋!Μ)!ϑ+)∋.!

−)ϑ(21≅∗=)!9#,!9∀Π;Θ9∀#Π.!

%ϑ=ϑ+>1&),!ς.Υ.,!9::.!/1(Φϑ1>(7!∗&∋!Εϑ&Φ>12&∗Κ!∗+Η)Φ>+!2Ε!>D)!1&+ϑΚ∗(!Κ2Μ)!1&!Η(1≅∗>)+!

1&ΦΚϑ∋1&=!Dϑ≅∗&+.!Ο(∗1&!Υ)+.!Ο(∗1&!Υ)+.!Υ)?!∀∀,!∀∀:Θ∀##.!

%ϑΗΗ)(Κ),!Υ.6.,!Υ∗?1&∋(∗&,!6.,!Χ∗&Ρ)(+Κ)7,!8.,!]Κ∗=∗&,!Χ.,!3>)1&,!−.Υ.,!31≅≅2&+,!%.−.,!3>)1&,!

Ψ.Ο.,!0∗ϑΚϑ+,!Ψ.0.,!∀∃99.!0()=∗Μ∗Κ1&!1&ΕΚϑ)&Φ)+!1&+ϑΚ∗!∗&∋!∗≅7=∋∗Κ∗!∗Φ>1?∗>12&!

∋ϑ(1&=!∗&>1Φ1Η∗>12&!2Ε!)≅2>12&∗Κ!1≅∗=)+.!−)ϑ(2Η+7ΦD2ΗD∗(≅∗Φ2Κ2=7!Π,!9#Θ

9#∴∴.!

Ο∗1∗&2,!Ψ.,!8∗?1∋,!%.,!W)(+∗Φ),!%.,!/Dϑ(ΦD1ΚΚ,!Υ.,!Ο∗Κ)+>(1)(1,!Ψ.,!Ο(∗≅Μ1ΚΚ∗,!0.,!∀∃∃∴.!

%&>)(12(!Φ1&=ϑΚ∗>)!?2Κϑ≅)+!1&!+ΦD1Γ2ΗD()&1∗Ι!%!+7+>)≅∗>1Φ!()?1)Ζ!∗&∋!∗!≅)>∗Λ

∗&∗Κ7+1+!2Ε!ΨΥΒ!+>ϑ∋1)+.!3ΦD1Γ2ΗD()&1∗!Υ)+)∗(ΦD!:Π,!9Θ9∀.!

Ο∗1(∋,!%.,!8)Ζ∗(,!Ο.ΛΤ.,!/(1>ΦDΚ)7,!α.,!Σ1ΚΜ)(>,!3.ς.,!82Κ∗&,!Υ.ς.,!/1Η2Κ2>>1,!6.,!∀∃∃.!/2=&1>1?)!

Εϑ&Φ>12&1&=!∗Ε>)(!≅)∋1∗Κ!Ε(2&>∗Κ!Κ2Μ)!∋∗≅∗=)!1&ΦΚϑ∋1&=!>D)!∗&>)(12(!Φ1&=ϑΚ∗>)!
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Ο∗Κ>D∗Γ∗(,!Ψ.6.].,!0)()1(∗,!].Υ.3.,!62Η)+,!Χ.Ψ.,!8∗!31Κ?∗,!Ξ.6.,!/2∗&,!%./.,!/∗≅Η2+,!Ο.Ψ.,!

8ϑ&Φ∗&,!−._.,!3>)ΚΚ∗,!].,!−2(>D2ΕΕ,!Σ.,!8∗≅∗+Φ)&2,!Ο.0.,!/)&∋)+,!].,!∀∃9Π.!



! ∀#∃

%&∋()∗+,−./01(/−!+,2∗1)2+!/3!456.&/2&(7+!8/+&0+&!0(&!(&501&8!1)!9∋3−1/)305!

−)33&−1/:/1,!051&(01/)3+!/3!1.&!+05/&3−&!3&1;)(<=!>∋2!?(0/3!≅0∗∗=!

?0(Α0+Β!>=Β!∀ΧΧΧ=!D)2∗5&2&310(,!()5&+!)9!∗(&9()3105!−)(1/−05!(&Ε/)3+!/3!−)Ε3/1/)3Β!

2&2)(,Β!038!&2)1/)3!/3!∗(/201&+=!48:!%&∋()5!Φ#Β!ΦΓΗ∃∃Χ=!

?0(10Β!Ι=ϑ=Β!Ι&0(5+)3Β!Κ=Λ=Β!Ι);&(+Β!Μ=ϑ=Β!Μ/−.0(8+Β!Ν=Ν=Β!Ο∋3&Β!Π=ϑ=Β!∃ΘΘΧ=!4∋8/1)(,!

.055∋−/301/)3+!038!+2055&(!+∋∗&(/)(!1&2∗)(05!Ε,(05!:)5∋2&!/3!+−./6)∗.(&3/0=!42!

Ρ!Ι+,−./01(,!∃#ΓΒ!∃#ΣΓΗ∃#Τ∀=!

?0++&11Β!Λ=Ν=Β!?∋552)(&Β!ϑ=Β!Υ&(−./3+</Β!?=4=Β!≅0110,Β!Υ=Ν=Β!ς&/3Α&(Ε&(Β!Λ=Μ=Β!≅&,&(W
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! ∀#∃

%&∋()∗∋+,−!./0/−!123453∋6178893∋−!:/−!;∗<<∗=−!>/−!?52,=28−!≅/−!:8,&=−!0/−!;∋3)3−!Α/−!

Β845)∗=+,=3∋−!Χ/−!D∗993∋−!./−!>Ε9Φ(3∋−!Α/−!13458,32=3∋−!Γ/−!;Η.&Ι<∗−!Α/−!.,23(92,<−!1/6

;/−!1∗+Φ−!Γ/6ϑ/−!Α4ΒΙ2∋3−!>/Κ/−!∀ΛΛΜ/!13(2&=∗9!Β∋∗Ν!Α∗,,3∋!Ο&9ΙΠ3!:Θ=&∋Π∗92,238!

2=!,53!:,!128Ρ!Α3=,∗9!.,∗,3/!%2&9&(24∗9!>8Ν452∗,∋Ν!ΣΤ−!ΤΤ#ΥςΤΤWΣ/!

%&88∗3∋,8−!>/−!∀ΛΤΛ/!128Ρ!∗=+!∋28Ρ!Ξ∋3+24,2&=!3∋∋&∋!82(=∗98!2=!∗=,3∋2&∋!2=8Ι9∗/!%∋∗2=!.,∋Ι4,!

ΨΙ=4,!∀Τ#−!Σ#WςΣW∃/!

%∋∗++24Ρ−!Ζ/−!:,Ρ2=8&=−!0/−!ϑ∗,,∗Π6%399−!0/−!∀ΛΛ∃/![&∋Π∗9!∗=+!∗=&Π∗9&Ι8!+3∴39&ΞΠ3=,!&Ε!

∴28Ι∗9!Π&,2&=!Ξ∋&43882=(]!Π&,2&=!4&53∋3=43!∗=+!⊥+&∋8∗968,∋3∗Π!∴Ι9=3∋∗Θ292,Ν_/!

[3Ι∋&Ξ8Ν45&9&(2∗!#Τ−!ΤΜΣςΤΜΥ#/!

%∋∗ΕΕ−!;/α/−!Τ∃/!β=Ε&∋Π∗,2&=!>∋&43882=(!∗=+!:,,3=,2&=!;Ν8ΕΙ=4,2&=8!2=!.452<&Ξ5∋3=2∗/!

.452<&Ξ5∋3=2∗%Ι99!Τ−!∀∃∃ς∀W/!

%∋∗=8−!1/Β/D/−!Ο∗=!D∗∋3=−![/Γ/Α/−!Ο∗=!%∗∗9−!Β/?/Α/−!.45=∗4Ρ−!D/Β/−!Κ∗5=−!1/./−!DΙ985&ΕΕ!>&9−!

D/Γ/−!∀ΛΛΥ/!D3∋2,∗Θ292,Ν!&Ε!45∗=(38!2=!Θ∋∗2=!∴&9ΙΠ3!&∴3∋!,2Π3!2=!,)2=!Ξ∗2∋8!

+284&∋+∗=,!Ε&∋!8452<&Ξ5∋3=2∗/!:∋45/!Β3=/!>8Ν452∗,∋Ν!ΣW−!Τ∀WςΤ∀ΣΥ/!

%∋∗Ι8−!;/Ψ/−!Γ=+3−!Β/−!ϑ3Θ3∋6Ψ∗5∋−!ϑ/−!;3Π2∋∗Ρ4∗−!χ/−!D3==−!Ψ/:/−!∀ΛΛΤ/!Ψ∗∴&∋∗Θ93!3ΕΕ34,!&=!

=3Ι∋&=∗9!∴2∗Θ292,Ν!2=!,53!∗=,3∋2&∋!42=(Ι9∗,3!(Ν∋Ι8!+Ι3!,&!9&=(6,3∋Π!,∋3∗,Π3=,!

)2,5!∗,ΝΞ24∗9!∗=,2Ξ8Ν45&,248]!∗=!Α1.β!8,Ι+Ν/!>5∗∋Π∗4&Ξ8Ν452∗,∋Ν!∃#−!∀WΤς∀W∃/!

%∋∗Ι8−!;/Ψ/−!Γ=+3−!Β/−!ϑ3Θ3∋6Ψ∗5∋−!ϑ/−!;3Π2∋∗Ρ4∗−!χ/−!χ&8,−!D/−!D3==−!Ψ/:/−!∀ΛΛ∀/!

ΨΙ=4,2&=2=(!∗=+!=3Ι∋&=∗9!∴2∗Θ292,Ν!&Ε!,53!∗=,3∋2&∋!42=(Ι9∗,3!=3Ι∋&=8!Ε&99&)2=(!

∗=,2Ξ8Ν45&,24!,∋3∗,Π3=,]!Α168Ξ34,∋&84&Ξ24!2Π∗(2=(!2=!45∋&=24!8452<&Ξ5∋3=2∗/!

ΓΙ∋![3Ι∋&Ξ8Ν45&Ξ5∗∋Π∗4&9!Τ∀−!Τ#WςΤW∀/!

%∋3,,−!Α/−!:=,&=−!0//−!Ο∗9∗Θ∋3(Ι3−!1/−!>&92=3−!0/−!∀ΛΛ∀/!13(2&=!&Ε!2=,3∋38,!∗=∗9Ν828!Ι82=(!∗=!

.>Α!,&&9Θ&δ/!>∋383=,3+!∗,!,53!DΙΠ∗=!%∋∗2=!Α∗ΞΞ2=(/!:∴∗29∗Θ93!2=!?;61ΖΑ]!

[3Ι∋&2Π∗(3!ΤΣε∀φ/!

%∋3)3∋−!0/:/−!ϑ&∋5Ι=8ΡΝ−!>/;/−!Β∋∗Ν−!0/1/−!χ∗=(−!γ/6γ/−!ϑ3Θ3∋−!0/−!Κ&Θ3∋−!D/−!∀ΛΤΤ/!

Α3+2,∗,2&=!3δΞ3∋23=43!28!∗88&42∗,3+!)2,5!+2ΕΕ3∋3=438!2=!+3Ε∗Ι9,!Π&+3!=3,)&∋Ρ!

∗4,2∴2,Ν!∗=+!4&==34,2∴2,Ν/!>∋&4/![∗,9/!:4∗+/!.42/!Χ/./:/!ΤΛΥ−!∀Λ∀W#ς∀Λ∀W/!



! ∀##!

∃%&∋()!∗+)!,−.−+!/0(1&234!5&26(%74!849!∋3%∋&0:&;<13&09!∋7%7=%(;49>!;4!?%(08!;&=4!

;32=3≅<4!8(09!;(!97%34!849!2(23ΑΒ%49+!Χ4:<4!/01%&6&;&?3≅<4!D−#Ε#Φ−+!

∃%&&Γ49)!Η+Ι+)!ϑ388;4)!Κ+∃+)!Λ(;4)!Ι+Χ+)!Μ&&;%3∋Ν)!Η+Μ+)!ϑ<∋ΓΝ&&)!Λ+)!ϑ388;4)!∗+Ο+)!Η&%%39)!∗+Π+)!

∀Θ,∀+!Ρ(9Γ!308<∋48!2&8<;(13&0!&Α!04<%(;!&9∋3;;(13&09!30!4;4∋1%&6ΝΣ93&;&?3∋(;!

=%(30!041Τ&%Γ9+!Υ4<%&32(?4!ςD)!,Φ,−Ε,ΦDΘ+!

∃%W04)!Η+)!ϑ3994Γ)!Ξ+)!Ο<∋Ν9)!Υ+)!Μ311Ν(<9)!Λ+)!∗414%9)!Ξ+)!Υ3∋&;(9)!Ψ+)!Ι<∋Γ4;)!Π+)!Ρ4?401Ν&ΑΑ)!

Η+)!∀ΘΘ−+!/0!ΑΗΧΖ!91<8Σ!&Α!1Ν4&%Σ!&Α!2308!30!9∋Ν3[&6Ν%403∋!6(134019!Τ31Ν!

∴6(993:31Σ]!9Σ261&29+!Υ4<%&69Σ∋Ν&;&?3(!#ς)!,ΦΦ∀Ε∀ΘΘ,+!

∃<∋Ν(0(0)!⊥+Ι+)!Ι&Ν09&0)!Ι+Ζ+)!∀Θ,,+!_3:4%931Σ!&Α!96(13(;!%4;(13&09Ν369!&Α!1Ν4!∋;(<91%<2!(08!

309<;(!30!=%(0∋Ν49!&Α!1Ν4!2(22(;3(0!%(83(13&0+!/00+!Υ+!+!/∋(8+!Ξ∋3+!,∀∀α!Ξ<66;!,)!

ΚDΘΕςD+!

∃<∋Γ04%)!Χ+ϑ+)!Ξ46<;∋%4)!Ι+)!Ρ(;<Γ8(%)!Ρ+)!⊥%34040)!Ο+Η+)!ϑ3<)!Λ+)!Λ48840)!Ρ+)!/08%4Τ9βΛ(00()!

Ι+Χ+)!Ξ64%;30?)!Χ+/+)!Ι&Ν09&0)!⊥+/+)!∀ΘΘΦ+!5&%13∋(;!Λ<=9!Χ4:4(;48!=Σ!Ζ01%3093∋!

Ο<0∋13&0(;!5&004∋13:31Σ>!Η(6630?)!/994992401!&Α!Ξ1(=3;31Σ)!(08!Χ4;(13&0!1&!

/;[Ν4324%χ9!_394(94+!Ι+!Υ4<%&9∋3+!∀Φ)!,−ςΘΕ,−.D+!

∃<9(11&)!Π+Ο+)!∀Θ,D+!Ξ1%<∋1<%(;!(08!Α<0∋13&0(;!04<%&32(?30?!91<8349!30!2(δ&%!846%4993:4!

839&%84%!Τ31Ν!69Σ∋Ν&13∋!Α4(1<%49>!(!∋%313∋(;!%4:34Τ+!Ξ∋Ν3[&6Ν%403(∃<;;!DΦ)!..ςΕ

.−ς+!

5(∋Ν3()!/+)!∗(3;;Β%4βΗ(%130&1)!Η+βϑ+)!Π(;30&Τ9Γ3)!/+)!Ι(0<4;)!_+)!_4!∃4(<%46(3%4)!Χ+)!∃4;;3:34%)!

Ο+)!/%13?49)!Κ+)!/08&Ν)!Ι+)!∃(%1%79βΟ([)!_+)!_<∋Ν490(Σ)!Κ+)!Χ3:3Β%4)!_+)!∗;([4)!Η+)!

Η(0?30)!Ι+βΟ+)!Η(%130&1)!Ι+βϑ+)!∀ΘΘ−+!5&%13∋(;!Α&;830?!(=0&%2(;31349!30!

9∋Ν3[&6Ν%403(!6(134019!Τ31Ν!%49391(01!(<831&%Σ!Ν(;;<∋30(13&09+!Υ4<%&32(?4!DΦ)!

Φ∀.ΕΦDα+!

5(;Ν&<0)!Ψ+_+)!Ξ<3)!Ι+)!⊥34Ν;)!⊥+)!Ρ<%04%)!Ι+)!/;;40)!Κ+)!∗4(%;9&0)!Π+)!∀Θ,∀+!Κε6;&%30?!1Ν4!

69Σ∋Ν&939!Α<0∋13&0(;!∋&004∋1&24>!(=4%%(01!301%3093∋!041Τ&%Γ9!30!9∋Ν3[&6Ν%403(!

(08!=36&;(%!839&%84%+!Ο%&01+!∗9Σ∋Ν3(1%Σ!∀)!.α+!



! ∀#∃!

%&∋∋()∗++,!−./.,!012+∗∋(3∗,!4.,!5&++&6,!7.8.,!9&3:;1(<,!=.−.>.,!?≅63,!−.,!%∗ΑΑ∗∋&,!Β.,!Χ∗∋DΕ12:,!

Φ.Γ.,!Η1(3Ε12:12,!?.Β.,!∀ΙΙΙ.!>;6ϑ(∗∋∗:()&∋!?6ϑΚ≅3)+(∗3!∗Κ!+;1!?∗2ϑ∗∋&+12&∋!

>21Κ2∗3+&∋!%∗2+1Λ!(3!8);(Μ∗Α;213(&!Β1Ν(ϑ(+1D.!%121Ε2&∋!%∗2+1Λ!ΟΙ,!ΟΙΠΘ!ΡΟΙΣ∀.!

%&<12∗3,!4.5.,!Τ2&<,!−.,!Χ1ΚΚ13,!Χ.5.,!Υ&Ν&3&:;,!?.−.,!5)Χ2&+;,!−.−.,!Χ1ΚΚ13,!9.0.,!∀ΙΙ∀.!

Η∗2ς(3:!<1<∗26!)∗221∋&+1ϑ!∗Κ!+;211!ϑ6<Α+∗<!)∋≅ϑ+12ϑ!(3!ϑ);(Μ∗Α;213(&.!

>ϑ6);(&+26!Β1ϑ1&2);!ΟΟΙ,!#ΣΡWΟ.!

%&33∗3,!Φ.?.,!Φ;∗<Αϑ∗3,!>.5.,!7&3!Γ2Α,!Φ.Χ.5.,!Φ∗:&,!4.Η.,!>∗≅+&313,!7.Ξ>.,!/≅++≅313,!5.,!

9∗33ΨΝ(ϑ+,!−.,!8+&3D12ϑςΖ∗∋DΞ[∗2D13ϑ+&<,!%.ΞΧ.,![&22,!Υ.9.,!Υ;&∋1D6,!5.,!∴∗≅<&∋&3,!

%.].,!?&(∋,!Β.,!Υ&Α2(∗,!−.,!∀ΙΙ∀.!%∗2+1Λ!<&ΑΑ(3:!21Ν1&∋ϑ!21:(∗3&∋∋6!ϑΑ1)(Κ()!Α&++123ϑ!

∗Κ!:131+()!&3D!D(ϑ1&ϑ1ΞϑΑ1)(Κ()!:2&6Ξ<&++12!D1Κ()(+ϑ!(3!+⊥(3ϑ!D(ϑ)∗2D&3+!Κ∗2!

ϑ);(Μ∗Α;213(&.!>2∗)11D(3:ϑ!∗Κ!+;1![&+(∗3&∋!4)&D1<6!∗Κ!8)(13)1ϑ!ΣΣ,!_∀∀Θ!Ρ_∀__.!

%&33∗3,!Φ.?.,!7&3!Γ2Α,!Φ.Χ.,!/≅++≅313,!5.,!933ΨΝ(ϑ+,!−.,!8&∋∗313,!Τ.,!7&∋&331,!9.,!>∗≅+&313,!

7.>.,!8+&3D12+ϑςΖ∋DΞ[∗2D13ϑ+&<,!%.Χ.,!Χ≅2,!Β.Γ.,!α&3,!5.,!ΟΣΣΘ.!Β1:(∗3&∋!:2&6!

<&++12,!⊥;(+1!<&++12,!&3D!)121Ε2∗ϑΑ(3&∋!Κ∋≅(D!D(ϑ+2(Ε≅+(∗3ϑ!(3!ϑ);(Μ∗Α;213()!

Α&+(13+ϑ,!+;1(2!ϑ(Ε∋(3:ϑ,!&3D!)∗3+2∗∋ϑ.!42);.!Χ13.!>ϑ6);(&+26!∃∃,!ΟΙΘ#ΡΟΙΣΟ.!

%&3+6,!4.−.,!?(1+Μ1,!−.,!/&2Ν16,!5.,!Γ3∗<∗+∗,!/.,!5(∋Ε2&3D+,!−.,!]Εβχ1Μ,!%.=.,!∀ΙΙΣ.!

Β1:(∗3&∋(Μ1D!9∗ϑϑ!∗Κ!>&2Ν&∋Ε≅<(3!]3+1231≅2∗3ϑ!(3!+;1!%121Ε2&∋!%∗2+1Λ!∗Κ!5()1!

⊥(+;!?1Κ()(+ϑ!(3!Χ=ΒδΟ!8(:3&∋(3:.!−.![1≅2∗ϑ)(.!∀Σ,!ΟΙWΣ∃ΡΟΙΠΙ∃.!

%&2∋ϑϑ∗3,!4.,!9(3DΨΝ(ϑ+,!5.,!ΟΣW_.!Γ==Γ%Φ!Τ=!%/9ΤΒ>ΒΤ54∴][Γ!ΤΒ!/49Τ>ΓΒ]?Τ9!Τ[!

=ΤΒ54Φ]Τ[!Τ=!_5ΓΦ/ΤεαΦαΒ45][Γ!4[?![ΤΒ5ΓΦ4[Γ>/Β][Γ!][!5Τφ8Γ!

0Β4][.!4)+&!>;&2<&)∗∋!Φ∗Λ()∗∋!γ%∗Α13;η!∀Ι,!Ο#ΙΡΟ##.!

%&2Α13+12,!Η.Φ.,!−2,!0≅);&3&3,!Β.Η.,!Υ(2ςΑ&+2()ς,!0.,!Φ&<<(3:&,!%.,!Η∗∗D,!=.,!ΟΣΣ_.!8+2∗3:!

(3Κ1213)1,!+;1∗26!+1ϑ+(3:,!&3D!+;1!31≅2∗&3&+∗<6!∗Κ!ϑ);(Μ∗Α;213(&.!42);.!Χ13.!

>ϑ6);(&+26!∃Ι,!Θ∀∃ΡΘ_Ο.!

%&ϑ&3∗Ν&,!5.=.,!Φ(∋∋Ψ≅(ϑ+,!%.Β.,!∀ΙΙΘ.!Γ3)1Α;&∋(Μ&+(∗3,!1<12:13+!Α2∗Α12+(1ϑ,!&3D!

Αϑ6);(&+26ι!&!<(3()∗∋≅<3&2!Α12ϑΑ1)+(Ν1.![1≅2∗ϑ)(13+(ϑ+!Ο#,!ΟΙΟΡΟΟΘ.!



! ∀#∃!

%&∋()∗∗&+,∋−!./0/−!0&1∗−!./−!23456)7−!8/9/−!:);<=+>?−!2/−!≅&Α,−!Β/−!%&;Χ,−!0/−!≅D∗Ε&,−!Φ/−!

23(D7−!Γ/−!4)∗Η0,7,−!Ι/−!ϑ&)∋(1−!Ι/−!∀ΚΛΚ/!Β),3Μ&+D7&(D,+!,Ν!Ν<+>(D,+&∗!>,++)>(DΟD(=!

&∋!&!>,33)∗&()!,Ν!>,Μ+D(DΟ)!3)>,Ο)3=!D+!&>Π<D3)4!Ε3&D+!D+Α<3=/!≅3&D+!ΛΘΘ−!∀Θ∃ΡΣ

∀ΘΤΛ/!

%&<4&−!Ι/−!%,∋(&−!Γ/−!Γ,3(&−!:/ϑ/9/−!Υ&>>,−!ς/−!:WΦΜ&(&−!Ι/−!:<>&−!Υ/−!Ξ);D+D&+D−!Ξ/−!Ι,Ψ−!0/Γ/−!

8)3>)∗∗D−!Φ/−!∀ΚΛ∀/!ϑ)(&Η&+&∗=(D>!>∗<∋()3D+Μ!,Ν!(Ζ)!D+∋<∗&3!>,3()Ψ[!%Ζ&3&>()3D7D+Μ!

(Ζ)!;)(&Η&+&∗=(D>!>,++)>(DΟD(=!,Ν!(Ζ)!D+∋<∗&!∴Ζ)+!D+Ο,∗Ο)4!D+!&>(DΟ)!(&∋?∋/!

.)<3,];&Μ)!∃∀−!Θ#ΘΣΘΡΡ/!

%&<4&−!Ι/−!:WΦΜ&(&−!Ι/−!Υ&>>,−!ς/−!:<>&−!Υ/−!Ξ);D+D&+D−!Ξ/−!8)3>)∗∗D−!Φ/−!∀ΚΛΛ/!Ι<+>(D,+&∗!

>,++)>(DΟD(=!,Ν!(Ζ)!D+∋<∗&!D+!(Ζ)!3)∋(D+Μ!Ε3&D+/!.)<3,D;&Μ)!ΡΡ−!ΤΣ∀Θ/!

%)3&∋&−!Φ/−!⊥<&((3,+)−!Φ/−!ΞD,D&−!ϑ/%/−!Γ&3&+(D+,−!0/−!Φ++)∋D−!Ξ/−!Φ∋∋,Μ+&−!Ι/−!%&∗(&ΜD3,+)−!%/−!

:)!_<>&−!8/−!ΥΧ&∗∗)((&−!Ξ/−!∀ΚΛΛ/!:=∋ΕD+4D+!%ΗΦΗΓ!Ζ&Χ∗,(=Χ)!D∋!&∋∋,>D&()4!∴D(Ζ!

(ΖD>?)3!;)4D&∗!,3ΕD(,Ν3,+(&∗!>,3()Ψ!D+!Ζ)&∗(Ζ=!Χ,Χ<∗&(D,+/!.)<3,D;&Μ)!ΡΡ−!ΡΚΤΣ

ΡΛΘ/!

%Ζ&4∴D>?−!0/ς/−!∀ΚΚ/!0))3Η03,Ν)∋∋D,+&∗!ΙD3∋(Η0)3∋,+!Φ>>,<+([!Υ>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&!Ι3,;!(Ζ)!

]+∋D4)α0Ζ)+,;)+,∗,Μ=!&+4!(Ζ)!]+()Μ3&(D,+!,Ν!%&<∋)∋!&+4!ϑ)&+D+Μ∋/!

Υ>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&!≅<∗∗)(D+!ΘΘ−!Λ∃∃!ΣΛΘ/!

%Ζ&+−!Β/%/ς/−!:D−!β/−!ϑ>Φ∗,+&+−!Ξ/ϑ/−!Ξ,+Μ−!⊥/−!∀ΚΚχ/!≅3&D+!Φ+&(,;D>&∗!ΦΕ+,3;&∗D(D)∋!D+!

δDΜΖΗΒD∋?!]+4DΟD4<&∗∋−!ΙD3∋(Η9ΧD∋,4)−!&+4!%Ζ3,+D>!Υ>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&[!Φ+!Φ>(DΟ&(D,+!

_D?)∗DΖ,,4!9∋(D;&(D,+!ϑ)(&Η&+&∗=∋D∋!,Ν!]∗∗+)∋∋!03,Μ3)∋∋D,+/!Υ>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&≅<∗∗!

∋ΕΧΚΘ/!

%Ζ&+−!Β/%/ς/−!:D−!β/−!ϑ>Φ∗,+&+−!Ξ/ϑ/−!Ξ,+Μ−!⊥/−!∀ΚΛΛ/!≅3&D+!&+&(,;D>&∗!&Ε+,3;&∗D(D)∋!D+!

ΖDΜΖΗ3D∋?!D+4DΟD4<&∗∋−!ΝD3∋(Η)ΧD∋,4)−!&+4!>Ζ3,+D>!∋>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&[!&+!&>(DΟ&(D,+!

∗D?)∗DΖ,,4!)∋(D;&(D,+!;)(&Η&+&∗=∋D∋!,Ν!D∗∗+)∋∋!Χ3,Μ3)∋∋D,+/!Υ>ΖD7,ΧΖ3)+D&≅<∗∗!Θ−!

ΛΣΛΤΤ/!

%Ζ&,ΗΞ&+−!ε/−!ε<ΗΙ)+Μ−!φ/−!∀ΚΛΚ/!:0ΦΒΥΙ[!Φ!ϑΦΓ_Φ≅!Γ,,∗Ε,Ψ!Ν,3!γ0DΧ)∗D+)η!:&(&!

Φ+&∗=∋D∋!,Ν!Β)∋(D+ΜΗΥ(&()!ΝϑΒ]/!Ι3,+(!Υ=∋(!.)<3,∋>D!#−!ΛΘ/!



! ∀#∃

%&∋∋(!)∗+∗,∗(!−&∋./(!0∗(!12&(!3∗4∗5∗(!6789(!:∗(!5;<<2.(!=∗6∗(!∀>??∗!=87≅.!Α<8;Β<;8∋!≅.!Χ2;./!

7.D!2ΕD!Φ7Α<!ΓΑ≅7.Α!7.D!+∋Α<∋8.∋8ΑΗ!Β2Ιϑ78≅Α2.Α!2Κ!Α<8;Β<;87Ε!Λ2Ε;Ι∋!7.D!

Β28<≅Β7Ε!<&≅Β9.∋ΑΑ∗!3!%2/.!Μ∋;82ΑΒ≅!∀Ν(!?>ΟΠΘ?>∃Ρ∗!

%&∋.(!Σ∗(!=≅DΤ∋ΕΕ(!,∗%∗(!02ΕΥΙ7.(!6∗5∗(!∀>>Π∗!ς≅Α;7Ε!Ι2<≅2.!≅.<∋/87<≅2.!≅.!ΑΒ&≅Υ2ϑ&8∋.≅7!

ϑ7<≅∋.<Α(!<&∋≅8!Κ≅8Α<WD∋/8∋∋!8∋Ε7<≅Λ∋Α(!7.D!ϑ7<≅∋.<Α!Τ≅<&!Ξ≅ϑ2Ε78!D≅Α28D∋8∗!

5Β&≅Υ2ϑ&8∋.≅7!Ψ∋Α∋78Β&!∃#(!∀∃?Θ∀Ζ?∗!
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Exclusion criteria for motion artefacts in MPRAGE 

(anatomical image) acquisition 

 
Scans with at least one out of the following three criteria were 

excluded due to motion artefacts: 

 

1. Images too grainy: GM-WM boundary is clearly invisible in >2 
anatomically distinct regions 

2. Significant edge ringing artefacts; >2 rings noted with 

associated blurring of GM_WM boundary in >2 anatomically 

distinct regions   

3. Less severe motion artefacts / grainy image but not satisfying 
criteria 1 and 2, but either 

a. Fails Freesurfer cortical reconstruction due to significant 

topological defects; or  

b. Presence of >2 handles/holes that require manual 
intervention (e.g. hole filling, defining control points, 

removal of obscure/uncertain pia-like tissue) to define 

GM/WM boundaries despite Freesurfer’s automatic 

topological fixation procedure  
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